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The Liberty ·Boys at Bowling Green
-OR-

SMASHING THE KING'S STATUE
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
A SAUCY REBEL.

"I understand that the en tire patriot army has been ordered to assemble upon the Common this evening, Dick."
"Yes, Bob."
,
"What is that for?"
"I understand that the Declaration of Independence is to
be read, Bob."
"Ah, so that's it, eh?"
"Yes."
"Well, that's a good thing to do."
"I think so."
"Yes; it will fill the soldiers with enthusiasm, and cause
them to become imbued with greater patriotism."
"So it will."
"I suppose our Liberty Boys will have to be there, Dick."
"Oh, yes; we're a part of the patriot army n ow, even
though we have only been here one day."
'".rhat's right. We arc soldiers now."
"Yes; an<1 I am rather eager to hear the Declaration of
Independence read, Bob."
"So am I. I want to hear what it says."
rt waR mid afternoon of the 9th of July, 1776.
The place was the great city of New York.
At that time the patriot army, under General Washington,
was occupying the city, while the British army, under General
Howe, was over on Staten Island.
On this afternoon of which we write. two handsome youths
of perhaps eighteen years were walking slowly down Broadway.
Tbese two youths were Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook,
and they were members of a company of one hundred boys
who were called '.fhe Liberty Boys of '76. Dick Slater was
the captain of the company.
'.rhe two had been up to the Common. and were returning
to the place where th ey bad their quarters-which was in u
ramshackle old building down toward the lower end of the
cit~· .

An order had been issued that day to the effect that ·au
the soldiers should assemble on the Common . that evening at
six o'clock. for the purpose of hearing 4Jl.e Declaration of Independence read, and they were discussing this as they
walked along.
J ust as the youths said they wanted to hear the Declaratlon read, a man, who was lea ning against the fence, not
tar .from Trinity Church, said, in a sneering voice:
"Bah! What does your old Declaration of Independence
amount to?"
The youths stopped instantly, and faced the speaker, a look
of indignation on their faces.
"No one was speaking to you,•· said Dic:k. in a voice of
forced c:almuess.

"I kn ow that; but I was speaking to you."
"Oh, you were?"
"Yes."
'.rhe Liberty Boys' eyes. flashed.
"I believe you made some slighting remark about the De<'·
laration of Independence," said Dick.
"That's right. I asked you what it amounts to."
"Well, I can tell you this much; it amounts to a great deal
more than anything your tyrant king can say or write."
"'Tyrant king,' hey?" in a threatening voice.
Evidently the man. who was a good-sized fellow, thought
he could intimidate the youths, for he spoke threatening!~-,
and glared fiercely.
.
He was making a mlstake, however; Dirk Slater was not
the youth to be frightened by words or looks, nor was Bob
Estabrook.
"Yes, tyrant king!" replied Diclc "It se<'ms to me that
you are a rather bold fellow to dare talk as you ha>e been
talking, with the city filled with patriot soldier~."
The man smiled sneeringly.
·
"Soldiers, bah!" he said. '"What do they amount to'! TJw~·
are not soldiers. They have not fought any battleH. 'l'lwy
arc farmers-clodnoo oers. and tbP first time they encounter
the trained soldiers of the king they will be scattered to the
four winds. just like so much chaff. The first battle will he
the last. You will never be able to get your patriot ·soldier:;'
together again for another try."
Dick and Bob looked at each other.
"What do you think of that, Bob?" asked Dick.
"I think it is about the worst rot I ever listened to," ,n1s
the reply, "and I think the speaker Is about the bigi::e~t
boaster T have ever run across."
"That is what I think, too, Bo!:)." Then Dick turned toward
the man, and said:
"'Why don't you go over onto Staten Island and join the
king's army? What are you doing here in New York. among
the patriots, if you are not in sympathy with them?"
·
"Because I want to stay h ere. I am not going to be run
away by a gang of fellows who imagine they are soldiers. I
intend to stay in New York just as long as I want to .. ,
"And you think the Declaration of Independence doP::m't
amount to anything?"
"That's right."
"And that the patriot soldiers are a lot of farmer~. elorlboppers, who will be scattered like chaff the first time tlH'Y
encounter the British. and that they will never be gotten togetller again, eh?"
"Yes : that's just what will happen."
Dick looked again ut his c:omrade.
•·Bob," lie said, quietly, "what shall be done with him?"
"'Whatever you say, Dick," was the grim reply.
"\Vhat do you Ray to taking him down and giving bi111 a
ducking in tile ri'i·er?"
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"Let's do it,
"Ju~t the thing,'' with a chuckle of deiight.
old man!"
"'.Yhat's that?" the man cried, as they turned toward him.
"You two youngAters take me down and duck me in the
river? You are about as im1mdent ns flny chaps I have e>er
seen and I nm hPre to tell you that you couldn't duck me in
·
n hl;ndred year~."
""'e don;t want to," grinned Bob. ""We're going to duck
you in the river."
"Don't you dare attempt to lay 1111nds on me." said the
man. threateningly. "If you do I will forget that you are
boys and hit you good and bard."
"Grab him. Bob!'" said Dick.
They leaped forward, and each Aeized hold of an arm.
'.rhe man struggled, and attempted to jerk loose, but he
found, to hi:; i;nrprise, that he was unable to do so.
'.rbe truth of the matter WjlS tllat either of the youths was
as strong as tlle man, and, rndeed, Dick was much stronger.
He was a pb enomenon, as regarded strength. and he was a
good athlete ns w ell. Few men were a match for him in
strength. and w hc1 it came to quick action not one was anything like a match for him.
The man struggled and spluttered. and threatened what be
woulcl do; but that was all the good it did him. The youths
held him, in spite of his struggles, and then they began dragging him a long, down the street.
Naturally they attracted considerable attention, and there
was soon a crowd around them.
Some of the members of the crowd were Tories, but the
ma;jority were patriots, while some were patriot soldiers.
Soon i;ome more of the Liberty Boys appeared on the scene,
the crowd h:wing attracted their attention, and when tlley
saw Dirk and Bob dragging a man along, they became excited at on ~ e, and broke through the crowd and joined their
comrades.
"Hello, what does this mean. Dick?"
"'Vho is he, Bob?"
""What is up, anyway. Dick?"
"Where are you tnking him, Bob?"
Sueh were n few of the questions fired at Dick and Bob
by their brother Liberty Boys.
"'Ve're taking thi;; chap down to the river," said Dick.
"'\"hat for?" eagerly.
'".ro throw him in."
"We're going to duck him," explained Bob.
This plensed the youths, as well as excited them and
aroused their curiosity.
"'1'hat are you going to duck him for?"
"'Vho is he?"
"What has he done?"
Such were the questions, and the crowd that was around
the little pnrty see.med as excited and interested as the
Liberty Boys who were asking the questions.
"He's a. Tory," said Dick.
"He says the Declaration of Independence doesn't amount
to anything." from Bob.
"He says the patriot soldiers are farmers. clodhoppers, who
will run when they come face to face with the British troops,"
added Dick.
"And we're going to gi>e him a good ducking, to teach
him to keep his mouth shut." said Bob.
"Hurrah! and we'll help you! •1 cried the J,iberty Boys.
'.rhere wNe ti ve of them, and this wrrs just to their liking-.
It was the kind of sport they liked; It would give them
great pleasure to dnck a Tory-·especia!Iy a saucy one like
t!J.is fellow.
So the;- seized hold of the man. some of them pulling, others
pushing, and be was hnstled along at a iively !'~tte, Jn spite
of his struggler;. and his attempts at holding back.
T hu crowd went along, for it was eager to see the outcome
of tht> unusual affair.
'l'here were probably otllcr Tories in the crowd, but they
were in the minority, and it would not have done for them
to attempt to render assistance to the man. for they would
have b(>eu set upon by the patriots and given a good thrashing. All they could do was to keep quiet and see what took
place.
The youths turned down a 5ide street and made direct
toward the Hudson Hi>er.
It was only about tliree blocks distant.
'fhe way was down hill. too, and this made it• easier for
them to drag tlrn struggling Tory along.
He kept up a running fire of threatening talk.
He told the youths that he would make them wish they
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had neycr been born. He gave utterance to all kinds of dire
threats, but he might as well have saved his wind; the
threats bad no effect on the Liberty Boys, save, perhaps, to
make them more determined to give him a good ducking
,
while they were about it.
On they went, and soon they were almost upon the bank
of the stream.
At the point where they r eached the river the bank was
perhaps ten feet high, and almost straight up and down.
It was n splendid place for tlleir purpose, and as they drew
near the bank the youths increased their speed, and rushed
the Tory alo'ng at a lively pace.
A few moments more and they were on the bank, and then
Dick cried, in a s.harp, decided voice:
"In with him, boys!"
At the words, the youths gave the man a shove, and down
into the water be went, head first, striking n·i tb a great
splash, and going under out of sight.
CHAPTER II.
A COUPLE OF WET TORIES.

A cheer went up from the Liberty Boys.
The majority of the spectators joined in the cheering, but
there were some who did not.
These, of course, were the 'l'ories.
They sympathized with the victim, and would have aided
him, but did not dare.
"That's the way to serve Tories!" cried Bob Estabrook.
"If there are any more here let them show themsel>es. and
we will gi>e them a dose of the same kind of medicine," and
he looked around over the crowd.
There were some lowering countenances, but their owners
said nothing.
They knew better.
They were satisfied that they would receive the same treatment that bad been accorded to th e man who had just been
tb rown in to tlie river
"I don't hear any voices proclaiming their owners to be
adherents of King George." snid Bob, with a grin. "I guess
there are no other Tories present."
"You talk too much. young fellow," said some one.
The voice sounded from well toward the outer edge of the
c1·owd, and Bob made a break in that direction, the crowd
parting to let him through.
"'Vhere is the man that said that?" the youth cried.
"Show him to me; point him out. somebody, and I'll prove
to him that I can do otller things besides talk."
"That Is the fellow," said a man. pointing toward a darkfaced man who was standing almost at the outer edge of the
crowd.
Bob confronted the fellow and, pointing his finger at the
man, said:
"Are you the man who said that about me just now?"
"And if I am, what about it?" There was insolence in the
tones.
"Are you. or are you not?" Bob's voice rang out loud and
clear, and there was a flash in his eyes that boded the man
lll.

"Yes. I am the man," was the reply, in as bold a voice as
the fellow could command. He thought that perhaps the
youth might be afraid to attack him, owing to the fact that
he was a man, and a good-sized, strong-looking one at that.
But thiA was n·here he made a mistake.
Bob Estabrook was a youth who was not afraid of anybody, no matter who he was, or how large and fierce-looking
he might be.
The instant the fellow said he was the man, the Liberty
Boy attacked him. striking at him with such rapidity and
force that tlle 'l'or.v was forced backward in spite of himself,
the crowd parting to give the two room.
'l'he man tried to stand his ground and strike back at the
youth, but he was kept too busy warding off and dodging the
shower of blows that was being dealt him, and be was gradually forced backward.
His attention wns toward Bob, of course, and he llad no
opportunity of seeing where he was backing to, and the result
was that be did not know he was being forced toward . the
edge of the river-bank.
The spectators saw it, however, and many of them encouraged Bob.
'l'hev \Yautecl to see the man tumble, ancl they were gratified, for a few moments later, having been forced to take a
couple of steps backward by the furious attack of Bob, he
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pepped over the bank and plunged backward into tile river.
A wild yell of f!'a1· escaped his lips as h e felt himself going.
and he groped desperately nt the atmosphere, w ithout doing
himself any goo<l, of course, and down be went, like a huge
~ llfrog-only be went backward instead of forward.
The Tory that bad been thrown into the river by the
Liberty Boys had just come to the surface and was struggling
toward the shore, when the second victim came sailing downward. Bob's victim struck the other Tory on the back and
under both went, clear out of sight, a gurgling sound coming
up, ns their mouths were filled with water.
Wild yells of <le!il!'ht went up from the spectators.
They were delig-hted.
This was better than any show they had seen for a long
time, and best of all, it was costing them nothing.
The word had gone out among the spectators that the
youths who were doing the work of ducking the Tories were
members of a company of young fellows wbo called themse!Yes The Liberty Boys of '76, and the crowd began cheerlug them.
"Hurrah for the Liberty Boys!"
"Say, you are all right."
"Yon are starting out well!"
"I pity the Tories that you get holrl of!"
Such were a few of the cries; and then all watched for the
reappearance of the two men in the water.
Presently they came up, gasping, gurgling, and floundering
at a great rate.
'.J.'hey struck out for the shore, and made some progress,
though with great difficulty, for their clothing was soaking
wet, and seemed to drag them down.
Had they been fifty feet away from the shore, Instead of
less than twenty, it Is doubtful if they could have got ashore;
as it was, they managed to do so, aft!'r a hard tussle.
"Shall we throw them in again, Dick?" asked Bob, eagerly.
His blood was up, and he would have been glad to give
the Tories another ducking.
"No, Bob," was the reply. "I think they have been punished
enough. If we threw them in again we would either have
to swim In and bring them out, or watch them drown, for
they cqnldn't get out unaided, I am sure."
"I guess you are right about that."
'I'here was no doubt regarding this. It was a self-evident
fact.
Tbe two Tories scrambled out of the water, and moved
down the shore to a spot where the bank was sloping enough
so they could climb up easily.
·
The crowd followed along on the bank, hooting at the two
half-drowned Tories, and jeering .them.
The two made no reply in words, but they glared at their
tormentors as though they would have liked to have murdered some of them.
"What do you think about it now?" asked Dick, as the two
reached the top of 1.he bank. "Are you still of the opinion
that the Declaration of Independence doesn't amount to anything?"
.
"And do you still hold to the belief that the patriot soldiers
will be scattered lilrn chaff the first time they come up against
the redcoats?" asked Bob.
"You just wait," growled the man who had been the one
to make these statements. "I'll get even with you two young
fellows; you see if I don't."
"Oh. pshaw: run along home and change your clothes, my
friend," said Dick. "You are wasting your breath, talk.Ing
such foolishness."
"It isn't foolishness. I mean what I say!" fier cely.
"Oh, no doubt of that," said Bob, grin ning. "You mean
that you would like to get even with us. "
"I'll do it, too!"
"Say, Dick, let's give him another ducking; he has not
been tamed enough yet."
"~o, let him go," said Dick.
"I guess he will know better
than to talk against the Declaration of Independence again,
or to slur the patriot soldiers."
At Bop's suggestion that they give the man another ducking he quickened his pace, and hastened away. It was evident tlrnt he did not wish for a repetition of the experience
be had jnst gone through.
"J..ook at blin go!"
"He wants lo get away! ''
"And I don't blnme him!"
"Come back and ha>e another ducking!"
Such were a few of the remarks made by the citizens and
the Liberty Boys.
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The two w et and bedraggled Tories did not pay any attention to their tormentors, however, but kept on hastening
away. Tiley soon parted company, one going down one street
and the other up anotber street. They were not acquaintances or friends, it seemed, but were s imply fellow-sufferers.
The crowd dispersed, then, after gi>ing tbe Liberty Boys
n. fe w cheers, and th e youths made their way to tbeir
quarters.
Here Dick, Bob, and the five who had nssisted them in
ducking the Tories, told their comrades th e story o.f the nffair.
As may be supposed, all were sorry they had missed it.
"I wish I had been there, " said Mark Morrison, a handsome youth of eighteen yenrs.
"So do I wish I had been there," said Sam Sanderson.
The others all said the same.
"It was fun, I tell you," said Bob, grinning at the remembrance.
"Yes," from Dick. "You had ought to have seen those two
Tories go Into the river, kerplash."
Then the subject of the reading of the Declaration of Independence cnme up, and nil expressed a desire to be present
and hear the document read.
"We will be there, " said Dick. "In fact, we will h,ave . to
be there, for an order bas been issued by the commander-inchief to that effect."
"The entire army will be there," saicl Bob.
There was considerable talk about this, and then one of
the youths told Dick that he had beard a piece of news while
out on the street a little while before.
....What did you hear, Joe?" Dick asked.
"I heard ·some of the soldiers talking about pulling the
statue of King George down. Dick."
"Ah! You mean the one down in Bowling Green?"
"Yes."
"And you say some of the soldiers are. talking of doing
that?"
"Yes."

"When do they intend to do it?"
"To-night."
"After the meeting in the Common?"
"Yes."
"Say, I'm going to have a hand in thnt!" cried Bob Estabrook, eagerly. This was just th e kind of- work he liked.
It would be Interesting and exciting.
"I'll take a hand in It, too," from Mark Morrison.
"\V~ all will!" was the cry.
"Yes," said Dick. "I'm In for It. I think the statue ought
to come clown. We will pull It down and make room for one
of George Washington. A statue of the commander-in-chief
of the Continental Army will be morn suitable, and more
acceptable to the American people."
"Say, Dick, that statue is made of lead, isn't it?" asked
Bob.
"I think so."
"Good! We'll pull it down and melt 1t Into bullets to
shoot the king's soldiers with!"
"We will dose the king's soldiers with melted majesty, eh,
Bob?" from Dick.
"That is just what we will do."

CHAPTER III.
"PULL, BOYS!" CRIED DIOK.

The Liberty Boys were through eating supper early, and
were ready to attend the meeting in the Common, when the
Declaration of Independence was to be read.
Feeling that it would be better to be on hand too early
than too late, they set out, and were soon at the Common.
Quite a large crowd of soldiers were already there.
The troops were stationed in the form of hollow squares.
All around, just outside the points where the soldiers were
congregated, stood great crowds of spectators, eager to see
n.nd hear ·what was done and said.
The majority or the spectators were patriots, but there
were quite a number who were not in sympathy with the
cause or Liberty.
There were a goodly number who were Tories at heart,
but they were careful to keep back well toward the outskirts of the crowd; they had heard what had happened to
the two Tories, and the same treatment might be dealt out
to them.
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At last all the troops were ga the red on the Common, and
then tlrn coming of the commander-in-chief was watched fo1
eagerly.
At last a shout went up.
It grew iu volu me, til: it became a roar, a.nd presently all
Raw a hor seman riding slowly up Broadway, an aide by his
side.
The horse was a large, tin e one. strong ancl sturdy, as it
had need of being, for th e rider was a man of unusual siie
and physique-the rider wa s, indeed, General Washington.
As th e crowd parted to let him ride through, the great
man bowed to the right and to the lef t. Then he rode to n
spot near the center of the crowd of soldiers (history says
it was a spot uear where the fountain is, in the City Hall
Park) and brought his horse to a stop.
Then h e lifted his hand to enjoin silence, and said, in a
clear, commanding voice:
"Men and soldiers: We are gathered here this evening to
listen to the reading of that great and glorious document, the
Declaration of Independence. (Cheers.) The day that saw
this Decla ration signed and sealed was the greatest day in
the history of our country. It marks the beginning of a new
era- the appearance upon life's curtain of a free people.. It
introduces to the world a race of people who are and will
he free and independent, ·and who will govern themselves
for the best interests of all. Kindly listen in silence, now,
while my aide reads, and remember that it is this Declaration
of Independence which is our license of liberty. That is all.
Read!"
The gr eat man bowed, made an imposing gesture, and
then such a cheer as went up! It was loud enough to be
heard for miles, and it was kept up for more than a minute.
When at last it died down, the aide began reading.
'.rhe man's voice was a good one, and all could hear plainly.
He read clear through to the E'nd, and then the cteering
began once more.
This time it did not end when a minute had elapsed. It
bad barely begun.
Louder and louder the cheering sounded. It went up in
a roar. It was like the roar of a score of Niagaras rolled
into one.
Distinguishable amid the roar of the cheering was the
word "Washington!" and when the great man finally waved
his hand and rode slowly away down Broadway, he was
followed by cheer after cheer.
It was indeed au exciting scene.
It was one that tbe Liberty Boys ne>er forgot.
'l'bey were youths who had joined the army only recently,
and everything was new and interesting to them, anyway,
11nd they were greatl~' enthused by the scene.
"I'm glad I'm here! " cried Bob Estabrook, when the cheering had subsided s ufficiently s'o it was possible to make himself understood.
"So am I ," agreed Dick Slater.
"And I! " went up in a roar from the res.t of the Liberty
Boys
Then the troops dispersed, the greater number returning
to their quarters.
Quite a good many soldiers, however, did not go to their
quarters, but m ade th0ir way down Broadway, in the direc·
tion of Bowling Green.
On every side the Liberty Boys beard the words. spoken by
patriot soldiers, "Now for Bowling Green!" "Come on, fellows; let's go down to Bowling Green!" "Don't forget Bowling Green!"
"I know what that means," said :Mark Morrison. "They
are going down there to smash the statue of King George!"
"That's it!" from Bob. "Come along, fellows. We want to
have a hand in that."
So the Liberty Boys set out, and followed the soldi~rs down
·
Broadway.
It took them but a few minutes to reach Bowling Green,
and when they got there they found a great crowd present.
So far as they could see, however, no actual preparations
were being made to pull the king's statue down and smash it.
There were many soldiers in the little park, but they stood
around in groups, talking in low tones.
'l'he Liberty Boys stood in a group by themselves, and took
a careful survey of the situation.
There in the middle of the little park stood the statue of
King George. It was on a pedestal several feet high, and
there was a fence around the pedestal.
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'".rhere doesn't seem to be much headway being made in
his affair, Dick," said Bob Estabrook, in a disappointed
•·oice.
·".rhat's so-, Bob. "
"I wonder what's the reason?"
. "I don't know; perhaps they think it Is too early to do the
work."
"It is not too early. The quicker it is clone the better."
"Perhaps they haven't got :started because tbeS lack a
leader," suggested l\Iark Morrison.
",To\·e. l'U lead them, if that is all thE'y \Yant." grinned
Bob.
"Dic k would be the fellow to take the lead in this thing,"
~ aid Sam Sanderson.
"That's right; you take the lead, Dick," said Bob. "'1i'e'll
back you up in whate>er you want to do."
Dick thought a few moments, and then said:
"I wouldn't like to take the lead, boys. You see, there
are scores of older men than me here, and it would be better
for some one of them to act as leader."
"Yes; but if they won't, they won't , Dick," said Bob. "I
th.ink it will be all right for you to do it. It takes 11•oung
fellows like us to do such work as this. Let's start it up.
I will go and get a rope and tie it around King George's
neck-the neck of his statue, I mean-if the rest of you
fellows will lay hold of the rope and haul the statue down
ana smash it."
Again Dick thought a few moments, and while he was
pondering a soldier who was standing near and had heard
what Bob said, advanced and said, · earnestly:
"Yes; you take the lead, young fellow, and the rest of us
will back you up. Go and get the rope and tie it to the
neck of the statue, and that will be all that will be necessary;
there will be plenty to pull on the rope."
"All right. I'll take the lead, then. " said Dick. "Go ahead
and get the rope, Bob."
"Hurrah! I'm off!" and away Bob dashed, heading for the
nearest store where rope could be had.
"There are a lot of Tories and king sympathizers o>er
yonder," said the soldier, pointing over to one side of the
little park. "They have heard that the king's statue is to be
smashed, and they are muttering among themselves. They
have rocks and brickbats in their bands, and I think they
will probably throw them at us if ·1ye try to pull the statue
·
down."
"We will see about that," said Dick. "Boys, some of you
go over there, and be in readine s to put a stop to such work,
if they attempt it. The rest of us will attend to the work
of pulling the statue down and smashing it."
About fifty of the Liberty Boys mo>ed across to a point not
far from where the Tories stood, and the latter glared at the
youths threateningly, for they realized that the youths were
there to hold them in check.
The word rapidly went around among the soldiers, to the
effect that Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, was goiug
to take the lead in the affair, and that one of his men had
gone to get a rope to put around the neck of the statue, and
there was a hum of applause.
"Hurrah for Dick Slater!" cried some one, and the cheers
were given with a will.
Presently Bob was seen coming running, with a coil of rope
in his hands, and a cheer went up.
Threatening· growls went up from the Tories, and they
moved nervously about, and gripped the rocks and brickbats.
"HerE"s the rope, Dick," cried Bob. "Just wait till I get
it unrolled, and then I'll climb up with one end of the rope
and tie it around the statue's n eck."
He quickly unrolled the rope, and then, taking bolcl of
the end, began climbing up onto the pedestal, ha>ing first
leaped over the low fence which was around it.
A yell w ent up from the soldiers-a wild, thrilling yell
of delight and appro'l"al, and from the Tories and king sympathizers there went up an angry muttering, as of distane
thunder.
Bob was soon up where he could do the work, and he
quickly ti ed th e rope around the neck of the statue, taking
care to tie it tight, so it could not slip off. •
'.rhen he descended, and a~ he leaped over the fence surrounding the statue Diel' cried out:
"Get hold of the rope, boy;;, and stretch it out, taut."
The Liberty Boys and some of the other soldiers as " ;ell
seized the rope and straightened it out: theu they stood there,
·
waiting eagerly for the command.
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on tbe air rose various cries and exclamations.
"You are the ringleader in thiR bu8ine~R." the fellow <'ried.
illown with the statue of the tyrant!"
and I will 1·emember it. and settle with yon. Dirk Slater!"
II it doTrh and smash it!"
"Say. Dick. don't you think a d1wking wonlCI cool him
•Don't you do it!"
off?" asked Bob.
•If you do you will rue it!"
'!.'his struck the other Liberly Boys f:wornbl.v. and they
'file contlictinir exclruuations came from the soldiers arid urged Dick to let them cluck the Tor~-.
m the Tories. the soldiers, of course, favoring pulling the
"It iR what be needs." said ouc.
tue down , the 'I.'ories protesting against it.
"Yes, ju>;t the thing for him.··· from un0tlier.
Then many of the soldiers and patriot citizens began throw"It will teach him a lesson."
stoues nnd bricks at the statue, and the Tories, angered
"Yes, he will be more (arefu l n ext time. •·
by this, brandished their missiles, and threatened to throw
"All right; take him along," said Dick.
em.
This was all that was needed.
The Liberty Boys pushed forward and forced the Tories
With a shout of joy the Liberty Boys dragged the Tory
back. however, and warned them not to throw.
away, across the park to the shore, and, in spite of his strug•If you do we wlll fire upon you!" cried Mark Morrison, gles and threats, the fellow was thrown into the water.
brandishing a pistol; the other Liberty Boys did the same,
He was not a •ery good swirumer. but managed to get
and it had the effect of holding the Tories back, and keep- back to the shore.
ing them from throwing the stones and bricks.
He began abusing the Liberty Boy~ and patriots in genDick Slater decided that it was now time to do the work eral in such a tirade of vituperation that the youths grabbed
they were there for the purpose of doing. There was no need him and threw him into the water again.
This time It was all he could do to get back to the shore,
of waiting longer. They a!J got a good grip on the rope.
"Pull, boys!" cried Dick. "Down with the statue ot the and he was so exhausted, and so near!~· strangled to death,
Indeed, that he bad no breath to expend in Yituperatl on, so
tvrant kin"!"
·The Libe"rty Boys surged back on the rope, and down off the Liberty Boys came away and left him lying stretched
out on the shore, gasping like a fish out of water.
its pedestal came the statue of King George."
"He will know better than to interfere where he has no
business next time," said Bob, and the r est said the same.
They hastened back to where the king'R statue was hanging on a lamp-post, and told Dick how they had taken all
CHAPTER IV.
the venom out of the Tory by ducking him in the bay.
"Now, then, who will go and get an axe?" asked Dick.
SMASHING THE KING'S STATUE.
"I will," said Bob. "But what do you want with an axe?"
"To cut the statue up into small piece:;;. I will distribute
The statue struck the ground with a crash, and was
smashed out of all semblance of the king, for it was made the pieces among the patriot soldiers, so the;v can melt them
up into bullets to shoot British soldiers with . .,
of lead, and the arms and head were bent and crushed.
"Hurrah! just the thing!" was the cry . .
The king's statue certainly was a wreck.
Bob rushed away to the store where he had bought the
Then on the air rose wild yells and cheers.
rope.
"Down with the king!"
He was soon back again with an axe.
"I wish it was the king himself!"
Dick took the axe, and called out:
"Yes, yes! So do I! "
"Lower the statue, boys."
"If it were the king we would string him up to a lampThe Liberty Boys quickly obeyed.
ost!"
They loosened the rope, and the statue fell to th e ground
"So we would!"
with a thud.
"Death to the tyrant king!"
"Now we will cut the king's statue up into little bits,"
"Long live liberty!"
Such were a few of the cries indulged in by the soldiers said Dick.
He began chopping, and quickly cut off the arms and legs,
rud patriot citizens.
I_ The Tories and king sympathizers gave utterance to ex- and cut them into small pieces. As he rlid this he tossed
lamations of a differe~t sort, but their voices were drowned pieces out to one side, and Bob and Mark passed the pieces
by those of the patriot soldiers and citizens. It was as well to all who asked for them.
Next Dick chopped the king's head off, and made it up
or .them that this was so, for the patriots were not in a
mood to listen to much insolent talk, and would have handled into small pieces, after which he did the same thing with
the body.
t.he Taries roughly.
This took up half an hour or more, and then, as Dick kept
"Say. let's hang the king's statue up to a lamp-post, Dick!"
cried Bob Estabrook. "We can't hang him, but we can hang the last piece himself, and called out, "'!.'hat ends it; the
king is now ready for the bullet-molds!" a great cheer went
bim in effigy, as it were."
This idea struck the Liberty Boys as being a good one, up.
Then Bob took the axe back to the store, and thanked the
and they clamored to be permitted to hang the king's statue
ow·ner for the use of it.
up to a lamp-post.
The crowd was dispersing when he got back, and the
Seing they were set on doing this, Dick: agreed, and the
rope was thrown over the top of a nearby lamp-post, and Liberty Boys went to their quarters.
They were feeling jubilant, and talked and laughed in
pulled up and fastened so that the statue would hang there.
Then the Liberty Boys laughed, cheered, and danced about, delight.
They· felt as though, in smashing the king's statue, nnd
and there was a general jubilation among the patriots, while
out on the outskirts of the crowd the Tories gritted their cutting it up into pieces to be melted and run into bullets,
they had struck a blow tor the great cause. and this made
t eeth and muttered threats.
Suddenly a big, fierce-looking fellow burst through the them happy.
They got their bullet-molds out at once, and went to work,
·rowel surrounding the statue. He was flourishing a knife,
making bullets.
ncl shouting angrily.
"It's a. shame! .. be cried; "an outrage! It is an insult to
Au hour Inter the pieces of the leaden statue of King George
ur noble king! Out of the way here ; I will cut the statue had . been con\terted into nice, bright bullets, which were
destined to be used against the king's soldiers in the tirst
Clown!"
battle in which the Liberty Boys took part.
But be did not reach the statue.
Bob Estabrook, who narrowly escaped being stabbed with
As may be supposed. the smashing of the king's statue
the flourished knife, gave the man a blow on the jaw, knock- was almost the sole subject of conversation that ev=im?: in
New Yorlc
ing him down.
·
Then half a. dozen of the Liberty Boys seized the. angry
The patriots were delighted; but the 'I.'orles were anything
but pleased. They said it was aµ outrage. and that tile !)er'l'orv ancl disarmed him.
Iie struggled fiercely, giving utterance to threats by the petrators would one day be punished as they deserved.
yard: but hiR words had no effect; the youths held him, and
Being eager to hear what was being said on the streets,
Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys in general went out arid,
told l1im to shut up.
•·Yon are making too much noise," said Dick. "If. you knew scattering, moved about, listening to the talk of the citizens.
when ~·on wl'l'e well off you would kerp quiet."
Dick and Bob stayed together, as was their usual custom.
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They ·had been chums and friends for years, practically
Bob was not the boy to stand still and permit a great, big
all their lives.
u all. fil'ty pounds heavier than himself, to land a blow that
'.rheir homes were adjoining. up in W estchester County, no1. wou ld hTve knccked him senseless.
fa r from 'l.'arrytown. and they ln1d gone to school together,
Bob knew a trick worth several of that.
had hu nted, fished , jumped, wrestled, and gone in swimming . When tll c Tory struck out. Bob ducked his head quickly,
togeth er eYer since they were large enough to do those and the fellow's fist went ove r bis shoulcler without touchthings.
iug him.
Another tie that bound them together was the fact that
T hen out shot Bob's fist.
they each loved the other's sister. Diel;: was in love with
He was almost as stro ng as Dick. and could stril;;e a terAlice Estabrook, while Bob and Edith Slater thought the rible blow if he de$ired to d o so, and this time he did desire
world of each other.
to do that very tl!ing.
He put all his forc-e into the blow.
So the tw<l usually remained together. It was natural that
they 1<hould do so.
His fist struck the Tory fair in the stoma ch , doubling hi m
'l.'lwy wandered along, down the street, and stopped occa- up like n jack-knife. and causing him to take a seat suddenly
si0nally to listen to the talk of a group of soldiers or citizens. on th e pavement, at the same time giving utterance t o a
!\fore often than otherwise they heard themselves praised gasping cry of pain.
for the leading part they had t a ken in smashing tbe king's
"Oh!-ow!" he cried, and he clasped his hands across his
statue; but hem and th ere they came upon a little group stomach, and groaned dismally.
·
"What's the matter?" asked Bob, with simulated concern.
of Tories who "·ere denouncing them in unmeas ured terms.
Bob wa nte<l to take a hand In the discussion each time, "Do you feel bad?"
· when they came upon a party of 'l'ories, but Dick would not
"Oh--Ow!-ob!" was the only reply.
hear of it.
"1 guess the poor fellow feels a bit put out, Dick," said
"Let them talk, Bob," he said. "W'hat does it amount to?" Bob.
"! don't like to hear them talking about me in such manner
The 'l.' ory rocked his body back and forth for nearly halt
ns they are doing, Diclc"
· ,
a minute, groaning dismally, and then at las t he ceased, and
"Dou't be thin-skinned, Bob. Let them talk; it Is all they I began brenthin~ without such labore d effort.
can do. 'Ve have all the best of it. and can afford to let them
"He's beginning to fee l better, Dick," said Bob.
ease their minds in this manner."
"Yes, he wiil soon be all· right. Bob."
"I would like to .thump the heads of a few of them."
"Yes; amt ready to let me give him another lick in the
Dick merely laughed, and pulled Bob along.
same spot."
"You would get yourself into all kinds of trouble if you
T he fellow looked up at Bob with a glare of intense anger
didn't hnve me to look after you. Bob," he said .
and hatred.
"Ob, I might get into trouble, but I would get out again."
"You hit me in the stomach again and I will kill you if
"I am not so sure about that."
it is the last thing I do on earth!,. he said, in as fierce a
"I am."
voice as he could muster up.
It was now dark, but the street lamps on the corners of
"You get up and make an attack on me again," said Bob.,
th e main ~ treets gave light enough · so it was possible to "and I will give you another in the same spot.~
see tolerably well.
"You will, eh?"
Just as the two youths were passing undernea th a street
"I will."
lamp on Broadway, n ear \Vall Street, they came face to face ·The man made no reply, but proceeded to scramble slowly
with the T'o ry who had tried to cut the king's statue down to bis feet.
when it was hanging to the lamp-post, and who had been
Of course the encounter having taken place on Broadway,
knocked down by Bob, and then had been taken down to the and underneath a stl'eet-lamp. where it was possible to see
hay and given a ducking.
plainly, a crowd had gathered, and now all waited eagerly
The fellow recognized Dick and Bob at once, and a roar to see what the Tory would do.
of rage :md delight commingled left his lips.
Would he attack the Liberty Boy?
"Ah, ha! Now I have you, you blasted rebels!" he cried.
There was difference of opinion on this subject.
"\Yell, what are you going to do?" asked Bob, coolly.
Some thought the Tory would renew the combat; others
There was an eager undertone to his voice, however, and thought he would not.
Many believed that the terrible blow in the pit of the
Dick, who knew Bob w,ell, kn ew that his comrade was delighted by the meeting. Bob was a youth who would much stomach bad taken all the figut out of him.
rather fight than eat when he was hungry, and the fact that
Dick was of this opinion, and Bob was afraid that such
this '.rory was a grown man, and much larger and heavier would prove to be the case.
tllun qimself, only served to make him the more eager to
"Well, I'm ready;" he said, briskly.
1ry conclusions wlth him.
"Don't be in such a hurry," the Tory said, whereat a num"So yon want to know what I am going to do, do you?" ber of the spectators snickered. It seemed funny, to them,
the Tory asked.
to hear .a big man talk !n this fashion.
"Yes."
"You are not so eager as you were a little while ago," sai
''"Well, I can tell you, mighty quick."
one, who bad been present and seen the encounter from th
"All right; do so, then."
beginning.
"1 will. You, I believe, are the youngster who hit me that
"Neither wo.1 1luyou be lf you had got a lick in the stomac
clip on the jaw when I wasn't looking, and now I am going like the one I g-0t," was the growling reply.
to giYe you one of the worst thrashings you ever had in all
There was another laugh at this.
your life!"
""Why, did it hurt you much?" asked Bob, innocently.
"If you should succeed in giving me a thrashing at all it . The Tory glared at the youth for a few moments in silence
would be the worst one I ever had given me," grinned Bob, All thought he was going to make an attack on the speake
"for I have never yet been thrashed."
Perhaps he did have some such thought, but he ns quick!.
''"Well, you are going to be r ight away."
dismissed it, for he felt that he could not stand another sue
"Is that so?"
blow.
''Yes. Look out for yourself, you blasted rebel!" and the
His belief was that another such would kill him. ·
fellow r11shed at Bob.
After glaring at Bob for a few moments, the Tory mise
his hand slowly, and pointing his finger at Bob, said, in a Jo
menacing YO'ice:
CHAP'l'ER V.
"Young fellow, I will get even with yo11 some time!
DICK CHOSEN FOR DA.i"GEROUS WORK
will settle with you for giving me that blow!"
or "onr;;e Bob was expecting this, so was not taken by "There is no time like the present!" suggested Bob.
surprisf'.
is your chance."
He stood perfectly still, however, as if not intending to
"I will see you some other time," and he turned and
do anything to defend himself', and the Tory struck at the away, followed by the jeers of the cro..-d .
"You are a brave man!''
voutb with all bis force.
· Of course he expected nothing else than that he would
"Come back and fight it out."
stl'ike tbe ycung ma n in tile face and knock him senseless.
"Let a. boy whip you-Ila, ha, ha'. "
But. he soon di scovered that he was mistaken in supposing
"You are a fine spf'cimen!"
the youth was not able to look out for himself.
Such were a few of the cries tllat went up ~rom the cro
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"Yes, sir."
but the Tory did not stop. He only walked the faster; he
"E:rnctly. Well, bow do you think you would like to be a
11ad all he wanted for that time, and was eager to get away
spy?"
trom the scene of his discomfitur e.
The youth started. His eyes shone with nn eager light.
'"rhe fun is over. We may as well mo>e on." said Bob.
one to him.
He a.nd Dick walked on down the street, and the crowd It was evident that the iclea was a Yery pleasing
"I would like it >ery well, indeed, sir!" he exclnimed.
cllspersed, many of the members calling out complimen ts to
"You must remember, my boy, that it is a very dangerous
Bo!J.
'l'he two youths walked around ·for 8ll hour or so, and then avocntion."
"I know that, sir."
made their way back to their qua'rters.
"In acting as a spy, one takes his life in one's bands."
The majority of the youths had returned, ·and were talking
"True, sir."
and laughing, and having a jolly tlme generally.
The great man looked keenly Rt the youth.
When Dick told of Bob's encounter with the Tory they
"The thought does not daunt you?" be asked.
were delighted, and all said they wished they . bad been
0
No, sir."
.
there.
"Perhaps you have not given the thought serious enough
Bob.
said
"Yes, you missed the fun, boys,"
consideratio n."
"It didn't last very long, anyway," said Dick. "One blow
"Ob, yes; I !:now that one would have to tnke \:tis life
settled the whole thing."
hiR b and~, sir; and I llD! quit? ready to do that, if yon
in
themselves
They were talking and laughing and enjoying
wish me. :IIy life Is at the service of my country , sh·. I
was
rs
as boys can and will, when an, orderly from headquarte
am will!ng to risk it for the goocl of the cause."
ushered in.
"Right bravely spoken, my boy. I belieYe that yon will
"I wish to see Dick Slater," he said.
bf' the >ery youth to do t:he work wb;ch I wish done."
to
.. I am Dick Slaler," said Dick, rising and advancing
"I shall be only too glad to make the attempt, sir; and if
where the orderly stood.
I fail it will be simply because I cannot succeed."
"W'hat I wish you to do, my boy-or, rather, what I wish
"Yon are wanted at headquarte rs, Captain Slater."
you t o attempt to do, is to go across to S! a ten Is lau<l and
"Right away?" the youth asked.
make an E>ffort to leo.rn. or at least to get an inkling of, the
"Yes, at once; so the commander -in-chief said."
plan!l of the Briti~ll."
"Very well; I will go right along with you."
Dkk's eyes sparkled .
The youth put on his hat and WE>nt along with the orderly.
"I shall bP {!lad to make the !lttempt. your excellency. "
He could not thin!{ why he had been sent for.
"Yery well; then yo may consider the matter settled. You
He and his Liberty Boys had beE>n in ew York bltt a
Fhort time, and be bad not as yet done a-:iy work for the shall go: And now, to give you some instructions ."
The great man talked earne:;tly to Dick for half an h<1ur,
great cause-wor k such fls he did later, and which made him
giving him full instruction s regard!ng what ;ie wished done.
famous throughout the length and breadth cf the country.
He was eager to know what the commander -in-chief wanted As may be s ipp::sed, Dick listened i ntently. He had already·
made up l:L<t mind that be would succeed in the ,;mlertaking ,
of him.
There was no use of trying to think what It might be; he or die trying.
He felt th =1t it was bis opportunity .
had only to wait n few minutes, and he would learn from
If he f:u ~ ceeiled this time_ it would give llim a splendid
the great man's own lips.
to his being chosen for spy work
They were soon at patriot headquarte rs, around on Broarl reputaticn. and might lead he believe that he would like
scmehow.
and,
frequentlyby
occupied
room
the
to
way
their
street and. ente1ing, made
that kind of work better even t hat soldiering.
General Washingto n as .t private office.
General ·wa11hington explained to Dick that he hnd already
The orderly kno<'ked on the doer , and was told to come in.
a s;:iy, with :instruction s the same as he had been giving
sen.t
Dick
for
motioned
aside,
He opened the door, and stepping
but he feared the man in question would be unable to Dick;
to enter, at the same time saying:
a success of the undertaking .
'make
"
excellency.
"Captain Diel{ Slater, your
"I have given the matter consiclerabl e thought," be said,
Then lle closed the door, leavin~ Dick stand!ng in the room,
"and have decided that a bey, like yourself, would stand a
In the presence of the commander -in-chief.
better chance of learning the plans of the British. owing to
searching
keen,
a
with
routh
General ·washington eyed the
the fact that they would be less likely to suspect a. boy of
impossible
been
have
gaze for a few moments, and it would
suspect any grown man who is unfor the most skilled physiognom ist to ha ve known whether being a spy. They will
known to them, but it might be different in the case of a boy.
he was pleased as a result of the inspection.
anyhow, and test my
"Captain Slater, be seated," he said, motioning toward a I wish to give the matter a trial,
theory."
iehair.
"I am glad that you picked upon me to do the work, sir,"
The Liberty Boy took a seat.
said Dick.
man,
great
the
asked
Slater?"
Captain
you,
are
"How old
"So am I, my boy; for somehow I believe that if any youth
abruptly.
can do the work that I wish done, you can."
"Eighteen, sir."
The youth blushed, for be was modest, and said, depre"Ab, a. mere boy yet. Yes, a mere boy."
catingly:
Dick
so
himself,
to
speaking
This was said more as though
"Don't expect too much of me, your excellency: I may fail
said nothing. He wondered what was coming, however.
do anything, and then I shall feel very bad. indeed."
to
are
"You
-in-chief.
commander
the
"Let me me," w ent on
is all right, Dick: go ahead, and do the best you
"That
are
age,
own
your
about
the captain of a company of youths
can. and if you fail I shall not censure you, for I am fully
you not?"
aware of th e fact that you are going to try to do something
"I am, sir."
that is extremely difficult, as well as dangerous."
"They <'all themselves The Liberty Boys of '76, I believe."
After some . further conversatio n Dick saluted, bade the
"Yes, sir."
commander -in-chief good-night, an d withdrew.
"A >ery good name: yes, a very good name."
The youth seemed to be walking on air, as he made his
Then General 'Vasbington was silent a few moments. Re way back to the quarters occupied by the Liberty Boy. At
was pondering, evidently. for bis eyes were on the door, and least that was the way it seemed to him. He felt very happy
.
hi~ brow was wrinkled.
and enthusiastic . He bad been chosen to do dangerous work
"Captain Slater," be said, presently, "I suppose you would -ro go among the Briti sh and spy upon them. It was a
like to do something to benefit the great cause?"
great honor, he felt, and he was very glad that he bad been
"Indeed, yes, sir."
so honored.
'rbis was said with such eagerness and earnestness that
"I'll succeed in the work of learning the plans of the
looked
he
for
n-~hief.
commander-l
the
pleased
it evidently
British. or know the reason why!" he told himself, with grim
at the bright face of the boy approvil1gly and nodded his determinati on .
head.
CHAPTER VJ.
"Good! ""ell. yon shall ha•e the chance. I am going to
giYe you a special assignment . my boy."
ON STATEN ISLAND.
Dick said nothing, but looked at the commander -in-chief
An huur frolll the time Dick Slater left headquarte rs be
eagerly.
out into the bay.
"Ypu have beard of men who go witll:in the enemy's lines was in a boat. rowing
He was dressed in the rough suit of clothes he had worn
and do spy work. llllve you not, my boy?" the great man asked.
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He advanced to the door of the house, which was a logwhen be came to Xew York, from bis home up in the
<:abin in reality. and knocked.
·
couutrr.
There came uo answer: no sound from within.
In going on a spying expeclition it would, of course, have
'l'be Liberty Boy knocked again.
heen utterly folly to wear bis patriot uniform. The instant
There was silenee for nearly a minute, and then from witilin
a r edcoat or Tory laid eyes on him it wou ld have been all up
came a hoarse voice, asking:
with him.
""Who is there?"
The Liberty Boy h:i.d done a lot of thinking since leaving
"A stranger who wishes ·a night's lodging," replied Dick.
headquarters, and be had made up his mind regarding the
"'\\'ait a little," came the voice. "I will open the door
course be would pursue.
H e had · decided to row down along the west shore of presently."
Half a minute later the rloor was openecl, and a man of
Stuten I sland, a clistance of two or three miles, and then make
perhaps fifty years stood revealed in the light thro°IVn out by
a landing.
He would bide bis boat there, and take to the land. He the candle, which was held in his hand.
He eyed Dick somewhat keenly.
hoped that by approaching the British encampment on Staten
"A boy." be said, half to himself. "Who are you?"
Island from the south he would not be suspected of being
"~ly name is David Somers," said Dick.
a spy, if he was discovered-at least not so quickly as would
""'here do you live?"
be the case if he were to approach from the northward.
"Over in Jersey."
By keeping well out in the center of the waterway lying
"vVhnt are you doing over here on the island?"
between Staten Island and th e .Jersey shore. Dick was able
"I wanted to see the British army, sir."
to r educe the chances of discovery to a minimum. Indeed,
The man started. and asked, sharply:
he had no fears of being discovered, for the night was quite
"Are you a loyalist?"
dark.
"Well. I don't know that I am anything, sir; I only wautecl
Onward he rowed, and at last, when he was sure he was
at least two miles down the Staten Island shore, he rowed to see the British army out of curiosity, just to see what it
looks like. I never saw an army, and father said I might
softly in and ·made a landing.
He had entered a little cove, and pulling his boat in under come."
"But how comes it that you are here at this time of the
the outspreading branches of a tree which stood close to
night?"
the water, he tied the painter securely..
"I got lost, sir, and wandered around in the timber for
'.l'hen he stood quite still, and listened for a few moments.
H e could not be certain that there were no redcoats in the hours."
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
;icinity, of course, and he was disposed to be careful.
"Yes; and now, if you will be so kind, may I stay here
He felt tha t there was a good deal depending on bis suece8s in learning the plans of the B1itish, and he was not the rest of the night? It looks like it is going to rain, and
I don't want to be out in a storm."
going to neglect any precautions.
"Certainly, young man; you are welcome to stay: co me
H e heard I'lo sound to indicate the presence of any one in
th e Yicinity, however, and so he set ont through the tim'ber. right in."
'l'he Liberty Boy entered, and the man closed the Lloor,
The Liberty Boy was not familiar with the lay of the land
and barred it.
on Staten Island.
Then be placed the candle on a. table at one side of the
It was, indeed, his first visit to the island.
He bad a general idea o! the shape and size of the island room and turned to Dick.
"There is my bunk; you will sleep there."
'
nothing more.
Still, he believed he would not have much difficulty in find-I "Not at all," said Dick. "Give me a blanket, and I will
lie on the floor. I shall not rpb you of your bed.•·
ing his way.
"Just as you like, my boy; I'll get you a blanket..,
He bad had a good deal of experience in this kind of work
.At this rno?lent a sweet voice came down from upstairs-for be bad lived in a rough, timbered country all his life:
and he and Bob Estabrook had wandered all through the Dick had noticed that the house was a story and a half !Jigh
-asking:
timber in the night time.
"What is the matter, father? Are you sick?"
Thi~ made the task before him easier than it otherwise
"No, daughter," the man replied. "Go back to beu. A
wonld have been.
The country ros e steadily. and the youth found himself yo.~mg man has asked for shelter, that is all."
Oh, I was afraid you were skk."
monuting higher and higher.
The man_ bad 1?1'ought forth . a ?lanket by this time, natl
At last. howeYer, he reached the top of the ridge, and then
be" handed .1t to Di_ck, ~.ho spr~u.d l~ on the. floor.
he tnrn<'Ll and walked almost in a due nol'th direction.
All I "anted was a r oor
:r'hat will do. mcely, h~ s,?-1ll.
lt wa8 not his intention to try to enter the British lines
in the night time. He had a plan in mind which he hoped to shelter me from the ram.
would ue successful. It was a bold one-nothing more or I The man banded Dick a pillo''" saying:
'".rhat will make you more comfortable, I think."
IC'ss than that he should enter the British encampment, and
Dick took the pillow, thanked the m:rn , and then la:r cl own.
try to join the army. If he could succeed in doing this, then
"Are you all right?" the hQSt asked.
he might be able to secure Information which he wished to
"Yes, sir," replied Dick.
secure.
"Very well; good-night."
It was now getting well along toward the middle of the
"Good-night."
night.
The man blew the light out, and a few minutes later nil
Dick decided that if he came across a farmer's house he
was silent in the cabin.
would apply for shelter.
Soon Dick dropped off to sleep, and he knew nothing more
Presently he struck into what proved to be a fairly good
until aroused by the host next morning.
road.
"Breakfast is ready, young man,'' the host said, geninllr.
'L'bis was encourai?ing, be told himself.
·
~·
on this road he might son come to ·a "Get up and wash your face."
If he kept onward
The Liberty Boy leaped up, rolled up his blanket, and pla ('ed
house.
He walked steadily onward perhaps ten minutes. Of course it anrl the pillow in the bunk that bad been occupied by the
man.
h d
"Where will I find water and basin?" Dick asked.
e id not walk very rapidlr, as it was dark, and he, being
"In the kitchen; come along.·•
unfamiliar with the road, feared that he might get into some
Dick followed bis host into the kitchen, and there sw1Y a
unlooked-for trouble.
Suddenly he caught sight of a house looming up by the sweet-faced girl of about sixteen years, who was just placing
the food on the table.
roadside.
It was not a large house, but the youth did not doubt but
"l\Iy name is Joshua Whallen." said the man, "and this is
what there would be room for him. His only fear was that my daughter Edith. Edie>. this is l\Ir. David Somers."
the settler might turn out to be a Tory and ask too many
'.rhe Liberty Boy bowed, and said: "I am glad to make
questions.
your acquaintance. ;\liss Whal!en." and she bowed, blushed
"However, I'll risk it," the youth told himself. "I don't slightly, and replied in kind.
ca.re to lie out the rest of the night. I think it will raln
"No"· wash your face and hands, quick,'' said Mr. Whallen ·
before morning, anyway."
'
"brea k!ast is ready and will be getting cold."
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redc:oa t may h:rrn hacl. nn~l he noddecl anll said:
'·Of conr~e he may stay. Jump out. youngste r, null make
yourself at home.,.
DTCK JOINS THE BRl'rISH ARMY.
"Tl!ank you, .. said Dic-k. "nncl thank yon, too. :\Ir. Vl' hallen."
"That's all right; when yon gPt through looking around,
During breakfast ti'me :\fr. Vi'hallen asked Dick a number come bark to my house. my 11oy. ·•
of questions regarding where ' he lived, etc., all of which the
"Thank von. sir. I will do Ro.,.
youth answered satisfactorily.
Th'en Dick leaped out of th e w::igon.
"And you don't know which side you are on, my boy?"
Mr. V\'hallen drove out of the <'ncampmei1t. aml nway in
the man asked, finally.
the direction of hi s home, whilc Dick took hls place beside
"Xo, sir; but I guess I would be for the king, if I was on the captain. He had come to the dec.:ision that be wou ld cultieltbcr side."
va te the officer in question. '.l'be man was evillently good"WeII," scratching his bead, and speaking slowly, "I'm like natured, and would be a good one to make a friend of.
you, my boy. I don't know which side I am on-at any rate,
'l'he captain looked at Dick, and asked:
so long as the British army is encamped on Staten Island and I
"What is your name?"
keep on selling my produce to the soldiers, I don't think it
"Dave Somers, sir.··
good policy to make any definite statements."
"And you live over in .Tersc~v. eh?"
The Liberty Boy started.
"Yes, ,sir."
"So you sell the soldiers produce, do you?'' be asked.
"That means ~ew Jersey, I suppose ?"
"Yes, produce and chickens, du cks, turkeys, and everything
"Yes, sir."
like that."
·
"You live on a farm?"
'''Vben are yon going to take some more produce to the en"Yes. I'm a farmer boy.''
campment?"
"And you wanted to see an army, eh?"
"This morning-I go eve ry morning."
"Yes; I wanted to see the British army, sir ...
"O·b. that's the way of it? "
'l'he captain took this a:J n rompliment.
"Ye~."
"Well, you are welcome to look around all you want to,"
"Say, can I go with you this morning?"
he said. "Indeed, I have nothing else to do, and will show
"Certainly."
you around, if you like, and explain things to you."
"Good! That will just suit me."
The officer seemed to have taken an interest in Dick.
After breakfast Dick helped Mr. Wballen load the wagon.
"Thank you," said the youth. " I shall be very glad to ha Ye
They filled it with potatoes, cabbages, etc .. and with some you do that."
chickens in a coop. Then they went to the stable and barThe officer told Dick that his name was HaJ'(lin. arnl then
nessed the horses, and brought them out and hitched them to they began moving around. the captain showing Dick e1·erythe wagon.
·
thing that be thought would interest a youth.
Then, bidding Edith good-by, they drove away toward the
Dick played bis part perfectly, and asked a suffic.: iPnt uumnorth.
ber of questions, so that no one would have supposed he bad
"How far is it to the encampment?" asked Dick.
ever before seen an army.
"About a mile."
Many of the officers joked tlie c::iptain, asking him wllo
Of course, it ·was necessary to drive slowly. With the load his young friend was, and whether he was a duke or an earl
on. the wagon could not be moved at a rapid rate, so it took in disguise.
them nearly half an hour to reach the British encampment.
· The officer laughed good-naturedly, and explained who Dick
They were hailed by a sentinel, who recognized the farmer, was.
however, and let the wagon pass without a word. He had
"Well, how do you like the looks of things?" the captain
hailed merely as a matter of form.
asked, when they bad made the rounds of the encampment.
As may be supposed, Dick looked around him with a
"I like the looks of things greatly," said Dick.
lively degree of interest.
"Think you would like to be a soldier?"
He had come here to try to learn something that would
The youth gave a start. nnd looked up in to the captain's
be of value to the patriot cause, and his eyes were wide face with simulated eagerness.
open.
"Yes, I would like it;" he said. "!° wish I could join the
"Well. what do you think of it?" asked Mr. Wballen, who army."
supposed that Dick was what he represented himself to be,
The captain looked at Dick keenly for a few moments, and
and that he had come here merely to see a great army.
then dropped his eyes, and seemed to be pondering.
"It ls wonderful!" said Dick. "It is a great sight."
"How old are you?" he asked, presently.
"Yes, so it is; and it is >rnnderful the amount that an army
"Eighteen."
the size of this eats."
"What would your parents say if you join.eel the nrm:r?"
"I suppose so."
"Oh, they would be willing, sir. They are such strong
"Yes; I could sell ten times as much produce · as I have to loyalists that they would be glad to know that their son 1Yns
spare."
going to fight for the king. "
"I should judge so."
The captain pondered a. while longer.
"You are right; see the soldiers coming. They very nearly
'.rhen he looked up, and exclaimed, in a decided manner:
fight, sometimes, over who shall have some of the stuff."
"By jove, I will do it. Come with me, D111·<', rmrl I will
Soon the wagon was surrounded by an eager crowd of Brit- take you before the commander-in-chief, and tell him you
ish soldiers, all clamoring to be served with some of the wish to join the army."
produce.
"Oh, if you only will do that, sir!" exclaimeu Dick, in a deTbe Liberty Boy went to work, and did as much as Mr. lighted voice.
Whallen in handing out the produce and chickens, and taking
It was not wholly assumed, either, for Dick wished ve ry
the pay for the same.
much to see the British commander-i n-chief.
It did not take long to empty the wagon, and then the
"Come along," said the captain. "We will go before the
farmer turned to Dick.
commander-in-chief at once. Ther-:i is no time like tbe pres" Are you going back with me, now?" he asked.
ent, when one wishes to do a thing."
The youtb hesitated, looked around him, at the soldiers and
They made their way to where 1111 exceeuiugly Jnrgp t ent
tents, and said:
sto od.
"I'd like to stay here a while and look around. Do you
In front of the tent stood a. col:ple of sentinels and an
suppose they would care if l · did so?"
,orderly was seated in front of the entrance on a campstool.
"I don't know. I'll ask."
' The sentinel saluted as the captain and Dick approach Pd,
'L'hen Mr. V\7hallen called to an officer, who wore a cap- and the orderly ros e and bowing to the captain, asked:
tain's uniform, and sald:
"Do you wish to enter, Captain Hardin?"
"Captain. this boy, here, has come over from Jersey to j "Yes; see if the commander-in-chief will see me."
see a big army. Would you have any objections to his reThe orderly bowed and disappeared within the tent.
maining here and looking around?"
I1 He returned a :t'ew moments later with the statement that
The officer turned h'.s eyes on Dick and eyed him search-I the commander-in-chief would see the captain.
ingly.
.
"Come along, Dave." the officer said, and he led the way
'!'he youth met tlle look with one of such apparent frank- into tbe tent, Dick following.
nesfl :rn•l cimclor a;: to effectually diss.rm any suspicion the
As may well be supposed, Dick was feeling pretty well
CHAPTER VII.
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pleased with tbe success that had attended his efforts so far.
He "l>as within the British lines. and "\>as now inside the
tent of the commander-in-chief. He bac1 been more fortunate
than he bad hoped for.
To say that his heart was not beating a bit faster than
ordinary would not be te11ir;g the trnth; fo r it w aR. But Dick
had such Pl'rfect control of his nerves and facial expression
that he was enaoled to hide any signs of excitement. '.ro outw a rd ap p\earanc"e he 'ivas cool and unconcerned .
The t ent in wbich tbe two found themselves was a large
one, indeed, antl tl1 ere were half a dozen carupstools scattered
about.
Seated in front of a portable desk at one side of the tent,
was a la rge, good-natured-looking man, who greeted the captain ,·ordia lly, ancl looked cu riously at Dick.
" \Yho iR the young man, Hardin'!" he asked. "But have a
sent, and you also, youn g man."
The two seated themselves, and th en the captain replied:
'"!'bis yo;rng man is from over in Kew J ersey, General
H owe; his name is David Somers, and he has made up his
mind tba t he would likP to become a soldier."
"Ab, indeed? " eyeing Dick keenly. "So yo u think you would
like to join the British army?"
" I think I would like it, sir."
"You are not sure, then?"
"\Vcll, I am pretty sure, sir. Of cou rse, I kn ow nothing
Still, I
rB bout the life of a soldier, and might not like it.
think I wonld. and would be pleased to join the army. "
"TVell, if you were to joi n, you <'ould not stay a while and
then quit, my boy. Yau would har,e to remain in the army
a1d stick it out till the end of the war, whether you liked
it or not."
"How do you like that prospect?" asked the captain, with
a smile.
Dick pretended to think seriously for a few moments; then
he said:
"I will join, anyway, sir, if you will take me."
"And stick to it till the end of the war, or until you are
k11led, eh 'I" from the commander-in-chief.
"Yes, sir!". decidedly.
"Very well. Captain, do you want hlm in your company?"
"Yes, Genernl Howe; I believe he will make a good soldier."
"All ri ght ; it is settled, then, young man. You may join
the army. and you will be a member of Captain Hardin's
company."
"Thank you, sir. "
"You are more than welcome, my boy; and I hope you will
not regret joining the army."
"I don't thiak I ,,hall ever llo so, sir."
"Come along," said the captain; then he saluted, Dick fol•lowing suit, nwkwardly-this done purposely-after wbicll
they left the tent.
"Now come along with me, and I will show you your future
quarters." said the captain. "l will get an order from the
general for a uniform, and you ean get It and put it on at
once."
The captain led the way to the point where his company
was quartered and iutroduced Dick to the soldiers. telling
them Dick was to be a comrade. Then he went away to get
'the order for the uniform.
He was soon back with th e order, and Dick went and got
the uniform, and bringing it back to the tent he was to occupy jointly with half a score redcoats, he doffed his suit of
'citizens' clothes and donned the uniform.
When he appeared among the British soldiers they complimented him on his appearance.
"You make a very good-looking British soldier," said the
captain, and the others said the same.
CHAPTER VIII.
RECOONIZED.

Dick was indeed well satisfied with the situation.
He was in a position to acquire information, if there was
rsuch a thing as acquiring it.
H e settled down to get acquainted with the members of
1Captain Hardin's company, and he made a very good imlpression on most of the soldiers.
He was a pleasant youth, and was able to win the goodwill of most people with whom he came in contact, a nd he
set himself to win the good-will of his comrades.
He asked a good many questions, and was able to do so
w ithout arousing suspicion, because of the fact that he was
Jn new recruit, and would be supposed to want to know tbe
•things he asked about.
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'rbe soldiers ans"1>ercd most of the questions freely. and
Dic·k acquired some information that he deemed of value.
'Vhat he wanted to do, howeve1·. was to manage to o'l'erhea r the talk of Gen eral Howe ani! the members of his st:l.ff,
when they were holding n council of war.
If he could do that he wou ld be able to secure such info r mation as Gen eral Washington wished to secure.
B ut he was not at all sure he could do this.
It would indeed be very difficult.
It would be dangerous as well.
The Liberty Boy realized that Ile was playing a very dangerous part, anyway.
If he wt>re to be found out bis life would undoubtedly pay
tile forf eit.
The penalty for being a spy, if captured, ' was death, always.
'l' be very boldness of Dick's action in j oining the Briti:::h
ar my, however, was bis protection.
The British never dreamed that a patriot youth would be
so bold and venturesome, consequently Dick was not suspected.
The youth spent the day among bis new comrades, and got
along very well.
He was glad when evening came, however. fo r he felt that
he might be able to do something after nightfall.
He realized that this would be dangerous, but he was determined to take chances.
He ate supper wlth his comrades, and when it bad grown
dark and the bonfires were blazing, Dick said that he believed he would stir around a bit.
"I want to see 'vlmt an army looks like after nightfall,"
he said. "There are no objections to it, are there?"
"Oh. no," was the reply. "That is all right."
So Dick strolled a.way, walking slowly and ca relessly along.
I-le ga ~ec1 about him with an ail· of curiosity, and no one
said anyth ing to him.
I-le was soon in the vicinity of th e tent occupied by the
commander-in-chief, and bere he pau~ed and stood for some
time, ostensibly looking all around, but in i:eality keeping
watch on the tent.
Presently he was rewarded by seeing a couple of the stafl'.
officers enter the tent in question.
'!'his aroused the youth's interest at once.
"I wonder if they are going to hold a council of war?" he
asked hirnsPlf. "Jove. if so, and 1 could overhear what is
saill. it would be a big feather in my cap."
He remained where he was n few minutes longer, and ::;:nv
two more officers enter the tent.
"That settles it," he to ld himself. "They are going to
ha Ye a talk, and I must try to hear what Is sa id."
He mo\-ecl slowly away, sePmingly watchi ng the various'
greups of soldiers all arouncl him.
Some of these were talking and laughing; otllers were playing- cards; some were singing; some telling stories.
lt wns au interesting scene. l.lut although Dick seemed t
be 'Yatching these various groups, he was in reality keepin
his e~·c on the t ent used as headquarters, nud wonderin•
how he would manage to hear whnt was sai<l hy th e officer.
in there.
Presently he was around where he co ulcl see the rear o
the tent, and he was delighted to note that it "·u ,; quit1
dark there. '.rlle light from none of the campfires ligbtcu th
rear of the tent.
'fhis was just as he would llave it, and he thought thut 11
might be able to slip . dose up behind the tent and He dow
and hear what was being talked about within.
He would try it, at any rate.
He realized that it >l"OUl<l bP YelT dangerous.
But th e realization had no clcterdn;; effect.
He was here to secure information, and Ile woulll tlo i
even if he had to risk his life.
Ile began moving in th e direction of the rear of the ten
I-le moved slowly and stopped frequently, for he dill n
know how many eyes might be up on him.
He kept up his acting, pretending to have pyes only f
what was going on among the Mlc:iers : nnd at last he w
right at the edge of the dark shadow made by the big h<'n
qua rte rs' tent.
He stood here a few moments, and then bent dow n,
though engaged in tying bis shoe. ln doing th is bi'3 !Jo
was brought within the shadow of the tent, and it would
impossible for any one to sec him, unless close to him.
The Liberty Boy sat there, looking all arom;id him wit
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At this Instant the man turned, and Dick caught sight of
teen gaze; nowhere did he see any of the soldiers looking in
his face.
his direction.

He was the man who had tried to cut the king's statue
.This was encouraging, and he began crawling toward the
down when it was banging to the In.mp-post, and who had
iear of the headquarters' tent.
been knocked clown. by Bob Estabrook and then taken to
It was not far to where he wished to go.
::\'either was be very long in getting there, even though he th e bay and dr:ckecl.
He recognized Dick at the same instant, in spite of the fact
went slowly.
·
that the youth bad on a British uniform.
Presently he was close up to the tent, and here be paused.
"Great blazes !" be exclaimed. "That fellow is Dick Slater,
He listened, and was pleased to learn that be could hear
the young scoundrel who was the leader in the matter of
the voices of the officers withir: the tent.
smashing the king's statue, over at Bowling Green In New
This was just what he wanted.
He lay down and placed bis ear close to the lower edge of York, yesterday evening! What is he doing here?"
the tent, where it did not quite reach the ground.
He was now enabled to hear what was said, and underCHAPTER IX.
stand n ea rly every word spoken.
The talk wns merely informal and general, and he judged
A PRISONER.
that the council was not yet under way.
Had a bombshell exploded among the soldiers it would not
He soon learned that this was the case, and that the officers
were a waiting the coming of some more . officers of the' staff. have caused more consternation than did the statement or
Presently the officers in question arrived, and then the sub- th"! Tory.
They stared at Dick in paralyzed amazement.
ject that had brought th em together was broached.
Could it be po sible? Was this youth a rebel, and .had be
The matter they began discussing was that of the future
come th ere from New York?
movements of the .British army.
They could hardly believe it; yet it might 'be the truth, and
Dick soon learned that a number ot the officers favored
moving the army over onto Long IRiand, and advancing to a cti ng on this supposition they surrounded Dick.
As for the Liberty Boy, he had already carefully considered
Brooklyn Heights, after which all that would be necessary in
order to attack the patriot army would be to cross the East the matter. He had thought of making a break and trying
to escape, but he realiz-ed that be would have little chance of
River.
This, it wns contended, would be much easier and more succeeding.
He was in the middle of the British encampment, with thoupracticable than to get acr<?SS the bay to New York, and make
sands of soldiers on all sides of him; how, th en, was he to get
an attack.
Of course, the informn.tion was of great interest to Dick, away?
.
He would certainly be captured or shot.
for he was sure that General Washington would be glad
All this had been turned over in his mind, and he had deto hear a bout the matter.
The youth listened eagerly, and wished they would hurry cided to stay and brave it out.
His idea was that he would try to make this Tary think
and decide what they were going to do, for he was in conhe hacl made a mistake.
stant fear that be might be discovered.
To this end he simulated· a look of surprise, and looking the
It turned out that General Howe himself was in favor of
·
moving the army over to Long Island, and so after some man straight in the eyes, said:
"My dear sir, you have made a mistake."
further discussion it was decided that this should be done,
"You say so?" with a leer.
and the day was set when the change of base should be be"I kuow it."
gun
"Htunph! Do you mean to say you are not Dick Slater?"
Having- learned this much, Dick wished to learn more;
"Certainly I'm not."
but the council brol;:e up, the officers evidently being of the
"Who a re you, then?" The Tory saw Dick wn.s surrounded,
opinion that they had done enough for one time.
Hn.1ing learned this much, Dick !elt that he had accom- and could not get away, and was seemingly willing to enplisbed Q'.lore, even, than General Washington had expected gnge him in conversation.
"My name is David Somers."
that he would be able to do, and he began turning over in
"Humph. You are not a regular British soldier? You have
his mind plans for getting away from the British encampjoined the army recently, ba;-e you not?"
ment and making bis way back to New York.
"This morning," said one of the British soldiers.
Here was where he would meet with difficulties and dangers.
The Tory bowed and smiled.
It would undouhtedly be harder to get out of the encamp"I thought so," he said. "You are Dick Slater, from New
ment that it had been to get in.
'l'he first thing to do was to get away from the vicinity of York."
"You are mistaken. I am David Somers, from New Jersey."
t e ileadquarters tent.
"Bah! yo4 can't deceive me, Dick Slater. l saw you, over
To be found there wou1d be to arouse suspicion, and he
at Bowling Green. and was careful to take a good look at
did not want that to happen.
He began crawling slowly and cautiously away from the you, for I thought I might have need to identify you some
time. I am glad that I did so, now."
tent.
"Well, you are making a big mistake,'' said Dick. "I am
He made his way !Jack to the point where be bad entered
the shndow made by the tent, and here he waited till he not the person you say I am, an d indeed, I have nel'er heard
thou1?:ht there was no one looking. and rising up. walked of him."
"Oh, of course not!" sneeringly.
slowly away in the direction of the point where the com, "Do you mean to say that I lie?" asked Dick, bis voice ha.-pany he had joiner! had Its quarters.
ing a threatening intonation.
He was on considen,ble of a strain.
"Oh, no," with a Jeer. "I wouldn't think of saying that,
He did not know but what some one would call out, asking
but you are Dick Slater."
where he bad been and what he had been doing.
The fellow's tone was so triumphant and insulting that
He almost expected that this would be the case.
Dick was mn.de very angry, and he decided that if he was
He was happily disappointed, however.
If be was seen, the person must have thought nothing about to be made a prisoner he would at least have the satisfaction
the matter, for he was not called to, and nobody spoke a word of getting even with the Tory; so he sudqenly stepped forward and dealt the fellow a blow between the eyes, knockto him as be walked along.
ing him down.
He was coming O"Ut all right, after all.
Cries of astonishment went up from the soldiers.
HI' returned to the point where his compauy was stationed,
Some spoke in approval, others in disapproval, in acfeeling in very good spirits.
When he got there he found his comrades gathered around J cordance to wheihcr or n ot they believed the Tory was riabt
"'
ln bis statements regarding the youth.
a man. listening to him talk.
The youth decided 'to improve his opportunities, and while
The man's back was toward Dick, and be did not pay much
atrention to the f~llow, but paused when among his com- the Tory lay on the ground. blinking up ut the ~tars, he turned,
to the soldiers. and said. with seeming earnestness:
rn.des, and asked, m a low voice:
I "Gentlemen, I appeal to you. This man has told what !s
"Who is it, and what is he taiking about?"
"He is a Joyal king's man. from New York," on..i of the sol-I' not true. He has mistaken me for some one else, and I do not
dlers replied, "and he has been telling us a bout the ~mashing fe el like pe rmitting myself to be regarded as a reh•>l when I '
·
~ '
- am .not."
of the king's statue in Bowling Green."
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"Knocking him down doesn·t prove that you are not Dick
Slater, " said one of the soldiers.
"\VeJI, it eases my feelings somewhat," replied Dick. "He
has accused me fa lsely, and talked insultingly as weJI, and if
you were in my place I have no doubt you would have done
as I have."
"That's so," ag reed another of th e soldi ers. "I don't blame
vou for knocking the f ellow down."
At this moment the Tory scrambled to his fe et.
"I'll fix you for Lhat, Dick Slater!" he cried. "I'll--"
He struck a t th e youth with all his might, and had the
blow landed it would h ave knocl;:ed Dick down-but it did
not land.
The youth ducked, and the Tory's fist went over his shoulder. and struck a soldier in the mouth- it happened to be the
soidier who bad said th a t knocking the Tory down didn't
prove his statements fal se-knocking him half a dozen feet
backward. among his comrades, ancl causing a yell cf pain
and ra ge to burst from his lips.
As Dick du cked and let th e T ory's fist go over his shoulder,
he struck out with his right fist, and !!atching the man in the
pit of the s tomacb, doubled him up like a jack-knife, and
dropJJed him in a sitting posture to the ground, where he sat,
rocking back nnd forth and groaning most dismally.
T his second clev€' r knockd own by Dick completely won the
hearts of the British soldiers.
'l'hey uttered exclamatious of amazement and commendation.
"You know how to take care of yourself, my boy!"
"That's right! "
"He is about the best man for his age that I have ever
seen!"
·•Jove, I hope you are all right, my boy, and not a rebel,
as this man cha rges, for you would make a good soldier!"
Such 1vere a few of the exclamations.
" Vi' ell, I nm not a · rebel, " said Dick. "The fellow is mistaken."
"It is possible that two persons might look enough alike to
deceive any one, true."
By this time the soldier who had been hit in the mouth
bad spat out th e broken teeth, .and was raging.
"Show me th e scoundrel who struck me"! he cried. "Let
me get at him. I want to knock every tooth in his head down
bis throat."
"Here he i s," said one of th e soldiers, making way for his
angry comrade. "He has been punished sufficiently, I think.
See bow sick he looks."
"I'll make him sicker than that, just as soon as he gets up
from th ere!"
The 'l'ory was still groaning dis mally, and it was plain that
the soldiers dicl not sympathize with· him greatly.
Of course, bacl they been sure that Dick was a "rebel,"
they would have had some sympathy for the fellow, but the
majority believed he was mistaken.
Somehow, they had taken a liking to Dick, and they were
a verse to believing anything against him, unless it were
proved.
As the case now stood, it ,was the '.rory's word against
Dick's, and the advantage was with the youth.
"Get up from there, " c1ied the redcoat who had lost some
1.eeth. "Get up, you lubber, and let me knock you down!"
A dismal groan was the only reply.
'l'he truth was, the Tory was mighty sick.
'.rhere is no place where a blow will do more damage and
take the fight out of a man quicker than right at the pit of
the stomach.
The Tory could have testified to this fact had he been in
a con di ti on to testify to anything.
"Let him alone," said another of the soldiers. "He has been
punished enough. He is mighty sick, as you can see."
"I know; but my hand didn't make him sick, and I am not
satisfied."
"Oh, you want to do the work yourself, do you?"
"Yes."

Then be turned to Dick, and said:
"Where did you bit him?"
"In the pit of the stomach," was the reply.
"Well, I'll remember that; it seems to be a very good place
to hit a man."
"The best in the world, for the man who does the hittingancl the worst in the world for the man who gets hit."
" So I believe, judging by what I see; but how did you
learn this? "
"By experimenting. You see, I get into difficulties with my

schoolmates and others, occasionally, and I made the disco•ery, anu have used the knowledge to a considerable extent."
As may be supposed, all this time Dick wn.s thinking at a
rapid rate, and wondering if he would be enabled to make bis
esca1>e.
He felt that he was in great danger; of course, this encounter had turned the attentiou of the soldiers from the matter at issue, temporarily-but it was only temporarily. They
would soon return to the first question, and then the chances
were that Dick would be made a prisoner and held.
It happened that Captain Hardin was not at the quarters
when the trouble- came up. He had been over in another
part of the encampment, calling on a brother officer, and now
he arrived, and seeing the crowd, pushed his way through,
with the query:
"What's all this about, men?"
One of the soldiers quickly explained, and the captain turned
to Dick, and eyeing him searchingly, said:
'"What about this matter, Somers?"
"It is false, sir," Dick said promptly. "The man is mistaken."
"And you are not this Dick Slater that he speaks of?"
"No, sir. I never heard of him before. "
"It is true, sir, " half-gasped the Tory, at this juncture, he
having regained the use of his voice. That young fellow is
the rebel, Dick Slater, and he waR the ringleader in sma shing the statue of King George, over in New York, last evening."
The captain again eyed Dick searchingly.
"I am sorry, my boy," he said, slowly, "but I think that
I shall have to place you under arrest and ha ve you held
prisoner until after this matter has been clea red up."
"All right, sir," said Dick, with simulated cheerfulness. "Of
course, you could not .well do otherwise, I suppose."
"No; you will be held a prisoner until th e matter has been
investigated, and then, if it turns out that it is all a mistake,
you will be freed and all will be well."
Acting under orders from the captain, one of tb e soldiers
tied Dick's hand together behind his back with a handkerchief.
The Tory was now once more on his feet. and he would
have been attacked by the redcoat who had lost the teeth
from the blow the To1'y had struck at Dick, and which he
had received instead, had not the captain obj ected.
"There bas been enough of that sort of thing, " b e said.
"Let the affair stop light now."
The captain told two of the soldiers to bring Dick along,
and they went to headquarters, and were ushered into the
tent.
When General Howe saw Dick standing before him. a prisoner, be was amazed, and asked tlrn captain what it meant.
The captain quickly explained all. and General Howe as ked
Dick a number of question, which the youth answered
promptly.
"Well, you will have to remain in durance till this matter
is in•estigated," the general said. "Take him away, captain,
and see to it that he does not escape."
"Yes, your excellency, " and then they withdrew.
Five minutes later Dick was occupying a tent, .over which
four soldiers stood guard.
He was a prisoner in the British lines.

CHAPTER X.
EDITH IS ANXIOUS.

The Liberty Boy did not like tbe situation.
It was threatening.

There was every probability that tbe fact that he was not
what he pretended to be would sooner or later be found out.
He felt confident that the Tory who was responsible for the
trouble he was now in would make every effort to prove that
he had told tbe truth in stating that the new recruit was no
other than Dick Slater, a "rebel."
To the general, in the interview just closed. T'Jick had been
JW Jersey from
forced to give the name of the place ove ·
which he was supposed to come. The youth knew that some
one would go over there on the morrow and either verify or
disprove bis statement .that he Jived there; and as there could
be only one result, Dick felt that it would be necessary for
him to make bis escape before the messenger should return.
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He wondered if the man would ·go to-night, or wait till
orning.
He decided that ther e would be no one go until t he next day.
as It was dark, and it would not be a · pleasant trip to m ak e in
the night time.
If the messenger did not go until morning he would be u nable to get back before away alo'ng in the night, or perhaps
the next day, and this would give Dick considerable time.
He made up his mind that he would escape, and at the
earliest moment possible.
He began working at his bonds at once.
He hoped to be able to escape before morning.
Jf he could do so all would be well.
'I'he handkerchief had been untied and a rope substituted,
and although Dick did his best to loosen the rope, he could
not do so.
It had been tied too securely, and resisted all his efforts.
rt was not till away along toward midnight that· he gave
up, however, and then he was weak and tired, for he had
worked hard.
Then he dropped off to sleep, and slept fitfully till morning.
A soldier brought him his breakfast at last, and while Dick
was eating, he was informed that a messenger had started
for New Jersey to learn whether or. no he had told .the truth
about himself.
"If you told the truth you are, all right," the soldier said,
"but if you didn't, then when the messenger gets back it will
be all up with you."
"Oh, the messenger will find that I told the truth, " said
Dick, calmly. He was determined that they should n.ot be
made suspicious by his actions. He would pretend to be confident, no matter how he felt.
·
" Well, I hope for your sake, young fellow, that such will
prove to be the case," the soldier said; and then he tied Dick's
wrists and took his departure.
Mr. Whallen drove into the encampment about nine o'clock,
with a load of produce, and he soon heard the story· of how
his protege had been charged with being a rebel, and placed
unde;· arrest.
''Is that so?" the far mer exclaimed in amazement, not unmixed wit h sorrow. "Well, I don't believe he is a rebel."
" You don't?"
"No; I'll wager that it will turn .out that he told the truth,
and that he is not a rebel."
" Well, I hope so," said the soldier who had told the farmer
about the matter. H e was a member of the company Dick had
joined, and had taken a liking to the handsome youth.
" I'd sooner believe the fellow who told the story about him
was a rebel," said Mr. Whallen.
"So would I, but for the fact that we have known the Tory
for some time, and know him to be a good king's man."
" Where is the young man now?" asked Mr. Whallen.
"Over there in that tent," was the reply, and the soldier
pointed to the tent Dick was a prisoner in.
" Jove, I'm sorry the young man has got into trouble."
The farmer sold out his produce and then drove back home.
As soon as he had unhitched his team and put the ·horses
in the stable, he hastened to the house and told Edith the
news.
" Oh, father! That is too bad!" the girl exclaimed.
" So it is, Edie."
" I'm so sorry."
" So am I, Edie. "
"What if it should turn out that he really is a-a-patriot,
father?"
.. Then, Edie, the young man will be shot or hanged! " he
said slowly.
"So bad as that, father?"
" Yes; for , don't you see, Edie, the fact that he was a rebel,
and had ventured into the British encampment, and had even
g.o ne to the length of joining the British army would stamp
him a spy. "
•
" I see. An d do they always kill spies? "
"Always, daughter . That is one of the iron rules' of civilized
warfare, and that is what m ak es the life of a spy such a dangerous one. "
" I und er stand ; but , goodness, father ! it seems terrible to
think that th at handsome young man sh ould be shot or
1
h anged! "
" So it does. I agr ee with yo u. I took a great fa ncy to him. "
" I s ther e no possible ch ance t o effect bis rescue, father? "
"I fear n ot, da ugb,ter. "
The girl said no IDQr e, but went about the housework-her
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mothe r w as dead. and she had all the work t o do- with a
though tful look on her face.
Sh e did not have much to say till along towar d even ing, an d
then she aga in broached the subject.
She asked a number of questions, a nd when her fathe r t old
her that he had been shown the t ent in which the yo uth was
held a prisoner, she became quite in terested, and somewh at excited a s well.
She fe ll to t hink ing deeply, and did not have much more
to £ay unt il after they had eaten suppe r . Then, when she had
cleared up th e t able, a nd washed t he dishes, she said:
"Fath er, if that messe n ~e r you said the British sen t over
into· New J ersey retu rnc .1d repo r ts that the young man did
not tell t.he truth , a n... .n at he is not k now n over t her e, it will
mean his death, won't it ?"
"Assurecily, Edie."
" Well, what do you t hink about it? Do you thi nk he t old
the t ruth, or do you belie ve t hat he really is a pat ri ot spy,
and that he came from New York, as the Tory said ?"
" W ell , to t ell the t ruth, Edie, I am more than ha lf inclined
to think that he is a patriot spy, and that he came from New
York." '
.
"Then, fath er , he must be r escued befor e that messenger
gets back to the British enca mpment ! "
"How is it to be accomplished, daughter? " h e asked.
" I don't know ; but it must be done, someh ow."
'rhe farmer smiled dubiously.
"Th at is just like you girls and women," he said. " You say
a thing must be don e, bu t you fail to state ho w it is to be
done. "
"I don't know h ow it can be accomplished, father, but if
you will -let me I will go a nd see what I can d o."
•rne man stared a t h is da ughter in even gr eater amazemen t.
" Edie, you must be crazy! " he exclaimed. "What could you
do?"
"That remains t o be seen, father; I migh t n.ot be able t o do
anything, and t hen again I might. Will you let m e t ry ?"
He shook his h ead.
"I cannot agree to let you go, Edie, " he said. "It would
be folly for you to go. You could do n othing, and you would
be running great risk of being discovered and captured. Then
the British would brand me a patriot ai1d probably hang m e."
"But I would not let them capture me," said t he girl.
H er father would not listen to such a thing as that she
should go and m ake an attempt to rescue the young man, however, and she, seeing he was firm-set against it, fin a lly st9pped
urging him to give his consent.
Soon after it had grown dar k Edith announced t ha t she was
going to bed. It was unusually early, h er father though t, bu t
the girl said· she was very tired, and wanted to lie down a nd
rest.
Edith Whallen went upstairs to her room, a nd sea ting h erself by the window, looked out. She looked away t oward the
north, and thought of how in all probability the handsome
young man would on the morrow be shot or hanged ; and the
more she thought of this the more she said t o herself that she
ought to make an effort to r escue him.
"Father thinks it a foolish idea," she said to herself, " but
I don't think so. I believe that I can r escue the young man, if
it would be possible for any one to do so. And I think I ough t
to try, even though father objects, for it would be terrible fo r
the young man to lose his life in that fashion. "
The girl thought a while longer, and then said t o h erself:
"I will do it! I will make the attempt to rescue the yo ung
man. I am sorry that father did refuse his permission, for
now I must steal off. If I should be captured I can t ell them
that father knew nothing about the ma tter, and is in no way
to blame, and then they will not injure him. Yes, I'll do it! "
Having decided, the girl went softly downstairs , opened the
door, and made sure that her father had gone to bed. Seeing
that such was the case, she went back upstairs, and raising the
window slowly and cautiously, climbed out upon the shed-roof
and made. her way down to the edge of the r oof and j umped
to the ground. As it was only six feet to t he ground ·she was
not injured.
Then she set out up the road in the direction of the British
encampment.
The nearer she got to t he en campment the more she r ealized
that she was undertaking a most difficult thing.
When at la st she ca me to t he top of the hill, fr om wh ich
sh e could look down in to t he camp and see th e campfires blazing, she paused and stood ther e, t remblin g with a nameless ·
fear.
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She was a brave girl, however, and shaking herself, she did
her best to dismiss the feeling.
"I must not be a coward," Ehe told herself. "I must be
brave. l must rescue the young man, and save his life. Let
me keep that thought before my mind all the time, and then I
will not falter."
Then she moved slowly and cautiously, but determinedly
down the slope, toward the British encampment.
CHAPTER XI.
Eorrn FREES DICK.

Edith had been very careful to learn the exact location of
the tent in w!lich Dick Slater was confined.
Her father had been shown the tent by one of the soldiers.
h
w en he was in the camp, selllng produce, and he told his
daughter -where the tent stood.
She believed she could find the right tent, If she could get
past the sentinel, and reach the vicinity.
She was ctetermined to try, at any rate.
Soon she was close up to the edge .of the encampment.
She heard the sound of the sentinel's footsteps, and crouched
down to let him pass.
The soldier passed within ten feet of the girl, but had no
suspicion anybody was there.
He was talking to himself as he went.
He was not talking loudly; more like muttering it was,
but Edith could understand most that he said, and she heard
him say:
"It's about time Jack was coming with that jug. I'm getting
thirsty, and the boys on guard over the tent the prisoner is in
are getting dry, too, I'll wager."
The girl listened to this eagerly.
She pondered Its meaning.
She finally figured it out that some one was to bring a jugprobably filled with liquor-and that the sentinel' who was
doing the talking, and the four who were standing guard over
the tent the prisoner was in, were going to have something
10 drink.
She wondered lf they would all get together and drink in
com~any .. or. whether they would take turns, the man with
the JUg v1sitmg them at the points where they were on guard.
She hoped the five would leave their positions and get to·
gether.
If they did that it would leave her the very opening she was
wanti g.
But she feared that there was to be no such good luck for
her.
Still, it was worth while watching and waiting, to see about
the matter.
If the soldiers did neglect their work, to drink in company,
it would be a good thing for her, and perhaps for the prisoner.
Presently the sentinel came back and he was still talk'
ing to himself.
Fr.om what he said the girl gathered that the four sentinels
who were on guard over the prisoner's tent were expected to
join him at the end of his post, and all drink in company.
"That will be splendid," the girl told herself. "If they do
that I may be able to rescue the young man. But I must find
out which tent he ls in, and then I will be ready to get to
work as soon as the guards have left their posts."
She stole forward across the sentinel's beat.
It was a dark night, and it was impossible to see more than
a rew feet, and then with no distinctness.
Of course. In looking toward the encampment, if one got
some object on a line with a camp-fire, It was possible to see
lt, the object being outllned against the flrellght.
Edith reallzed that there was danger from this source, and
was careful not to permit her body to be where It could be
so outlined, although she wore a dark dress.
She a.voided all danger of this by crawling forward on hands
and knees.
Not many girls would have done what Edith Whallen was
doing.
Only a very brave girl would have been capable of such action.
That she was brave there could be no question.
Of course, she was nervous, and her heart, figuratively
speaking, was in her mouth, but she did not falter.
She never for one ·moment contemplated giving up her enterprise and returning without making an attempt to rescue
the prisoner.
Forward she crept.
She moved cautiously and slowly.

She kept a sharp lookout, for she wished to identify the tent
in which the prisoner was confined.
The best way to do this would be by determining which tent
was being guarded by the four soldiers, and she finally managP.d io learn this.
When She had settled upon the. tent in which the prisoner
must be confined, she stopped and settled down to take things
:is easy as possible, and await the appearance of "Jack," whoever he might be, with the jug.
She wished that "Jack" would hurry.
Now that she had learned the location of the tent in which
the prisoner was confined, she did not care how soon the jugcarrier put in an appearance.
Naturally, she wanted to get to work.
To be forced to remain quiet was more trying on the nerves
than to be moving.
She could hear the four guards conversing in low tones.
'I'hey would talk a. while and then there would be an interval
when their voices could not be heard, but when the sound of
measured footsteps came to her hearing.
This proved that they talked a. while and then paced their
pests a while.
"I wish the man would hurry and put in an appearance with
the jug," thought the girl.
Then she wondered if all four of the guards would go when
the man did put in appearance.
She hoped that such would be the case.
Suddenly a low, tremulous whistle was heard.
It came from the direction of the sentinel out at the edge of
the encampment.
Edith listened eagerly, for she was confident it was the signal
tha t "Jack" had come, and that it was to summon the four
guards.
She was on the alert now.
She heard the murmur of the guards' voices, and then the.
trampling .of ·feet followed, though it was evident that the
owners of the feet were moving as lightly and cautiously as
possible.
Had Edith not heen close to the men she would not have
heard the noise made by their feet.
Sh€' listenect with the ut~ost intentness, and finally made
up her mind that th~ whole four had gone.
It was probable, sne reasoned, that they had not the least
fear that the prisoner could escape, and so all four had gone.
No one of their number was willing to remain behind and
stand guard and let his ccmrades go and enjoy themselves.
Undoubtedly all had gone.
The brave girl felt that this was her opportunity.
She would never get another such cha.nee, she was. confldent, and, indeed, she knew she was very lucky to have got
this opportunity ..
She did not hesitate.
She moved forward, swiftly, but cautiously.
She was soon at the rear of the tent in which she suspected
the prisoner was confined.
In order to make sure, she moved softly around the tent,
skirting it, as it were.
There was no guard to be seen.
Having reached the front, she pulled aside the flap, and
said, in a half-whisper:
"Mr. Somers! Are you in here?"
"Who is there?" came the cautious reply, in a voice which
th€' girl recognized as being that of the young man whom she
had come to reticue.
"It ls I-Edith Whallen ." th" irl replied, and then, as a low
exclamation of amazement escaped the prisoner's lips, the
girl entered the tent.
"Where are you?" she half whispered.
"Here; this way, Miss Whallen," replied the voice, and the
girl moved over toward the i;pot from whence the voice proceeded.
Soon her hands touched the youth's body, and in a trembling
voice she said: ,
"Hold up your hands, and I wlll cut your bonds. Quick!
We will have to hurry!"
To say that Dick Slater was amazed when he recognized the
voic€' of the girl, is stating the case very mildly, and he could
hardly believe the evidence of his hearing, and asked wh.o
was there. Then th e newcomer gave her name, and he knew
there was no mistake.
The Liberty Boy was filled with wonder by the unexpected
appearance of the maiden, but he realized that there was no
time for talk.
He would have to wait until some more suitable time iii
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"Well, you see, it was this way, Mr. S:imers: Father came
home this forenoon. and said that you were a prisone r in the
Bdtish enC'ampment, charged with being a rebel spy named
Dick Slater. Father sai d that if it was proved that you were a
rebel spy you would be shot or hanged, nad I made up my
mind that I wou ld try to rescue you ; though I did not really
expect that I would be successful."
''Then you must be inclined toward patriotism, Miss Whallen."
"I do not mind telling you that s uch is the case, Mr. Somers,
now that this has happened. And fathe r is a patriot, too,
though he does not say anything, for fear the British would
get hold of it; and then they might cause him considerable
trouble."
" True; well, I thank you most heartily and earnestly for
what you have don e for me, Miss ·whallen. I appreciate it, I
assure you, and if the opportunity ever presents itself, I shall
be only too glad to do something to even up matters."
"You are more than welcome, Mr. Somers ; the knowledge
that I have saved the life of a patriot is happiness enough
for me."
"You are a. brave and noble-hearted girl, Miss Whal!en!"
"Oh, I did only what any girl would probably have done, under the same circumstances."
"I cion't know about t hat; I doubt whether very many girls
in your place would have had t he courage to do what you did.
But I don't understand how your father came t o give his permission, Miss Whallen. I would have thought he would have
been afraid to let you ris k your life, or at lea.st your liberty,
in this manner."
"He did not know I came away from home, Mr. Somers."
"Ah! that was the way of it, eh?"
"Yes."
"Well, you are indeed a brave girl, Miss Whallen!"
"l asked father to let me make the attempt to rescue you,
but he said it would be impossible to accomplish your rescue,
and would not let me go."
"'fhat was right. I don't blame him for r efusin g."
"He said I would surely be captured, which would be bad
for me; and also that the British would then charge him with
being a pat ri ot, and would cause hir.a a lot of trouble .. ,
"I have no doubt hew.a s right; had you been caI?tured. they
would have blamed him for letting you make the attempt to
rescue me, and it would have caused him a lot of trouble."
"I am sorry he did r efuse, Mr. Somers; for I had to slip
out and away, and if I had been captured, I should have told
the British tl}at father knew nothing about the matter, that
1 did it wholly on my own r esponsi]}ility ..,
"They might not have been so hard on him, under those
circumstances; that is, if they had believed what you said."
They talked on as they walked, and presently the girl said:
CHAPTER XII.
"Is your name really David Somers? Or are you indeed the
THE BRITISH APPEA.R.
person the Tory said you wer~a patriot from New York by
"We will have to hurry!" exclaimed Edith, in a trembling the name of Dick Sla.ter?"
voice.
"I am from New York, Miss Whal!en; and my name is Dick
"You take the lead, and go as fast as you care to go, Miss
Slater," the youth replied.
WhallPn, ·· said Dick. "I will follow."
"Ah! t hen you really are a pa•riot spy!"
'fhe girl hr..stened onward, but as they were going up a
"Yes; and you have undoubtedly, saved my life, Miss Whn!slope, she could not very well go faster than a fast waj.k.
Meanwhile the noise and confusion was increasing in the en- Jen. I shall not forget it, I assi:re you!"
"I am so glad that I did rescue you, Mr. Slater."
camprncnt, and 1t was evident that the soldiers had been
They were almost to the girl's home now, and pausing at the
nwakened by the yells of the guards and were leaping up and
m oving arou nd. Doubtless many thought they were attacked front yard fence, Dick said:
"I will say good-by now, Miss Whallen."
by the patriots.
"Oh, you are not going to come in and stay till morning,
Presently the two reached the top of the slope, and paused
a few moments, to get their breath and look back down into Mr. Slater? " a li ttle quiver in the voice.
"No; much as I would like to remain, I must ·not," waa the
the encampment.
Brush had been thrown on the campfire and they were blaz- reply. ''For one reason. I think tho British w111 be here to
ing up briskly, and by their light it was possible to see the rr,!l.Jre i:oquiri~s about me. ,You know,_ I entered the British
en~ampment m yo ur fat.her E companJ, and I fear they will
5 oldiers running hither and thither.
"·we w ill be pursued," said Dick, "so if you have rested thmk he rescued me; so they w!ll probably,,come here and
•
r.o~se him up, ii:nd they may .sea.i:ch the house.
sufficiently we will be going, Miss Whallen."
. 1. ·I ~~; and lll that case it will be better that you are no"
"r am ready to go, Mr. Sommers."
They set out · down the road, and walked as rapidly as pos- there.
1 "Yea, indeed; better for me and better for you and yo
sible.
"Do you think they will come this way?" the girl asked, father."
"Well, I wish you success in your car eer as a pat;iot sold.
presently.
"Likely they will send out soldiers in all directions, Miss Mr. Siater," said the girl. "And maybe, some time, y.ou may
in this vicinity again. If so you w!il comf\ and sec me.....:...
IVhallen."
"Then w <' must get to my home before we are overtaken." come and see father and myself?"
"You may be sure of that, Miss Whallen. I shall see
"I think we can do so; it isn't so very far. But how in the
rorld does it happen that you ventured into the British en- again, some time, if I have to make a special trip here. "
"We shall be glad ~o see you. I suppose you a.re going b·
ampment and rescued me, Miss Whallen ?"
1
Had it been daylight Dick would have seen a blush mantling to New Yorlc now?"
"Yes; just az quick as I can get there."
le girl's cheeks; but it was night, aud he could not see it.,

order to satisfy his curiosity regarding how and why she was
there.
The thing to do now was to take advantag of the opportunity offered, and make his escape from the hands of the
British.
To remai n till morning would be to lose his life, undoubtedly, and so he was eager to get away.
In accordance with the girl's suggestion he held up his
arms, and she quickly cut the rope binding Dick's wrists.
Edith had had foresigh t enough to bring a knife with her.
"Where a.re the guards?" whispered Dick.
"They have gone to get something to drink," was the reply.
"Come, we must hasten away while we have the chance."
"Lead the way, Miss Whallen. I will follow."
The girl crossed the tent, and passed through the opening,
and Dick followed .
·rhey paused and listened.
They co uld h ear no sound to indicate the return of the four
guards.
" Follow me," whisi;>ered the girl. "We will have to crawl."
"Very well,·Miss \Vhallen."
They moved slowly away, crawling on hands and knees.
Edith was in t he lead, and she took the same course she had
traver sed in coming into the encampment.
They had gone perhaps half the distance to the edge of the
encampment when th ey heard the so und of footsteps and
voices.
It was the fo ur guards, returning to take up their stations
.
n ear the tent in which Dick had been confined.
The two knew by the sound of the footsteps and voices that
the guards would pass close to where they were, and they
crouched down and remained silent and motionless.
'fhe guards passed withi n fifteen feet of where the two were.
The four soldie1:s were talking in low v.oices, and were evidently feeling pretty good, as a result of their potations, no
doubt.
l<"'earing that the guards might look in the tent and discover
the escape of the prisoner as soon as they got back to their
posts, the two hastened onward.
At the point \Vhere the sentinel's beat extended along the
edge of the encampment they were forced to pause long enough
to permit the sentinel to pass, and when he had done so they
stole across the iine and on up the slope.
They wer e listen ing eagerly.
Would the guard learn that the prisoner had escaped?
'l'he two hoped not, for they wished to get clear away before this happened.
Suddenly on the ai r rose wild yells.
'fhe guanls had discovered that the prisoner had escaped.
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"\Veil-good-by."
'rhen' was a quiver in the girl's voice, in spite of h er ef·
for ts to control it, and tn an instant the thought flashed into
Di ck's m ind that the girl was in love with him .
Why had he not thought of this before? be asked himself.
H e ruight have s'uspe cted it, for wo uld any girl risk her life to
rescue a young man if s he was not deeply interested in him?
Hardly.
.T he tho ught gave Dick pain, for he admired this brave, be~uti fu l and noble-hearted girl, and did not like to think that she
mi ght be left to suffer because of a hopeless attach ment for
him.
But then perhaps she d id not care deeply enough for him,
as yet, to grieve deeply; perhaps, H she thought it hopeless,
she might forget hi m, so he to ok her hand, pressed it and
said :
,
"M!ss Whallen, I shall remembe r you with sincer est gratitucle. I shall lock upon you as a dear sister, and some time
1 shall bring my own sister-her name is Edith, the same as
yours, by the way-to see you. 1 shall be for.J;unate to have
two such sisters. Good-by-till we meet again."
'·Good-by, ,. said the girl, in a low, fai nt voice, and Dick
said:
"You had betler go in the house at once, Miss Whallen; the
B!'itish are likely to put in an appearance at any moment."
'· I will do so, Mr. Slater. Good-by!" a nd she hastened away,
1n the direction of the house
Then Dick turned and walked r apidly away, in t he di rection
he had to go in order to make his way to the point wh ere he
had left the boat two nights before.
Edith Whalien. a feeling of sorrow surging at her heart,
made her way to the back-shed, climbed up onto the low roof,
made her way to the window, a nd climb ed in. 'l'hen she threw
herself face downward upon the bed and wept as though her
h eart was broken.
"He said he would be my brother!" she said to herself over
and over again. "He said h e w.o uld be my brother, and II--"

The unhappy girl would not formulate the thought in words,
but she knew that she loved the handsome young man whom
she had rese;ued, and somehow she seemed to feel that he ought
to belong to her.
She was a sensible girl, however, and presently she was able
to look upon the matter in a more philosophical light. She
said to herself that she could not expect a young soldier, with
lots of serious things to think abo ut, to fall in love with her
as quickly as she had falle n in love with him. It was absurd
to t hink of such a thing.
Then the sound of voices d-0wn in front of the house apprised her of the arrival of the Br itish whom Dick had said
would surely come there to inquire about, or search for him,
and she quickly leaped up and closed the window; then she
turned the cover down, and after removing her shoes, got in
bed, and lay there a few moments, in order to make an impression and give the bed an appearance of havin g been slept
in.
Then she got up, and waited and listened eagerly.
She did not have long to wait.
Soon there came a knock on the door.
The first knock did not arouse the girl's father, but the second one did, and she heard him call out, sleepily:
"Who is there? "
"Open, in the name of the king !" was the reply.
The answer surp1ised Mr. Whallen, who was trying to light
a candle; and when he had succeeded he made his way to the
d oor, and unbarred and opimed it. He had donned his trousers,
and stood there, looking wonderingly at the ·half score of redcoats.
"What is the trouble?" he asked sleepily.
"The prisoner has escaped!" said Captain Hardin, who was
'he leader of the party of soldiers.
- " 'What prisoner?" asked the sleepy farmer.
"Why, that young rebel, who imposed on you, and on us, and
horn we had a prisoner. The fellow who said his name was
vid Somers, but who, we have reason to believe, was no
er than Dick Slater, a rebel spy from New York."
Oh, I know what you mean now," said Mr. Whallen, r ub'his eyes with the back of his hand. -.. And you say he has
ped?"
Yes; and we thought that you might have been the one
escue him."
e?" in a tone of unmistakably genuine surprise. "Oh, no.
nt to bed early, and have not been out of lt since, till you
me up just now."
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"Well, somebody rescued him, for the rope that bound his
wrists was cut."
" You don't mean it!"
"Yes; and t he question is, who did it? ' '
.M:r. Whallen never for one moment suspected that his daughter had had anything to do with the affair, and he shook his
head and said, decidedly :
"You can 't prove it by me. Some friend must have heard
of his fix, and come over from New York a nd rescued him."
"I judge that you an~ right; but my orders were to search
your house, Mr. Whallen. l a;n sorry, but must obey, you
know."
"Certainly; that is all righ t, captain. Come right in and
!ook all ar ound, all you like."
"What is the matter, father?" asked E dith, suddenly appearing at the foot of the stairs. She had decided t hat it would be
better for her to appear in this mann er than to wait t ill the
~oldiers were making the search.
Her father explained, the captain adding some words of explanation, to make the affair clear; and E dith played her part
t o perfe ction. No one, not knowing that such was the <"ase,
would have be.lieved that the girl had been the person who
rescued the prisoner.
The capta~n a~mired the pretty dau ghter of the farmer, and
so the exammat10n of the house was done more as ~ matter of
form than otherwise; the search was not very .carefully made.
So far as that was concerned, however, they did not have the
least ~xpectation _of finding the. escaped prisoner t.here.
.1-Iavmg don.e th 1 ~, they _bade Mr. Whallen and E dith' goo~
mght, apologized for havmg trou bled them, and took their
departure.

I

CHAPTER XIII.
BOTH ARMIES OCCUPY LONG I SLAND.

Meanwhile Dick was making his wa7 through the timber,
in the direction of the place wher e he had left the boat two
nights before.
H e found it where he had left it, and !Ost no time in getting
in and pushing off.
He rowed northward until he reached the bay, and then he
headed acr.o ss towar d the city.
Twenty minutes later he arrived there, and leaping ashore,
he tied the painter of his ooat, and made h.s way to the quarters occupied by the Liberty Boys.
It was nearly . midnigh t, and he did not intend making any
r epor t that night.
·
He entered the quarters, made his way to his bunk, and Jay
down and went to sleep.
lt seemed to him as though he had not much more than
closed his eyes before he was a.wake again, but it was morning, and the youths were up and stirring around.
As soon as they saw that Diclt was awake, they s urrounded
him and began asking questions.
Where had he been?
When did he get back?
Had he had any adventures?
Had he been in the British encampme nt?
These and a score more questions were asked, and Dick answer ed as many as he could.
He ate breakfast when it was ready, and then made his way
to headquarters.
When he sent in word that he was there i>y the orderly, he
was told to come in at once.
A minute later J1e was in the private room of the co mmai;,der-in-chief.
Gener al Washington greeted him pleasantly.
"Well, Dick, I'm glad to see you back again safe and sound,
he said, shaking hands with the youth. "Be seated."
The Liberty Boy sat down.
"What luck did you have, Dick?" was the ea'ger questio
" Did you learn anything of importance? "
" Yes, sir; I secured some information which I think may
of importance."
" What is it, Dick?"
"I learned, sir , that the British are going to move fr
Staten Island."
"Ah, indeed? ·where to?"
" Over onto Long Island, sir. •·
"Ha! say you so? Well, I have been giving this matter c
siderable thought, and the idea has already occurred to
that in all probability that would be the move the Brit
would make."
"Yes, sir; that is what they have decided to do. "
"You are sure there is no mistake, my boy? You are
.fident this is what they in tend doing?"
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"Yes, sir; I heard them talking the matter over in a council a telescope, and he saw th e boats c·rossing the rivPr, and saw
the soldiers getting out on the Long Island shore, and malting
'·You heard them talking the matter over?" in amazement. their way up to Brooklyn Heights, and he at once called a
"Were you close enough for that?"
·
counc:il of his officers.
.
"Yes, sir. I was lying on the ground, at the rear of the tent
They took turn s looking through the telescope, and then
In which the council was held." Dick said t h is modestly. tbey looked at one another !'ather blankly.
There was no sign of boastfulness in his voice or manner.
"Well , gentlemen, what do you think of that?" asked Gen"Then you succeeded in entering the British encampment, eral Howe.
eh, my boy?"
"It looks a s though they are stealing a march on us," re"Yes, sir."
plied one of the officers.
"How did you manage it? " with an air of interest.
"Yes," from another; "and this move they are making proves
Tho youth explained.
that that young fellow whom we had a prisoner was in reality
"That was a clever scheme." the commander-in-chief said, a rebel spy. He escaped, made his way back to New Y-0rk,
approvingly, "and but for the coming of the Tory whq bad and told the r ebel general what we were intending to do."
seen you over here you would probably have had no trouble.
General Howa rd nodded.
Well, it has turned out all right, anyway. "
"I think you are right," he said. "But how in the world
"So it has sir"
did the young rebel learn our plans?"
Then the 'com.mander-in-chief complimented Dick on his
"He must have played the spy, night before last, when we
work, and told him he could go.
held the council of war."
"I supposo you will be at your quarters if I should need
"Likely you are right. Jove, I wish I had known that he
you?" the general asked.
reall y was a spy in t ime; then 1 wou ld have had an end made
·'Yes, sir."
of him, and the rebels would not have succeeded in getti ng
"Very well. I am going to hold a council of war, and it may ahead of us in this fashion."
Le that I, or some of the officers of the staff, may wish to ask
"Well, the question now is, what shall we do?" rem arked
you some questions. " He thought a few moments, and then another officer.
went on:
"I thin k we had better cross over to Long Island , just as
"On the whole, you may as well stay, Dick. I will have the we intended doing," said the general. "They have secured the
officers in here at once, and then if we have any questions to strong position, up on the Heights, but we will be able to force
ask, you will be right here to answer them."
them away, I think."
"Very well, sir."
'l'he others did not dissent from this view of the situation.
The commander-in-chief sent out word to the officers of the Like the general, they believed it was the best thing to do
staff to come to headquarters at once; and half an hour later under the circumstances.
all were on hand.
"We will begin going across to Long Island to-morrow,"
Not all of them knew Dick, but General Washington intro- said General Howe, decidedly. ·•we will show those rebels
duced the youth to them, speaking very highly of him, and the that they are not to have everything their ~wn way."
officers gave him a friendly greeting.
Next morning the order was sent out for the soldiers to get
As soon as all were there, General Washington told them ready to break camp. and soon all was bustle and confusion.
why he had sent for them. They listened to the statement
An hour iater several boatloads of soldiers were nial\ing their
with eager interest, and when he had finished, exclamations way across toward the Long Island shore.
escaped them:
They landed, and the boats came back for more loads.
·• So the British are going to go over onto Long Island!"
Thus· the work was begun, and it went on the whole day
"That is their plan, eh?"
long.
"They think to get across there and get possession before
By evening half the army had crossed; and next day the,
we know what they are about."
work was continued. and by nightfall the entire British army
"But, thanks to our young friend here, they will be disap- was ' over on Long Island.
·
pointed."
A goodly portion of the patriot army was over on Long
"And now, knowing what the British are intending to do,·· ,sland also, o~cupying Brooklyn Heights.
said th e commander-in-chief, "the matter to be decided here
this morning is, what shall we do?"
The officers looked at one another for a few moments in
CHAPTER XIV.
silence. Then one spoke up, saying:
THE BATTLE.
"I think the p roper thing for us to do is to go over onto
Long Island and take possession, and occupy the position beThe Liberty Boys were not among those who had been sent
fore the British get there."
over to Brooklyn Heights.
Several of the officers nodded their heads in assent to this
They still occupied their quarters in the building in the lower
statement.
part of New York city.
· Ge r;.eral Washington looked thoughtful, and then said:
Of course, General Washington knew the British had moved.
'·It would seem that this would be the right thing to do. I over onto Long Island, and he was now wondering how Jong
think, however, it may be weil to go and take a look at the it would be before the enemy would make an attack.
Jay of the land before making a decision."
Days and weeks passed, and still they remained in camp,
"Yes, that will be only sensible," agreed Putnam.
doing nothing save send out foraging parties, seemingly.
So after some further talk, the officers decided to go across
But scouts and spies were busily engaged, trying to discover
the East River and survey the country.
the. strong and weak points in .the forti fications which the
They dec·ided to go that very day, and as soon as dinner was patriots had made on Brooklyn Heights.
over they did so.
Jn order to be enabled to cross the East River and attack
They crossed and made an examination, and it was decided New York, the force on Brooklyn Heights would first have to'
to send ovel' a goodly portion of the patriot troops and have be routed, and this would be no easy task.
them take possession of Brooklyn Heights.
One day along in August General Washington sent for bick ,
Of course, it would be impracticable to attempt to keep the Slater.
British from coming over onto Long Island, but by taking posThe Liberty Boy went at once to headquarters.
session of the strongest points. the move of the enemy would
1'he commander-in-chief told Dick that he had some work
be nullified largely.
for him.
Fearing that the British might get ahead of him, and move
" What is it, your excellency?" asked Dick, eagerly. He had,
a portion of their army over during the coming night and not had much to do for quite a while, and was eager to be upl
get on Brooklyn Heights first, General Washington gave the and acting.
order, and the patriot troops began crossing the East R,iver
"You remember the work you did for me over on Staten
that afternoon.
islar,d, my boy?"
By nightfall a large enough force was on the H~ights to hold
"Yes, indeed."
them against such force as the British would be able to bring
·'Well, it is more work of the same character."
across in one night, so the work was postponed till the next
'· You want me to spy on the British."
day.
"Yes, if you wish to undertake the work, Dick."
The British had discovered what was going on as soon as
"I do, sir," earnestly.
the work of putting the patriot troops across East River had
"Very well; but you must remember that you will
begun.
great danger, my boy. You are not unknown to the Br!
General Howe was looking across toward New York, through us ·was the case the other time, and must not risk try
of war, and that was the decision arrived at .. ,
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join the British army, for yon would be recogniz ed and shot I
All knew that a battle was experte d to take place on the
or banged. "
27th. ancl all tllt? soJiliers were eager nnd excit<'cl. !or it would
know that.
will not try that plan again, .-ir."
he JJrnctica lly the Jit:st battle fo1· urnny of them.
Very well; see tnat you clo not. ..\nct uow, as
wha t I fur lllltny, it wns destined to be the Just liattle And then,
want done, Dick. l wish to get some idea of wh entothe
ns well.
BritBut tner did not let such thou~hts ns thrse lln mpen the ir
ish intend making an attack. They Ila ve been o>Pr ou tile
ardo r, or lower tl!eir s1iirits. They were patriots
island a Jong time, ancl I don't kuow what to think.
is tlrnt if they l r::s! thdr 1I1·p;; it wo 1ld be iJ1 a good , nncl felt
my belief that they will make an attempt to str ike usItunea use.
'Yhen the morning of thP 27th arrived all was exdtem ent
expecte dly, and I wish to provicle against this !Jy gaining advance knowled ge or their intentio ns. Do ycu think you can in the patriot encamp meut.
General \ Vaslling ton was oil 1h!' Heigl1f:s. tel<'scope in hand,
get the informa tion for me?"
and he wn1'1 keeping a shar p war('h on the Brii ish .
" I wlll do my best, sir."
.. They nre eoming tllis 11·a~· ... he said. "Order the soldiers
After some f urther con versa tion. iu whieh the commnu der- to get read~·
to give tllcw a Jiyely greeting , General Greeue.
In-chief gave Dick additiou al advice and instruct ious, Dick
General Greene went away, and sent the news all around."
took his departu re.
and the excitem ent gre1Y apace.
He weut back to his quarter s and told the youths that he
General "\Ya~hin7ton se n t out 5,000 men . under General
was going over onto Long Island to act as a spy on the
Brit- Sullivan nm! Stirling . to meet the enemy, an<l this forces
ish.
hastene d clown the s lope. Sulli nm, with a portion of
the
"Oh, say, but you are a lucky fellow, Dick!" exclaim ed Bob force, took up a position on the crest of
a 1idge. and engaged
Estabro ok. "Jove, I wish that I 1rns goiu"' with you!"
the British at this r~o int, while Stirling went oYer ancl
met
"This i'> a case where one can do bette1~ work than two, the Briti:;h who w ere coming· up
the coast Toad .
·
Bob, " with a smile.
Sullivau 's force was soon between two firef., and after be"I guess that is true; buc you want to be careful, old f el- ini.r clriyen back uncl forth. and
fired upon from both !ront
low. The other time you tried that sort of thing you were
ancl rear, for quite a while,
capture d, ancl bnt for the assh;tan ce rendere d you by that ronted, ancl the majorit y were the pat•·tots w ere complet ely
taken prisone rs.
brave little patriot girl, Edith Wha!len , of whom you
Stirlir1g, howeve r, made a despera te fight, and althoug h
told us, you would no doubt have been shot or lltrn"ecl." have this wns the first time the patriots
had e1·er met the Briti;:;h
"Tr ue. W ell, I will be careful. Of course, I shall not take in open hnttle. they fought like vete1•ant
:. und held the sturc1y
any despera te chances ." ·
Scotch Highlan d regimen ts at bay for four hourc; then they
When Dick hacl complet ed his ar rangem ents, he bade the were r.ttacke d from the · rear, ancl
were forced to rei-reat in
Liberty Boys good-by , and took his departu re.
order to preYrnt the fnrce from being eaptllre d.
He crossed over to l:lrvoklyn Heights, and reported to Gen'l'hey finally reached the Heights and were safe, and ·wllen
eral Greene, who W1's in comman d there.
evening- ca.rne tile fighting ceased.
r
"So you are going to try ~·our h and at spying again, eh,
Tile B ritif;l! claimed n great victory ; and indeed
was a
my boy?" the genernl remarke d.
vic1·ory for them, in that they had captnrec l a goodlyitnumber
"Yes, s1r. •·
of prisoner s, but as regarde d men killed aud wounde d,
the
"Very go,pd. I hope you wiil be success ful in
learning number was about equal.
what we wish to know."
General Ho-.·e immecli ntely sen• a swift ship to England
"So do I; I will succeed if such a thing is possible ."
with news of the g-reat victory, ns they rnlled it. And when,
'.!.' he youth remain ed on Brookly n Heights till nightfal l, tl.te ship reached Englnnd there was great rejoicin g. for
nd then set out on his expediti on.
report was rnthcr highly colored, and the kiug and his lhe
ad"\Ve hav e no need of detailin g Dick's experi ences during the herents suppu ·ed the war Yirtuall y ended.
xt two nigllts ancl clays. Suffice it to say that he ·was sucIncleetl. the victory of the British in t!Je battle of Long
Aessful in s ecuring the informa tion tllat was desired by Gen- Isl:rnd wns only a pa1iial Yidor.r. '.rhey hnd merely
clril·pn
" Washin gton. He learned >vllen the British intende d mak- the patriots back into their work:- that was nil. It ye-t
rethe attack ou Brookly n Heights , and succeed ed in getting mained for tbem to crrpture the Heights , and this wou
ld be a
_J;: to :-<ew York without being captured .
very di filcnlt thing to clo.
Howe wa::i in no hurry to make the attempt , at any rate,
He went at once to headqu arters, anu wacle bis report to
for when morning came h e made no move toward att:Jcki11
i:he comman der-in-c hief.
g-.
Doubtle ss he rememl.JP red Bunker Hill. It wus evi<lcnt that
General 'Vashin gton was glad to rccch·e the informa
he was going to exercil;e caution.
Having adYance informa tion regardin g the time thetion.
atTwo t11ousand more troops were bronght oyer from ~ew
tack was to be made, he would nov; be able to make prepara
- York on this mo
tions for checkm ating the enemy.
rn ing, making the tota l patriot force on the
When Dick went back to tile -qt\:uter s occupie d by the Lib- IIcights 10,000 men. Howe's force was nearly 18,000 mPn.
but
the
position
of the patriot;;; Pn the IIeigbts more than
erty Boys they greeted him enthusia stically .
IJ.'hey wen• wild with clcligl~t u1·er the prospec ts for u battle cotmtcr bnlanc·e d the odas aga irn;t th!o'm in nuwl.Jers, and ti.le
British
general
die! not care to make an at~ack.
with the British, und t!Jey told Dick to ask the comman
So he begHn inY<'Sting the lleights , with the evident in~
cbief to permi t tlielll to go over to Brookly u lleights atcler-inonce. tention of l:iyjng siege.
•· A.ll rigl!t, " smcl Dick. '· rn see the comman der-in-c
'Yllshiu gton , as soou as he snw th is wa:o the enemy's tnth is afternoo u, ancl get perruiss iou to go over, if possi!Jll '."hief
He visited headqun rtem after cllnner, and when General tention. clcchled that it -.·ould not do to rem;1in on the Heights .
It
could encl iu only one way-tl1 e capture of t he patriot
W ashingto n beard whnt was wanted. he promptl y gaYe Dick
permiss ion to go over to Brookly n Heights with llis J_,il.Jerty a rmy.
Su t hn night the entire patriot army quietly withdre w
Boys.
from
Heights , und went back across thP, rh-er, to Xew
'.!.'hey reported to General Greene, saying the comman der- York, the
t he British n ot kuowin g <l thing nbont it till uext mornln.-chief bad sent them, and the general a:ssigued them
to i.Hg, wh l' n they climtiecl into the ~!l'actmted "·orks, to find nothquarter s.
ing left-no
General vVashin gton came over to t he Heights soon after- meat. The t even nn olcl musket 0r a bisen!t or a pound of
patriots h·acl made their escnpe. and had ta ken all
w a rcl, and had a long intervie w \\itl.l Genera l ·Green e.
supplll!s in the way of food and ammun ition.
They talked the matter over, and then the other officers
At the end of the war Dick took his sister Edith over
w ere called iu, and a council of war was held.
Staten l slaucl, uud they visited at the houie of l'Jdith Wlrnllento
.
.'..ccordinr, to the informa tiou which Dick hacl secur ed. the '.rlley were
given a hea rty welcom e, and Dick \ms glad to
British were going to make the attack 011 the Heights
learn-E dith Wl!allen having told Edith Rl ater the secreton
the 27th. ·
tha t the girl who had rescued !nm l'rorn the British ::i.t
the
It was now the 25th, ancl this would g!ye t.he patriots
only risk of h er life was to be married to a li:mdsom e, stalw art
two clays in which to perfect their plans for the defense
young
farmer
of
the
neighbo
rhood,
ancl
was in a fair way to
of
the Heights .
be very happy.
These were !Jusy days, and the patriot soldiers work ed like
Next week·s issue will contain "THl<J LIBER' .rY BOYS
Jeavers, throwin g up earthwo rks, and strength ening the deA.ND NA.'.l.'HA~ HA.LE; on, 1'Hlil BRA..\'E PATRI OT SPY."
fens es so far as was possible .
The Liberty Boys worked us hard as anybody , and seemed
to enjoy it. Thry liked it !Jetter than remaini ng idle in their
auarter s over in the city.
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CURRENT NEWS
Dispatches from Petrograd s_ay the conditions at Lodz, able to eEcape in a few minutes. Policema.n White oveI"which was captured by the Germans some· time ago, are took Heasted, ar;·ested him without trouble and found all
terrible. The population is starving and the people are the money in his pockets.
eating cats and clogs.
The Germans claim that their 42-c.m. gun has been
in their hands for six years, though its existence has been
concealed until now. An officer of the English anny :reports having seen the gun at Krupp's some years ago. Re
was then told that it was a freak gun, not aYailable for use,
but this statement may have been part of the policy of
concealment.

Billiard enthusiasts are beginning to concede that
George Sutton, the veteran Chicago player, will carry off
the honors in the Champion Billiard Players' League.
Since Ora Morningstar retired from the competition while
holding t l:r lra<l, Sutton has been playing a bette.r game
th1m an:• 01 ,:er member of the organization. Ile now
holds a gocd lead with the season nearing its end. Calvin
Demarest and Harry Cline, however, are close up and
they may m r.~rn matters interesting for the veteran before
the season enck Either has a good chance to win. Albert Outler and Koji Yamada, along with the three youngstcrs in the tournament, do not appear to have much
ch~:,:_o_f carrying off the honors.

Vi'hen a thief drove out of the tmrn of Siln:rfielcl, six
miles south and four miles ea t of Goldyke, X eY., with
a ieam of horses belonging to Curley Jones, a mine owner
of that place, he took with him the only conveyance in the
place, and as a result Jones was compelled to walk thirtyfi 1·e miles over mountains and desert to notify the sheriff.
George Culbert, of Michigan City, professional diver,
The theft occurred in broad daylight, while Jones and
ployed in the digging of the new wells in the Kankakee '
em
David Long, a business partner, were at work in their
River for Laporte's (Ind.) auxiliary water supply, had a 1
mine.
thrilling experience while in thirty-five feet of water. One
of his hands he<'~me ca.u ght in the monster suction pipe,
T"~rnty members of the Young Ladies' Mission Circle
holding him fa st so t hat be "·as unable to reach his life ,
of the Tabernacle Christian Church, Columbus, Ind., have line and give the o i,~ral to the men above. For ten minYo!unteered as nurses fo r babies brought to that church utes he was helplesf', 1rhile those above continued to pump ·
during the coming year. The young wqmen say that air to J1im, but finall y, by superhuman efforts, be was able :
mothers do not attend church because their babi<>s cry and to pull his hand 011t of his rubber glove and then , before.
disturb the services. The young women will take cba;rge the onrushing water could overcome him, he jerked the '
of all babie taken to the church and will- keep them in a lite line and was hoisted to the top. Culbert was none the l
, room f1:way from the auditorium that no disturbance will worne for his experience, although it was some time before ,
be caused the minister or the congregation.
he was able to resume his work.
An unusual guest appeared recently at the Stewart Hotel, San Frnncisco, when a huge grizzly bear, accompanied
by Freel Thomp~on, his owner, and nature · man, Joe
Knowles, waddled up tQ the desk and gravely went through
tl1e formalities of registering, giving his name a's "Baby of
the Rockies." After a good feed on lumps ' of sugar,
"Haby," who weighs slightly oYer 500 pounds, took a trip
up the eleYator, whic.h he jammed on his way · up. Arrived on the seventh floor, "Baby" and escort visited a
party of women. The grizzly was captured by Thompson
five years ago.
A man who gave the name of Bert Hcasted held up
Cashier Earl Randall, two other men and a b?Y at the
Bingham State Bank, Bingham, Utah, took $18,000 in
cur;·cncy r.nd was a1Tested without resistance soon afterward. His quick capture was due to the fact that the
cashier carried a screwdriver in his pocket to be used, be
said, in case he was held up and locked in his vault, as
was the cashier in another Utah bank robbery recently.
Heasted locked the three men and the boy in the vault.
Randall used his screwdriver to open the door and was

.A1 1 Associated Press correspondent sends the following 1
from the battle line in Poland : "I suppose thousands of:
Russian schoolbo}'s, most .of them not more than l1 or 12
years old, have ruri away from home, and managed by hook l
or crook to attach themselves to the army as helpers of 1
one kind or another. Most useful they are, too. At that
age they don't know or care about death or danger. A
few smart boys solve the difficult problem of the supply
of ammunition to the fighting lines during the hottest
times. The great schoolboy hero now is Orlof, from
Zhitomir. He fought in eleven battles and has been decoratecl by the Czar with the order of St. George. While
on scout duty, he came upon a trench of Russians who '
were having a hard ba.ttle with a superior force qf the !
enemy. He la:v in a trench with them and fought all '
day. By nightfall their ammunition was giving out, and
Orlof saved his corps by creeping out in the dark and find -•
ing his way through the heaped corpses to the main Rus-1
sian line, where lie obtained reinforcements and a supply 1
of ammunition. He was under gun and rifle fire all tbe1
time, but he succeeded in gettiing through safely."
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TWO ON A WHEEL
-' -

OR-

A TANDEM TRIP IN A- STRANGE LAND
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER X)\II (continued)
"It seems impossible !" exclaimed Dick. "Why, it's
hundreds of miles from here to Morocco. What on earth
could induce Murad to travel such a distance?"
"Revenge, Dick. Murad is a Moslem and as such he has
a bitter hate for the Christian. Besides, be lost a good
many men in that affair in which Harry just escaped with
his life. Haven't you heard so?"
"No."
"Well, eJlery man who was captured had his head struck
off by order of the governor of Tetuan. Murad took an
oath he would have a bitter revenge. Boys, he will or die
in the attempt."
The two young Americans were no longer disposed to
treat the girl's warning in a light manner. Her words
carried conviction to them, and they felt that they were
in great danger.
"But bow did vou find it out?"
"Find out wb~t, Harry?"
''Why, that Murad was in Kabyle land."
"Easily enough. He doesn't come alone. He has a
number of men with him, and our Kabyle guides heard of
his movements and told me."
"Then they were aware that you knew us, Kate?"
"No. But they wanted me to turn back to escape the
threatened danger. That's why they gave the warning,
and instantly I knew that you and Dick were in deadly
peril."
"Murad must be mad," cried Dick, 5'to travel in .this
way through a French settlement. The French will take
him and his band captive."
"No, for there is nothing to show that they're not a
party of peaceful merchants."
at this point Hussein rushed up and spoke in excited
tones to the Kabyles. The daughter of the amilne translated his words.
"You are in danger," she said, addressing tlie two boys.
" A man named Murad from Morocco is at hand, and be
swears he will have your lives."
"D~ck, Harry," exclaimed Kate, "I have a scheme that
will save vou."
"Tell me how long yon can defend yourselves."
"Till
cartrid ges run out. Maybe till morning."
"I will saYe you," c1·ied Kate Hayes, preparing to ride
away, and calling to lier two native guides to attend her.
"Where are you going, Kate? Stay here; it is safer."

.

.
our

"No, no ! I will ride across the mountain and bring
the French troops to your assistance. I shall find them at
Fort National. Good-by, boys, good luck to you."
Then waving her hand, the girl galloped away, leaving
Dick and Hnrry lost in admiration of her beauty and her
bravery.
"What a girl !" cried Dick.
"We ought to have kept her here, Dick; we've no right
to let her run such risks."
"She's safer where she is. If I hadn't thought that,
nothing would have induced me to let her ride away. Tell
you what, old chap, things look gloomy. I don't trust
those Kabyles."
"Why not?"
"They're of the same creed as the Moors-all Moslemsand it wouldn't surprise me to see them give us up. You
see, we're infidels in their eyes. H ulloa, here's•a stnmger
arriving on the scene."
"One of Murad's men, for a certainty."
"If the worst comes to the worst, Harry, we must fight
our way through this crowd and make a dash for life on
the tandem."
"A few minutes will decide."
. The boys stood with their hands on their six-shooters
ready for any emergency.
Meanwhile, Murad's envoy, · for such he proved to be,
had arrived at the door of the amine's hut.
After making a salutation in the fashion of the East
he comm<:>nced to talk, and the boys, not understanding
the language, could only judge of what was transpiring
by the tones and looks of the speaker.
"My master is Murad," said the envoy, addressing the
arnin~ or headman of the Kabyle village. "He is a great
and powerful lord in Morocco."
"I know him not," answered the headman.
The Moor shook his head incredulously. He thought
rnch ignorance must be assumed.
"You do not know him? Good ! Then listen! He
sends me to say that he bids you relea.'le to him two dogs
of infidels who stand there at your side."
''Your servant cannot do this thing. The two young
men are my guests."
''What matters that? They are inficilels, Jet them die!"
"It may not be," said the a.mine; "they have done a
service to me, and I will not betray them.'·
"Then Murad, my master," said the envoy, savagely,
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"will spring on you with his men like the wild animals of has ridden to Fort N aiional to bring the French · soldiers
the desert, and he will spare none, neither you nor your to their assistance."
"You know that?'' qu estioned the headman.
women. He will put all to the sword."
"T heard her sav so."
"I have spoken," said the amine, solemnly, as if to
"Then I have d~ne well. My daughter, we must fight
intimate that the conference was at an end .
hoping to keep up the fight t ill the French, the
bravely,
look
tjie
But the envoy did not depart. He suppressed
me. It is a hard task. Our enemy
Frenchmen-co
cursed
beckoned
and
face
his
on
appear
to
about
was
of rage that
is a terrible foe. I said I did not know him. That was
the headman aside.
"My fathe r will not give you up," cried the girl in not true. There is not a man from Tangier to Tunis who
does not know Murad, the Moor."
French.
The amine called his men around him, telling them
"Has he said so ?"
he had done, and bidding them prepare to meet the
what
"Yes."
foe.
man."
brave
a
is
father
''Your
Dick and Harry hurried over to. him, and grasped bis
But here th e Kabyle girl's face wore an expression of
anxiety, as she watched closely what was taking place band, expressive of their gratitude for the stand he had
made on their behalf.
between her father and the envoy.
your
for
alarmed,
are
you
"why
Dick,
"Quick, to the hut!" shouted the amine.
cried
us,"
" Tell
His keen ears had caught the faint sound that anlooks show that vou are."
"I am fearful for your safety. See, the Moor is offering nounced the arrival of the enemy. In a moment Murad
and his men came into view, rushing with fierce cries togold to m:v father. Ah! Allah! what will he do now?"
"a
tones;
low
in
Harry,
said
wards the hut of the headman ...
"It's all over, Dick,"
Kabyle never refuses money. He can't, it's against his
nature. By jingo! if one of those wretches lays a hand
on me, I'll shoot him. Get ready, old fellow, we'll die
CHAPTER XXIII.
fighting."
DICK'S DARING ACT-A RESCUE.
Things, indeed, looked black. The boy could see the
"D'you think we can trust these Kabyles ?" whispered
envoy talki11g earnestly to the headman, and they could
the
noted
they
this,
Besides
Dick.
coin.
the
hear the jingle of
"I guess we'll have to. The amine's going to stand by
look of cupidity on the face of the amine.
'l'he gold would win. The headman would find himself us, and l'~e no doubt that the rest of the ,Tjllage will do
the same. They'll be afraid to go against him."
powerless to resist the proffered bribe.
"By jingo! there's Murad himself, Harry!"
A very slight circumstance will affect the action of a
"I'll have a Rhot at him."
man in a great crisis.
Harry sent a bullet from his six-shooter at the Moor
The amine glanced round rapidly tmrnrds the spot
wh ere stood his daughter and the two young wheelmen. without further notice. The shot missed, but it was the
As he did so his eyes and those of the girl met. He signal for the fight to commence in real earnest.
Up to this time the Moors had expected, notwithstandcaught the eager look of entreaty on her face, and this
what had happened, that the Kabyles would give way.
ing
him.
decided
Jiarry fired, realizing their mistake, they gave a
When
of
some
him
from
cast
he
With a gesture of disgust
of rage.
shout
fierce
hand.
bis
in
already
were
that
coins
t lie gold
Murad could be heard urging his men to the attack.
"Go back to your master," he said, hotly; "tell him that
It was not for want of bravery that the assault failed.
ueatli awaits him if he comes here. By the beard of the
Prophet, I s\\·ear 1 will not be false to those who have eaten The Moors charged right up to the hut, and threw themm y bread, and have heen good to those I love. Go, and if selYes with blind fury against the door.
This had already been firmly secured by the headman
you value your life, come not here again!"
The Kabyle girl sprang forward and threw lwrself at and stood the shock.
the foot of her father, who quickly raised her.
Bang! Bang !
" I thank Mohamet that thou hast not been false, my
Through the windows the Kabyles-or rather such of
father," she said.
them as possessed arms-fired at the Moors.
Three of the latter were hit and fell to the ground.
"It was a sore temptation. Pray heaven that Allah
fight."
tbe
in
me
by
stand
and
'rhen Murad realized that such tactics would prove too
house,
my
will bless me and
The amine, it was clear, still half regretted the decision expensive. He gave orders to retreat, and instantly his
to which he had come, but it was too late to alter it, for men withdrew, dragging with them their .three wounded
comrades.
the envoy had hurried away, and was now out of sight.
"That's a settler!" cried Dick.
"You have done' well and wisely," said the girl.
''Well, yes," said the amine, "for the blessed Koran says
"Only a beginning, old fellow. Make no mistake about
a good action is always well done. But wisely, I know that."
"That villain Murad bears a charmed life . I missed
not."
·'All, but I uo ! 'l'hink you that if you bad suffered him twice, Harry. If he was finished, the others would
these two young men to be handed over to the Moors that cut and run."
(To be continued)
you would have gone unpunished? The girl, their friend,
0
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FACTS WORTH READING
Mary Squires, ,,nd it is said by some, never contradicted
by eith'e r brother, that they fought a duel to see which
would be the lucky man. J aris won and went to Spencer,
·Mass., and married the girl. 'rhis was back in 1862. J aris
Wood returned b the lonely farmhouse with his bride, but
received no welcome from John. For a time the newlyweds occupied one side of the house and John the other.
Mrs. Wood's efforts to effect a reconciliation were fruitless,
and this resulted in J aris building another cabin. When
John took sick, ,1aris Wood's wife nursed him, b'ut when
she saw death was coming and she tried to unite the
brothers, neither would consent. During the funeral of
John, J aris sat upon the doorstep, but did not enter the
old house until the funeral cortege. had started toward
the cemetery. During their lives the brothers eked out a
bare existence. No modern :implements were ever used
by them, for b~th were decided to conduct the rocky farm
just as their father did before them. The estrangement
was known by all the townsfolk, but neither John nor
J aris would answer any questions of interviewers, and
MILE-A-MINUTE BOAT.
their own stories of the forty-two-year feud were never
Oount Casimir Mankowski is having a motor boat built told.
which he anticipates will attain the dream of the motor
boat racing entHusiast-the mile-a-minute boat. The new
INTERIOR LIGHTING OF BUILDINGS.
boat will be 26 feet long and will ha>e two engines of 250At
a
recent meeting of the Illuminating Engineers' Sohorsepower each. Fred Chase, of the firm of Tams, Lemoyne & Crane, is the designer. '!'he boat will be ready ciety one of the speakers made a novel but eminently practo 1.ake part in all the motor boat regattas at Chicago, tical sugge::d.ion in regard to the interior lighting of buildings, says the Scientific American. 'rhe remarks, as quoted
Thon ~and Islands and Lake George.
by
that paper, were as follows:
Count :MankowRki rame into the limelight of publidty
"X
ot long- since a resident owner called my attention lo
three years ago with his boat Ankle Deep, which should
the
fact
tliat the front rooms of his home were in dayhave won the last contest for the Harmsworth trophy '\\hen
time
the
darke:;t ones in the house, notwithstanding the
the struggle was fought out at Huntington Bay. The
fart
that
these rooms were the most used and the most
Ankle Deep was a mile and a quarter in the lead over
Maple Leaf:, England's representative, five miles from important. The darkness was caused there-and in fact
will be caused in any average residence-by the shielding
home when she was di. abled by a floating log.
effect of a large porch, and overhanging eaves. This is a
'!'he new boat \\ill be namec1 Ankle Deep Too. The old
...-ery common condition, and it seems peculiar to me that ·
Aukle Deep was 32 feet long and contained one engine
use has not been made of prism plate glass, or ribbed
of ~JOO-horsepower. It will be seen by the dimensions of
sheets, in the fonn of skylights set in the veranda roof.
thr new boat i.hat Count Mankowski is making a radical to
direct the daylig11t against the face of the buildinl! and
rhange not only in her length but in her horsepower. The
into the windows. Glass with a smooth upper sid~ and
new boat will be 6 Ccct shorter than the old Ankle Deep, with
prisms on its lower face, par'"<tllel to the building,
b11 t its engine capacity will be greater by 200-horsepower. would
direct considerably more light into these front
rooms than is found at present.
"Going a little further, it seems reasonable to me that
A QUEER ESTRANGEMENT .
use could be made of translucent glass brick or glass
When Jaris Wood, aged eighty-two, died in his lonely blocks in the actua 1 construction of a building. Such
rabin on Teneriffe Mountain, in East Brookfield; Mass., re- blocks could readily be made of glass of pleasing color
<"Cntly, t.he story of a strange enmity was told to the vil- tints, imperviou6 to weather; and it is conceivable how
lage. For forty-two years J a'ris and his brother John many ceautiful effects could be worked into spaces between
worked siJe by sic1e without speaking, and when John lay pilasters, around domes, friezes, etc. Many architectA
011 his deathbed neither of the brothers would consent to clo not want to have the exterior of a building
made chara reconciliation. The estrangement of the two brothers acterless by the use of many windows. Glass brick, tinted
forms a love story that surpa ses the fondest plot of the the color of stone, would offer a solution of such a probnovelist. Both men were. suitors for the hand of Miss lem."
SHIP BABY IN SUITCASE.
A baby boy a few weeks old is being cared for at the
Cincinnati Hospital while city detectives are searching
two States for its parents.
'I'he baby was found in a suitcase on a doorstep in the
rear of the Children's Home, Ninth and Plum streets, the
other night. Ella Robinson, of No . 312 Richmond street,
living in the rear of the home, was attracted by cries of
a baby, and found the · child. A hole had been cut in the
top of the suitcase to admit air. Two marks on the suitC!'.se are being used by the police as clews.
On the end of the case was an American Express Company tag of the Detroit office, showing the case had been
shipped from Detroit. The name of "William Smith" was
written with a le.a d pencil on the tag. · The police believe
the name may be that of the express agent at Detroit who
handled the suitcase in transit or the shippers.
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Steve and the Spanish Spies
-OR--

WORKING FOR CUBA'S CAUSE
By CAPT. GEO. W. GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAP TER X II (continued)
"It's a big contract,'' said Steve, doubtfully wondering
why Mr. McGuffey did not look around.
"Not as big as you think. Andre, how many glasses
of wine did Captajn Gonzales drink last night?"
"Fifteen !" whis1 ered Senor Boleros, pointing off over
the water.
'cy on hear, Steve?" said Jennie. "Is Mr. McGuffey
looking at us?"
"He is, now."
"'I'hen go to him. I shall think of you, Steve. For
heaven's sake, don't fail uii ! Everything depends upon
this move."
Steve walked on over the deck.
8udclenly be felt something heavy in the outside pocket
of his coat.
He put in his hand an cl there wa.s a revolver and a lot
of stout cord .
Hacl J ennie Garcia put it there?
Probably, but when or how she did it, Steve did not
know.
"Corne, look alive there, you landlubber!" shouted the
mate. "lt takes you a thoondering long time to answer a
call."
·' r had to dress myself, sir," replied Steve.
" ,r,t, toot ! Do I want you on deck naked? Of course
you liad i.o dress yourself. 8ee that door there? 'l'he first
onr, I mean?''
"I see it. sir.''
"'L'haf~ the captain's ~tateroom . Go kno('k on i he door
till yo u wake him up. He wants to sec you.''
"T don't think he Joos," oiaid Hteve to himself. "Xow,
I wonder if yo u aTr working for Cuba, too?"
}fr. nfcGnffey had already turned away e.nd was shouting to one of the sai lors fu rther along the de(;k.
"Am I !fOing to do it?" thought Ste\'e, as he walker1
to1rnrd the captain's stat~room. "I s uppose I am, but it's
nu even c-!rnuce if ht- don't do me. I'm going ·it blincl, but
I ean·t help it. \ \'hat"s going to happen iE T suct·eed?
That·::; \\·bat bothering my head."
He liacl reac11ed 1hc door now, and he gaYe a sharp
knock.
There was no un,:;11 \·r.
~\gain and again he knocked, geH ing no response. Tlten
he softly .tried the door.
To his surpri se he found it unfastened .
Looking in h e saw that the stateroom was empty.
At least he thought so, and turned to leaYe.

Then all in an i:i:istant a fea.r ful shock ran through the
boy from head to foot.
H e was standing on a powerful electric battery.
With one sharp e;ry Steve fell into the stateroom all in
a heap.
Instantly the door closed, and Captain Gonzales i>tepped
from hehind a e;urtain, covering Steve with a cocked revolver as he lay there on the floor.
"I'm all ready for you, my boy!" he hissed. " What
do you want with me? I'm anxious to hear."

CHAPTER XIII.
STILL WORKING FOR CUBA'S CJ.USE.

It looked as though Steve had been rather foolish in
attempiing to capture Captain Gonzales in any such offhand fa8hion .
'l'he master of the Spanish steamer hacl, to all appearance, completely turned the tables on the boy.
'l'he fad was, Stern was' one of the kind who made it a
rule to obey orders iE he broke owners.
As matter3 stood, he felt that he was working for the
cause of Cuba uncler the immediate supervision of Andre
Bolero' and Jennie GarC;ia.
· SteYe's resolution was to let these people mind their own
bnsiness, and on his side to mind his own business, ailld
with Cuba and the interests of the Rochester Arms ~om
pany in bis mind, he could see nothing for it but to do
the Yer~· be~t hn co11ld, never regarding his own safety.
As far as personal danger went, he felt that it wa,~ all
around him, just as much in one direction as another.
So Ste"vc 've11t right ahead on those lines, ancl this was
the result.
For a moment or t\\·o Captain Go11ztLles stood glaring
at him; the hand which held the rerolver was decidedly ·
un steady; it wa s quite eYident that the eaptain 11·as suffering from rhe effect!:! of too much drink.
"80, 1;0!" he sa id sarcaaticall.1•. "A plof, eh! Ha! Ha !
I ~uspected it. You wanted , omething here, hoy. What
was it? }Jy life? :M y money? My steamer; lf it 11ra.~
any little thing like that clon-'t be: afraid to mention it.
I'm a ~paniard, it i:> hue, but I've liYed long enough
amo11g you American dogs to be fully alive to any dirty
trick you may try to play."
·
·
Steve Etoocl · facing the revolver perfectly quiet.
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He realized that it was no time to talk; that it would
lie· as much as his life was worth to say a word.
"Go back to those who sent you, and tell 'em I'm wide
a1rake, alive, up and dressed every time," said the captain.
"'l'lir next man who comes into my stateroom will get the
battery stronger. He may get in all right, but he'll never
go out alive. 'l'hat's my message to your friends. You
American dog-now go !"
He had said too much by half, this Spaniard. He did
not seem to realize that he had to deal with one of the
sort who act and don't talk; but Steve made this very
plain to him, for as the boy st'arted toward the door, preiendin.g to be on bis way out meekly enough, he suddenly
turned on the Spanish spy-for Captain Gonzales was
nothing more--and, dashing the revolver from his hand,
cl 11 tched him by the throat and forced him back against
the partition, where he held him with a vise-like grip.
" f've got you!" he hissed. "I've got you! I'm good
for a dozen of your kind I Now what do you think of the
bite of the American dog?"
Jt was bard to tell what the Spaniard thought, for he
said nothing. He could not. The man was black in the
face and rapidly choking. Steve, who had not been ordered to kill him, began to get scared.
He tried to get at his revolver, but unfortunately he
was using his right ba,nd and did not dare to let go ; be
tried to trip Gonzales up to push him over, anything to
get him clown, but the captain of the Colombo was a big
man, and had thrown out both hands, clutching Steve by
the shoulders.
With what little life there was left in him be was trying to throw Steve, and Steve was trying to throw him.
The seconds passed, and still they struggled. Captain
Gonzales was gasping like a fish, and Steve's strength was
11lmost gone, when suddenly the stateroom door was thrown
open and there stood .Jennie Garcia covering the Spaniard
with a revolver.
"'l'hrow him, Steve," she whispered. "Now's your time."
"Look out for the threshold, Jennie; there's wires
t1H.'1 ·c," breatherl Steve. "Don't tread on it as you value
your life."
He knew that he had won the victory before he spoke;
knew that he would have won it even if she had not come.
('aptain Gonzales' strength was failing; Steve, exercisiHg all his nerve, tripped him up and pushed him over, the
8paniard falling like a log on the stateroom :floor.
"You've done it," whispered Jennie, stepping in over
thr threshold and closing the door. "That's right. Tie
him, Steve. Make as little noise as possible. Mr. Mc(·h1ffev is with ns, but Madura, the second mate, is Spain's
frir11rl forever. 'l'ony has him in hand, and I pray heaven
h· mn_v haYe been as successful as you."
.\ 11 hreftthless 11nd too much excited to answer, Steve
finished his tying and Jennie jammed her pocket handkerchief into Captain Gonzales' mouth.
'· \r c\ ·e got him now," she said. "Help me lift him
into the berth, Steve. There, that's the w.ay. I don't
think any one is the wiser. Now follow me and we'll see
"·hat eomcs next."
'l'liey left the stateroom softly and stood for a moment llntside the door.
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Mr. MeGu ffe_v was moving abont on deck giving his
orders.
He paid no attention to them, but Andre Boleros, )ooking enough 1ike old Garcia to deceive anvbo<l_v, quietly
sauntered their way.
"Is it clone?'' he asked in a low Yoice.
"Done, ancl well done," replied Jennie.
"Good for you, Steve. I was sure you could do it.
Jennie, the Colombo is as good as ours, bµt there's work
to do yet."
"It can be done-it must be done," said Jennie. "Have
you given McGuffey the signal?"
"Yes."
"What's next?''
"He'll order up the watch in a moment-that's the
time that will tell."
"How many a.Te with us?"
"Out of twenty-three we reckon on eight Spaniards,
without counting the engineer, the fireman and the gunner."
"Are they all Spanish?"
"All Spanish. Jose Madura, the engineer, is the
brother of the second mate, and the fireman is one of his
most intimate friends."
"And the other Spaniards are scattered through both
watches. The boatswain is a Spaniard; so is the carpenter; the idea is to spring the thing on them suddenly, and
Steve, you are the one to do the job."
"I!" asked Steve. "What can I do?"
''What have you done already? Don't hold back, boy.
We depend upon you. There must be something done or
said to start the ball rolling. I depend upon you to say it,
and you will not fail me now any more than you did before. · Remember, you are working for Cuba's cause."
"Then I'm ready."
''You can speak I I've beard you talk. You've got a
silver tongue. Young man, use it for us-for Cuba. Remember, this plot has not been broached to a single soul
except Mr. McGuffey, who is ready to side with us if the
crew can be won over, but not otherwise. Such is the bargain. If we can handle the crew he will h ndle the Colombo; if not, he's ag11in st us, and-ha! here comes Tony
now."
At this instant 'l'ony appeared on deck.
He looked like a hen with her feathers ruffled. His bat
had a big hole in it, and his coat was badly torn. With
a hasty glance in the direction of the mate be hurried toward the captain's stateroom.
"Have you done it?" breathed Jennie, as he approached.
"You bet! I had a hard tussle, though."
''\Vlrnre's Madura?"
"In the forward coal bunker, bound band and foot."
"Thank heaven I"
"You may tJiank heaven that I'm alive--he came
mighty near making an end of me. What's next, J ennie ?"
"Steve is next."
"Then we are safe. Steve will win every time."
"Don't ne too sure," said Steve.
"I am sure. How about the captain?"
(To be continued)
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OOOD R-EAl) INO
J ohn Calimer, of Philadelphia avenue, Waynesboro, Pa.,
was arrested charged with cruelty to animals and had to
pay $8.92. Some weeks ago the valuable Russian hound
belonging to 0. M. Peters, superintendent of the EmersonBrantingham Implement Company, strayed away from
home and later the animal was found near the Welty
Bridge in a weak condition as the result of having been
shot. Calimer admitted he shot the dog, thinking at the
time that it was a rare specie of wild animal, and, when
the dog came toward him, he thought he was about to be
attacked by a queer animal and shot it in self-defense.
The clog vas shot and has .now about recovered. It is
valued at $i50.

gusher to their workings. India.us occasionally camp in
the neighborhood and as the gas seeps through the ground
they merely heap up a pile of stones over some crevi ce,
touch a match and cook their simple food. It is alway8
warm near the blaze even in below zero weather, so that
men ~leep about it in the balmiest of air while a few hundred feet beyond is bitter cold.
The last of three Spanish fea~t plays, "Los Pastores,"
hunted for by Spanish students throughout ¥exico, California and Arizona, has been found in Santa Barbara, Cal.,
by Prof. A. M. Espinosa, head of the Spanish department
of the Stanford University, and Frank Price, Spanish student. The manuscript was found among the papers handed down to the family of Jose Manuel Pico of this city.
It had been brought to California 200 years ago by Patricio
. Sepulveda. The three plays, taken together, form a cycle
in the life of Christ, and were written by the first padres
as a means of teaching the natives. Copies of two of the
cycle were found in 1887. Since then a search for the
third has been carried on by university researchers and
other Spanish students, Stanford bei:o.g especially active,
as the university is compiling the ancient Spanish literature of the Californians. Prof. Espinosa has been to Santa
Barbara many times on the quest. Ancient plays telling
the story of the birth of Christ, the three kings and a
number of other parts of the cycle have been found here
and elsewhere, but that part called "Los Pastores," telling
of the t~ree Shepherds, had eluded search until now. The
manuscript .has been se~t to St~ord, where it will be
closely studied and put mto English.

A motor omnibus run by steam generated from coke is
the latest automobile novelty in London. So successful is
it the Royal Automobile Club has awarded to the National
Steam Car Company the Dewar Challenge Trophy for the
most meritorious achievement of the year in automobile
engineering. Instead of having a furnace fed with paraffin, the new omnibus automatically stokes itself with coke.
The bunkers are inside the bonnet and surround the
boiler. Thus not only is the coke kept dry and warm, but
also it acts as lagging to the boiler and prevents loss of
heat. It is a small vertical boiler, wit.h the furnace underneath; and mechanical feeders, which may be likened
to the fingers of a hand, pass the coke downward to the
fire. An ingenious device prevents clinkering. The bunkcrs, which can be easily replenished, hold sufficient coke
for a run of fifty to sixty miles. On a trial trip to
. . Brighton and back a lorry weighing with its load six and
a half tons used 446 pounds of coke in 1091/2 mpes and
ran 87% miles before it was necessary to stop for water.
At a recent meding of the Academy of Sciences in Paris
The average speed was twelve miles an hour, and the
M. le Roy described a quick process of waterproofing
cost for fuel is lc1:>s than one-third that of an .omnibus
clothes of any sort. He takes five to ten parts of lanolin,
using paraffiu for steam generating.
liquefied in chloroform and diluted with ninet y to ninetyfive parts of gasoline. Into this the clothes to lie treated
are dipped, without removing linings or buttons. After
The Pelican Portage gas gusher, 170 miles north of being shaken about in it for a few minutes they are wrung
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, has given off daily for si:x:- out and dried in the open air. At the Safety Exposition
teen years an average of 4,000,000 feet of natural gas. The in New York Dr. Charles Frederick Pabst of Brooklyn
well was struck in 1898 and has neve1• shown signs of told how to make clothes fireproof. They should, he said,
diminishing. Attempts made to cap it have proved futile, be. dipped in a solution of ammonium phosphate, one
the enormous pressure, some 600 pounds to the square pound to a gallon of cold water. Ammonium phosphate
inch, blowing off all valves. At one time a company was costs only 25 cents a pound, he said. Dr. Pabst took an
formed to pipe the gas to Edmonton, but was refused a eight-inch strip of ordinary cotton gauze, equivalent i.o
franchise. Recently public-spirited men subscribec1 $10,000 the material in the Indian and cowboy suits S<l popular
to drill for gas near the city's limits. They struck a flow among children, and ignited it. It was wholly consumed
about equal to the daily output of the Pelican. This will within four seconds. Then be took a similar strip, dipped
be piped to Edmonton and, now that the venture has it in the ammonium phosphate solution, dri ed it with
proved successful, _the men who furthered it will be reim- an electric fan, and held it in a flame for thirty seconds,
bursed by the city. So it appears the great gusher at the but it did not burn . "Families should get ihi ,; solution,
Pelican is ·aoomed to waste its uuestimated millions. The keep it in their houses, and clip the whole Family washiflg
only beneficiaries from it are the men of two oil-drilling in it," said Dr. Pabst. "It would cost about 15 cents a
outfits iii the vicinity who have piped a line from the week for an entire family."
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BRIEF BUT POINTED ITEMS

is maintained aiter use, even when brought in contact
with the most acid foods, and it requires only ordina:y
washing to cl eimse. "It is clajmed," writes Mr. Savage m
the Commerce Reports, "that this steel retains a keen
edge much like that of the best double-sheer steel, and, as
the properties claimed are inherent in the steel and not
due to any treatment, knives can readily be sharpened on
a 'steel' or by using the ordinary cleaning machine or
knifeboard. It is expected it will prove a great b.oon, especially to large users of cutlery, such as hotels, steamships and restaurants. The price of this steel is about 26
cents a pound for ordinary sizes, which is about double
.the price of the usual steel for the ·same purpose. It also
costs more to work up, so that the initial cost of articles
made from this new discovery, it is estimated, will be
about double the present cost; but it is considered that
the saving of labor to the customer will more than cover
the total cost of the cutlery in the first twelve months."

rhe Howe Show, in winter quarters at Peru, Ind., has
lost one of the largest pythons in captivity. The snake,
which died recently, was twenty-four feet in length. Loen l taxidermists have prepared the skin for the Boston
" I want to get a divorce," she told the lawyer. "What
Museum of Natural History.
has your husband been doing?" he asked. "Nothing," she
replied.
The Kennec1y-lVIohler contest at Walker, :Minn ., for the
office of sheriff attracted attention oYer this entire section.
"Some men get a heap o' education," said Uncle Eben,
About 100 witnesses were examined, among them a numsame as some people get. a fine collection o' bait wifout
"de
her of Indians. An' amusing incident occurred when one
any fish."
catchin'
time
of the Indians who had been on the stand for some
"If
replied:
examination,
and had tired of the searching
vou do not quit asking foolish questions I will go out and
"Some o' de men," said Uncle Eben, "Jat shouts de
.go l10me."
loudes' 'bout de wickedness of de trusts wouldn' hesitate
a minute to do a friend in' a mule trade."
1

JOKES AND JESTS

A trick elephant was standing in an alley in the rear of
a theater, Porterville, Cal., wl)en John Wallace, a boxmnker, came along peeling an orange. The orange was
sour, so he passed it on to the elephant With a snort the
elephant promptly wound its trunk about Wallace and
Jmrled him headlong into a pile of packing cases, thirty
feet away. Wallace was unconsCious when he was dug
from the wreckage and two surgeons worked over him for
nearly three hours repairing cuts and contusions.
That the pressure in an automobile tire, fully pumped
np, remains practically the same whether the car is resting on the tires or is jacked up is the discovery made by
one of the large rubber companies in an endeavor to solve
some questions of "caring for tires while the car is laid
up." It was found by means of special gauges that in an
ordinary sized tire, which shows a pressure of 80 pounds
while the car is jacked up, it will show 80.4 pounds with
t he weight of the car resting on the tires. The cubic contents are compressed by "fl.atwning" from 900 cubic inches
to 896 cubic inches.
According to Consul John M. Savage, who is stationed
at Sheffield, Englan d, a firm in that city has introduced
a stainlt>ss steel, wh ich i:; claimed to be non-rusting, unstainable and untarnislrnble. This steel is said to be especially ado piable for table eutlc1:Y, as the original polish

Smith- I woke up last night with a horrible susp1c10n
that my new gold watch was gone. So strong was the impression that I got up to look. Brown-Well, was it gone?
Smith-No; but it was going.
Guide (to tourist) - V ell. sare, how you like ridi n' de
camel? 'rourist-Well, we don't blend very well, as it
were. You see, he can do with a drink every three weeks,
and I want one every three miles.
Neighbors-I heard your dog h0'1'ling last night. If he
howls three nights in succession it's a sure sign of death.
Next Door- Indeed! And who do you think will die?
J eighbors-T he dog.
Freda-He claims to be related to you, and says he can
prove it. Floyd- Related to me? Why, the man's a fool.
Freda-Of course; but that may be a mere coincidence.
Two college students were arraigned before the magistrate charged with hur dling the low spots in the road in
their motor-car. "Have you a lawyer?" asked the magistrate. "We're not going to have any lawyer," answered
the elder of. the students. "We've decided to tell the
truth."
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A LADY'S HAT.
By Alexander Armstrong

One tempest-tossed night, •veather-bound at a small hotel on the stage-route from Santa Fe, we met a fellowtraveler in whom we became greatly interested.
The howling gale and elemental uproar intensified the
cozy cheer of our snug little parlor.
The genial warmth from the heaped-up ruddy coals in
the grate and spicy exhalations steaming from an earthen
mng brewing in front, out of which, from time to time, we
replenished our glasses, stimulated conversation, and , we
were soon launched upon a stream of startling adventure.
Among others, my companion-a finely-built, athletic
fellow-narrated an experience of the previous season,
which, he said, "Made every hair stand on tip-toe."
"How ?" we asked. "You were in gi·eat peril ?"
"One of those imminent risks that meet you at every
turn.
"Four of us came in the stage from Santa Fe, the last
of June, I think. A young lady-governess in an officer's
family-her escort a wealthy young merchant, reputable,
with a guarantee of honor inscribed on every line of his
earnest face, and myself, were acquaintances; the other
was the horseshoer of the company, bound for the stable
at Denver.
"As a government expert I was well known to the bankers of Santa Fe. 'rhey never hesitated to intrust me with
large amounts of gold, and this time was no exception. So
I wa'l loaded, partly by means of an inner belt around my
waist, partly by a false bottom, improvised in my valise
by gumming strong wrapping-paper over the precious parcels anu inner lining of the bag.
'"rhe day would have been intolerable but for the cool
currents that swept down the declivities and through the
mountain ravines. Frequently during the day, up the
• steep ascents, we would get eut and walk. It rested us
and relieved the tedium of the drive. The lady was most
charming, rattling her words like fine shot against our
sallies of wit and wisdom, and turning into sport and jest
our serious fears. She became confidential, and told us
'she expected to return a madame, with a military escort,
if she returned at all. Her intended was a lieutenant,
stationed now in the Indian territory; but when he received his furlough-well, very soon, perhaps-then we
might expect to hear of wedding-bells.'
" 'I would like to be a little richer,' she added, with a
sigh, 'but we must be content.'
" 'What is the amount of your dowry?' said the practical
merchant.
"She laughed merrily. 'Are you a bandit in disguise ?'
Then added: ''I'he fruits of my industry amount to the
heavy weight of one thousand dollars in gold.'
" 'You -haven't it with you?' he inquired, so quickly and
earnestl}' that I was surprised.
" 'Come, you are accounted shrewd. Just try and find
out. I will answer all relevant questioning.'
"He blushed and stammered an apology, and she sat
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for a moment on a ;ock that projected from the side or
the road over the mountain edge. She had gathered stray
flowers on her walk, diving under bushes and behind
rocks, and was fastening them on her hat and mantle. A
scarlet creeper ran around the base of the rock down the
side of the mountain.
" 'Oh, that is beautiful; I must have it,' she said, rising
to her feet and dropping hat and flowers in the excitement. .T ust then a sudden eddy of wind came twisting
around the corner of a fissure, and whirled hat and flowers
around and around, lodging them beyond her power of recovery, on a narrow ledge of perpendicular rock, . jutting
out and inaccessible from the road.
" 'How now? What will you do ?' I said, half in sport
at the possibility of a bare-headed companion for the rest
of the trip.
"To my surprise she looked the image of despair and
grief; the color had faded out of her rosy cheeks, even her
lips were ashy and pale. H er hands were clasped in the
most agonizing expression, as she mutely gazed at the
slender shape below, mocking her with its airy grace of
blooms.
"'Oh, my friends! can't you recover that hat for me?
Do, in pity, and I will thank you to my dying day!'
"Ro mother, appealing for a lost child, could have been
more piteous, while tears stood in her eyes. I was half
angry that · any woman could be so metamorphosed by the
101:1s of a hat. The merchant whistled, looked bewildered,
but evirlently didn't choose to risk his life. The driver
and horseRhoer came to her rescue; they fastened a. hook
on io the end of a coil of rope, saying, 'Don't fear, miss,
rior look so an..xious; we'll rig something an' get yer hat.'
"The driver, stretched at full length, with only his head
and ,a n arm over the precipice, and anchored :firmly by the
rest of the party, threw his rope, harpoon fashion, with an
unerring aim. It caught in the rim, the hat was drawn
up carefully a.nd resfared to the young girl, who, with
exhilarating color and sparkling eyes, thanked the men
most profusely. They cut short her rhapsodies by jumping
on the driver's box and telling us to 'pile in.'
"Once inside, she said, 'As you are all my friends, I
must let you into the secret of my hat. All the money
1 possess is hidden in the lining-quilted in-a.nd no man,
not even a highwayman, would ever suspect the treasure
hidden in such a cell, now would they?'
"We, of course, praised her ingenuity.·
"'A good thousand, is it?' said the merchant.
"'The very sum,' she replied.

*

*

*

•

*

•

"It was two o'clock in. the morning. We were well out
of the most formidable passes, driving briskly towards
tlte Oanadiim fork. The fuJl moon lighted our way, making the bushes and trees adjacent cast sharp and decided
shadows across the road. I had exchanged places with the
horseshoer. Inside they were dozing, but I was wakeful
and alert. We beguiled the weary hours by story-telling.
Suddenly I saw something moving in the shadow of the
road on beyond us.
" 'What is that?' I said.
"The driver looked, his eyes rounding like the mocNI
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"'Nothing but a burro,' referring to the pack-mules
thnt frequently strayed down the mountainside. It disa]Jpeared quickly iu the shade, and thence instantly, as if
by magic, jumped out into the road two men. They were
hidden in huge slouch hats and a.rmy cloaks. The stoutest
caught the bridle of the leaders; the other C'Overing us
with his rifle shouted: 'Don't stir, or you are dead men!'
"Advancing closer, and keeping us within the range of
his muzzle, -he cried out, 'Pitch out the treasure-boxquick ! We are in a hurry !'
"The driver began to stammer a reply, shaking as if he
had an ague, but I hushed him with a whispered 'Stop,
stop; let me talk to these men. There is no treasure
aboard to-night.'
"As I intended he should, he took me for an express
messenger, and as neither driver and. messenger are supposed to possess any valuables, they are seldom molested.
"'Come, heave out that specie-box,' shouted the man
holding the rifle.
"I insisted there was none.
"'Here,' look at the way-bill; if there is any such thing
aboard it will be among th) items.'
"And I made a move to get down, holding it in my
hands.
" 'Stay where you are, or I will shoot you !'
"I threw him the way-bill. He dropped his rifle and
picked it up, perusing the items in the :moonlight.
"Profiting by this action, I endeavored to slip my portmanteau under the seat.
"The driver, misunderstanding the movement, whispered:
" 'Have you got one?'
"The man at the rein.§ noticed the conferring, and halloed to us. The other instantly raised his gun.
" 'None of that! Hands up!'
"We threw np our hands, and he again turned to the
way-bill. I did manage, though, to secrete my mon.ey,
slipping it into my boot. ·
" 'You see there's no mention made of the treasure, and
if it was sent it would be noted on the bill. However, you
can get up and look in the box, and satisfy yourself.'
"He hesitated but a moment, and then jumped up and
looked in the box; in doing so he k_icked my valise.
" 'Opeb this,' said he.
"I did so, taking out carefully its contents and letting
him look inside; the wrapping-paper deceived him.
" 'No,' he cried, 'there's no treasure on this stage; but
we·ve sworn to have a hundred dollars to-night, and if we
can't find it in the treasure-box, we may find it in the
baggage. Who's inside?'
" "I'wo men and a lady-none of them rich; on,e is the
horseshoer, going to Denver to shoe the. company's horses.'
"'We'll look out for 'em. Whatever happens, don't stir
on your peril. We may find the money on them, or in
the baggage.'
"It was evident they were sleeping. The man rattled
the door a.nd roused them. Presenting his gun, he ordered them out to be searched. They obeyed,' half asleep.
"'Hands up!' he said. 'Now for your pockets!'
"The horseshoer 11ad but two dollars in silver, the mer-
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chant's portemonnaie showed but fiye, and the young lady's
nothing but her papers and a little change. The girl, I
was sure, looked as if she would swoon .
"'You're a mean lot, to have so little with you,' said
he, 'anrl I've a mind to finish you. A hundrecl dollars we
must have, so we'll go for your baggage.'
"'You'll fi_nd nothing of account in our baggage, but if
you will a&k this young lady for her hat, and carefully rip
out the lining, you will find something worth your pains.'
"'l'he girl turned towards him with blazing eyes, and
uttered but the one word-'Traitor !'
"There was no escape; the hat was secured.
"After the lining had been very carefully ripped ot1t it
was returned, with thanks.
"'In luck, in luck!' said the highwayman. 'Jump in,
all. I'm sorry for your loss, miss, but we are bound to
take whatever is sent us. We have no treasure, but this
will do. Drive on!'
"'I want the way-bill!' I said, excitedly, for the scene
we had just witnessed had increased my indignation to a
fever-heat.
"He handed it to me, but it :fl.uttered under the horses'
feet, and again I demanded it. Mechanically he picked
it up, mounted the wheel, and handed it to me. Then,
touching his hat to the lady, said:
"'But .for this lining you might have been lying in
yonder ditch. No treasure on board! Come this way next
i;ime without it, and we'll finish your accounts. Drive on!'
"We gladly followed this advice, but could not find language vigorous enough to express our contempt for the
meanness of the merchant. The driver swore at him in
Spanish, and the young lady answered all attempts at consolation with hysterical sobs. The merchant alone preserved his cool equanimity of temper.
"Arriving at Denver, he begged very earnestly of the
young lady, with me as her friend, to grant him a few
moments for explanation, in a private room. He was so
in earnest that the young girl yielded a reluctaJ1t consent.
"He closed the door and bolted it, which looked
strangely.
"'Don't fear,' he said, as I fumbled for my revolver.
Sitting in a chair, 'he pulled off his boot, and, from the
toe, drew out a roll of notes. Said he:
"'A few days before leaving, I was lucky enough to find
an opportunity to e..~change my doubloons for these. My
poor child, let me make restitution. Here are two thousand in notes for the one thousand secured by the robbers'
-handing her that amount. 'Your liuing has been my
salvation; if they hacl searched me further they would
have secured twenty instead of one thousand. Concealed
in my baggage are diamonds and precious stoneR, whicl1,
if they had secured, would have beggared me.' Taking a
solitaire from his• yest-lining, he presented that also for
her acceptance. 'I should have explained in the stage,
"but walls have ears," and why should I trust the others
with my secrets?'
"I need not tell you that the lady's tears were transmuted into rare smiles, and she was sent to her hom e rejoicing."
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FROM Al"'L POINTS
Announcement was made by the Pittsburgh 'Baseball
Club the other clay that Catcher Frank Kafore, clraughted
in the fa ll of 1913 and on the club's ro. ter last year, had
been released to the Omaha Club of 't he Western League.
'l'his leaves the Pittsburgh Club with five catchers, fourteen pitchers, eight infielders and ten outfielders. Hans
Wagner has not signed a contract for 1915.

wbat he said looked like a great sheet of butter and eggs.

Suddenly strips of ~·ellow and white began to separate
from the mass and extend toward him. He turned to
swim out of reach when the creature threw its tentacles
about him and the mad fight was on. In the struggle
Wilson broke the mass into . fragments, but reached the
shore exhausted, and his face and shoulders stinging as
though from scalds. At the hospital it was said that the
A barking dog lecl to the discovery of a $4,000 robbery p~tient is getting along favorably. His pain at times was
at the Bank of Neelyville, Mo. 'rhe bank failed to open so intense that morphine had to be administered. His
at the regular hour. Depositors gathered about the door shoulclern and face resemble one mass of poison oak burns.
heard the cashier's pet dog barking within. They investigated and found the cashier locked in the vault. He callecl t
California's lawn tennis players are greatly profiting by
out th} lock combination and was released. He said he
the excitement of the controversy as to whether or not ,
had been locked in by a robber who confronted him at the
Newport or New York is to be the scene of the national '
bank door.
championship tournament next season. At the close of
last season Dr. E. B. Dewhurst, former national indoor
Three hundred and fifty teachers attending the J eff()r- champion; Raymond D. Little and others started a camson County Teachers' Institute instituted a vigorous cam- paign for a new amateur rule. The men behind the movepaign against the liquor traffic in a local theater, Rey- ment stated that Maurice E. McLaughlin had been playing
noldsville, Pa. After becoming enthusiastic over local tennis for six months with all of his expenses paid out
of
option at their afternoon meeting the teachers attended the treasury of the national association; that other players '
performance at a theater. Be.fore they would allow the from California were iu receipt of abundant expense
show to go on, however, several climbed to the stage a11c1 money and that the entire principal of the payment_
of
pinned several yards of cloth over the liquor advertise- expenses was wrong. The draft of a rigid amateur
rule,,
ments on the stage curtain . When the officials of the positively prohibiting payment of any expenses or the
offer
theater removed the cloth the teachers were indignant of any entertainment except for Davis Cup teams, had
and immediately "retacked". the covers over the ads. The been ~a.de when the storn1 broke between Newport
and
performance finally proceeded, but the liquor ads re- the West Side Club. According to the by-laws of
t he
mained hidden.
national association the amateur rule must now await
another vear for enactment, while the future of the allThe climate of Egypt has been changing in a remark- comers' ~hampionship is bitterly fought out.
able manner in the last few years. Rain fell in ton-ents
in Alexandria during the celebration of the accession of P. E. Thomas, of Grand · Rapids, Mich.,
claims the
the new Sultan. Such a happening half a century ago c:hampionship
of Michigan for corn husking. He estab'rnuld have been regarded as a phenom()non, but rain now lisned a new record
this year on the farm of R. G. Brumm,
falls in places where it had never been known to fall be- near
Nashville, in Barry County, when he husked 146
fore in many centuries, and more rain is falling where bushels
in ten hours, an average of 14 3-5 bushels per
. only Yery little, or merely dew, once aided the farmers. hour,
or one bushel to each 4 2-7 minutes. His best time
'fhe English are believed to be responsible for the rain, <luringthe day wa.~ 15 bushels in forty minutes. Mr.
with their new channels for spreading over the land the
'rhomas's grandfather was an expert husker and at one
waters of the Nile. Just as the plantation of trees in a
time did even better than the grandson's best record, huskdesert will bring rain, so is Egypt now a moister place ing J 68
bushels in ten hGurs. His father husked 147 bushbecause of the extension of cultivated lands. But it is not els in
ten hours. Mr. 'l'homas has macle a -business of
likely that 'iVcstern civilization will destroy the wonderful
husking corn for seYenteen years. He says the corn in
dryness of the Egyptian air, with its beneficent effect on
Mr. Brumm's field is the best in which he ever worked.
imalids.
The corn is of the Folsom yellow dent variety, which was
introduced into this locality by W. H. Burd. Mr. Brumm's
G. H . Wilson lies a.t the Cottage Hospital, Santa Bar- field contains 8 1-6 acres and the total yield was 1,143
bara, Cal., in a critical condition from as thrilling and bushels per acre. Tlrnre is no question about tl1e corrcdunusual an encounter as has ever taken place here. He ness of Mr. Thomas's record, as accurate time was kept
hall a life-and-death struggle with a huge jellyish. Four on his work and on the measure of his corn by lVIr. Brumm.
hundred feet from shore, off Serena, Wilson, who is senior Mr.• Thomas says he expects to beat his own record and
partner of the finn of Wilson & Schwab, a.utomobile men that of his grandfather next year. H e may go on the
of this city, was suddenly attacked. H e saw before him vaudeville stage with a corn husking act next fall ..
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
MAKING BIG GUNS.
A fascinating sight is to watch the first stages in the
manufacture of the big guns which are proving so devastating in the war, says the Chicago Journal. A solid
ingot of steel, some 50 feet in length and weighing about
100 tons, is employed in the making of a 13-inch gun.
After being forged and then allowed to cool, so that it
may be toughened for the heavy work, this gigantic bar
of steel is pressed into cylindrical shape by a power hydraulic press, which exerts a pressure of anything between
5,000 and 10,000 tons to the square inch. Later what
is known as the trepanning opBration is carried out, namely, drilling the bore from end to end. Next the bore is
rified.
The most impressive sight, however, is the hardening
process, when the rough weapon is heated to dazzling white
heat and plunged into a well full of oil. If the operation
takes place in the night time the sight of this big, glowing
bar of metal being lowered apparently into the bowels of
· the earth, sending forth lea.ping tongues of flames from
the burning oil, 1s impressive in the extreme. The gun
is left to cool in the oil bath, out of which it comes hardened, toughened and tempered.
Now follows the wire-winding operation to make the
weapon stronger and impart to it some measure of elasticity. This wire-winding is much the same in principle
as the whipping on the handle of racket bat. In this
case, however, the whipping takes the form of a strong
steel ribbon, which is wound around the body of the gun.
Every 13-inch gun has a.bout 120 miles of this steel ribbon
wound about it. Some idea of the lab.or involved in the
manufacture of one of these guns may be gathered from
the fact that from start to finish the time occupied is
twelve months.

I

However, this great expense was Jone away with by an
invention of :Mai;ter Mechanic John Kennedy, who devised
a system of forcing live steam from the locomotive boiler
:upon the rails ahead of the cowcatcher. The heat killed
the insects, while the force of the jet threw their bodies
oil' the track without crushing them. In this manner,
the problem was solved with slight expense, as Mr. Kennedy's invention was of extreme simplicity . It consists
of a couple of small tubes extending from the boiler to
the front of the locomotive and terminating a few inches
above each rail. The engineer controls the steam outlet
with a simple device. After using this invention for a
short veriod, the bodies of countless thousands of caterpillars were banked alongside the track for miles.

•

BIG ENTRY SURE FOR AMATEUR CUE HONORS.
So many amateur billiard players have signified their .
intention t-0 compete in the national Class A 18.2 balk
line championship tournament as to make it certain that
the competition will be the greatest e>er held in this
country. It is practicaily assured that ten or a dozen
will qualify for the matches which are scheduled to begin
at the Union League Club, Philadelphia, Monday, March 1.
A_'llong the men who have announced thei~ intention of
striving for the title now held by Edward W. Gardner are:
Joseph Mayer, the winner of the championship at Philadelphia in 1913; J. Ferdinand Poggenburg, international
champion; E. J.;i. Milburn, of Memphis, 'l'enn.; Dr. Walter E . Uffenheimer, of Philadelphia, and W. E. Cope
Morton. While they have not replied to the officials of
the National Association of Amateur Billiard Players as
to their intentions, it is understood that Gardner anu
Morris D. Brown, the veterans, will participate in the
tournament.
The chief interest centers in Nathan T. Hall, the youu'°g
who defeated Joseph Mayer recently in a
Bostonian,
STEAM.
WITH
FIGHTING CATERPILLARS
and the youthful wizard from Chicago,
match,
lengthy
railto
menace
serious
a
Hordes of caterpillars proved
road operation this summer on the McCloud River Rail- August F. Bloese, who are to send in entries. Hall's perruad, in northern California. Locomotives could not make formance against Mayer stamped him as a remarkable
traction because of the millions of wriggling crawlers that player, as his average stood above 14. Bloese is said to be
clogged the rails, forming a slimy mass as the engine another Calvin Demarest, with plenty of runs up to the
passed over them. Sand was of no avail; cresol sprinkled hundred mark and averages all the way up to 40. Robert
along the rails checked them for only a brief time; and Lord and Wilson Henderson, two other amateurs of Chithe expedient o;f placing men on the cowcatcher to sweep cago, are likely entrants. Dr. Walter G. Douglas, secreoff the creatures with a broom was of no value at all. More tary of the National Association, has tried out Henderson
caterpilbrs were crushed by the brooms than were brushed and found him capable of holding to an a>erage of
clear of the tracks, while those that escaped a.live prompt- around 15.
Charles Heddon, of Dowagiac, Mich., the amateur w11o
ly crawled back upon the rails before the train had passed.
llp the high record run of 13.3 last year at the Class A
put
digof
necessity
the
Apparently the railroad was under
ging trenches for many miles along both sides of the· tournament in this city, has stated that he will be unable
right of way, a very heavy outlay, but the only effective to compete. Hecldon, howe\·er, has made a find in Corwin
method so far discovered of holding the creeping hordes Huston, of Detroit. Huston began his billiards when he
in check. This method had been used with success in was a student at the University of Michigan, where he ..
the lumber camps of that section, which had also been worked his way through college b.v runnin g a small billiard room with his two brothers who were also students.
overwhelmcd with the pest.
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LINJi THE LINK PUZZLB.
The sensation of the day.
Pronounced by all. the most
be.tfl.ing and scientific novelty
eut. Thousands ha ve worked
•at it tor hours without mastering it, stUI ft can be done in two seconds
by giving the links the proper twist, but unless you know how, the harder you twist them
th e t ighter they grow. Price, 6c.; S for 15c.;
one dozen, 50c., by mail, postpaid.
FRANK SMITII. 383 Lenox Ave .. N. Y.
'l'HE tlURPRISE .FOUN'.rAJN i'"EN

'61W§¥?¥MJD gr:-11.te~fve~erl~f t~;

looks just lllte 11. 1:en-

llE!~!(~~$~-'i!~kE·•ll\!lllflMOl!l>~lD ft n1~i.~~nt~~naf.!1;h1!~!
1

the j oke comes In.

It

you take otr the cover, a nice, ripe, jutcy

THE BmtNING

CIGAl~ETTE.

~=-=·-'.'E!?I
The greatest trlck
~-~~ E.::J joke out. A pertect
·
·
Imitation ot a smoul-

~~j'il/jl ~n9 ,P.!!frJDdE~ I~,,4L

1

"RANGER" bicycle. Write at onc:e for

our bio ca.talog and apt:cial offsr.
Marveloua Improvements. Extraordf·
n ary values in our 1915 price offers. YOM

d ering cigarette with bright r ed flre. It fools
the wisest. Send lOc. and we\.wlll mall It,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 2D W. 2~l;l. St., N. Y.
TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
The flrst attempt usually made
to open it. 1z to press down the
little !mob In the center ot the
purse, when a amall needle runs
out and stabo them In the flnger. but does not open ft. You
can open It before their eyea and still they
will be unable to opon It.
Price, 25c. e&cll by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVE LTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

lemon appears.
Then you give the friend
you lend It to the merry "ha-ha."
You
might call Jt an everlasting joke because you
can use it over and over acain. Price, by
mall, po•tpald. lllc.
ll. F . LA.J."'10. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

MARBLE VASE.
A clever and puzzJtng effect,
easy to do; the apparatus can
be minutely exo.mined. Et!ect :
A marble can be ma.de to pas::a
from the hand Into the closed
vase, w!lich a. moment before
W9.& shown empty. This is a
beautiful enamel ~ d turned wood vaoe.
,
Price. 20c.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

JAPANESE TRICK KNIFE.
You can show the knl!e and
instantly draw it across your
ftncer. apparently cutting deep
Into the fiesh. The red blood
appears oil the blade of tbe
lrnlf~. gi v ing a startling efCect
to the spectators. - The knife
- ·
is removed and the
is
found In good condition. Quite an etrectlve
illusion.
Price lOc. each by ma.II.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N . 'f.

f~~~~;fp°;s1t.fg~~11 Wf:fTMtrff)ginl. our
Boys, be a " Rider Agent" a:id make

bisr money taking orders !or bicycles and

supplies. Get our libarnL terms on aaampll

to introduce the new "RANGER."

TIRES, equipment, sundries and eTery.thirtirin the bicycle line ha lf usual P.rices. FactorJ
prie.es on Motorcycle and Automob:le Supplies.

MEAD CYCLE CO., DEPT.

G1ss

CHICAGO

1

Old Coins ~:d~~~:· ot' co~• '~eJ'"'h~f~~:

1895. Send IOc for our ill ustra.tect coin v l\lue book.
b7: iret posted, Clarke dz: Co., Box~> , Le Ror, N. Y,

~OTS OF MAIL!!:::m~~r:. ;~ru:1~!°:1.t:
1

'h -u.dwewill u.tyo'uR&meiJlouDlrectory• .Audw1w!U

at.o•e:nd1ouato11ce,Ilaa.mpl1Card., 14 611.1 Pto1ur•• ud a l&rp
'uortmrnt of n :lout ud w01iderfal t'Mdiq nu.Har. Wrh• '°4•1•
ua JOG will &et Jotl otm&ll--all.4

1e.nd 10 0111.t1, col11 or i;tuap1 for p<1&tag11

Ctbl&lo,otpre111u1 buldH. WlJ.U.a::u • Oo.a2e Ka.cli10a 5$.., CAicaso

finger

S'.l'AR AND CRESCEM'l'
PUZZLE.
The puzzle Is to sopa-.
rate the one star from
the linked star and cre1cent without usinc force.
Price by ma.II, postpaid
l Oc.; S for 2Gc.
WOT.VF NtlVELTY CO~
Z9 W. !Gth !It.• N. Y.
SLIDE THE PENCIL.
The pencil that keeps them
guessing.
Made of wood and
lead just like an ordinary pencil, but when
victim starta
to write with It-presto ! the
lead dfsappea.1·s.
It is so constructed that the sli gh test press ure on the pap13r male.es the
lead slide Into tha wood. Very
funny nnd a practical joke.
Price, lOc. each by mall, poatpald; S for !5o.
H. I'. LANG , 1815 Centro St., B'klyn, N. Y.

your

NORWEGIAN MOUSE.
A verl' large gra y mouse,
rneaauring 8 incI1et1 from tip
of nose to end of tall.
The
body ot mouse is hollow.
Place your first finge r ln his
body, and then by moving your
finger up and down, the mouse
appears to be running up your
sleeve.
Enter a room where
there are ladies, with the
mouee runn -" ~lg up
sleeve,
and you wJll see a rapid scattering ot. the !air sex. Many
practical jokes can be perpe·
trated with thlo small rodent.
Price, lOc.; 3 tor 25c. malled, postpald.
C. BEHit, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

your

l\IAlllA.S.
This Interesting toy Is
_-.
one ol the latest novelties
1.;,
out.
It Is In great demand. To· operate It, the
stem is placed in your
m o uth.
You c an blow
Into It, and at the same
.
time pull or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens. and it then
cries "Ma-ma," just exactly In the· tones of a
real , Hve baby. The sound is so human that

t..:

•1

It would deceive anyb~:I~;, 12c. each by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY co .. 29 w. 26th st .. N. Y.
TBE FRIGIITFUL

RA.TTLESNA.KEI
To all appearance It le"'
harmless piece ot coiled
p.aper with "' mouthA;: piece attachment. but
upon placing It to one's
m o u t h, and blowing
tnto the tube, an imttatlon snake over two
feet In length •prlni;s out of the roll like a
ftaah o! lightning, producing a whistling, nut•
terlng Hound that would frighten a wild In•
dian. We guarantee our rattlesnalre not to
bite, but would not advl•e you to play the
joke on timid women or delicate children.
Each snake packed In 11. box. Price, lOc.; S
tor 25c., malled posipaid.
'i\'OLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St •• N. 'I'.

FOUB WEEKS (A LOUD BOOK).
Hae the absolute and exact
shape of a book In cloth. Up·
on the opening of the book,
after having it set up accordIng to directions furnished, a.
loud report stmllar to that ot
a. ptatoJ-shot will be heard,
much to the amazement and
surprise of the victim. Cape
not mailable; can be bought
~t any toy store. Price. 65c. by mail, postpaid.
WOLJ;'F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
~ ALSE NOSES.
Chan&& your !ace!

Have a
barrel of fun!
;rhey are lifelike
reproductiono
ot :tunny
noseo, made ot shaped cloth,
waxed,
and
colored.
When
placed over your nose, they re 1na.!n on se curely, and only a
close inspection reveals their
char:ll.cter.
All ahapes,
such as pu;s, hooks, short-horn
lemons, and rum bloasome. Better than a false t'a.ce. Can be
carried fn the vest pocket.
Price, by mall, lOc. each.
H . J:'. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. 'Y.

talee

'.i'HE

.M~STIC

~STHMA
~

REaEDY,.n\ \oyou on;FBEl!TBU~
It l• .cures, send $1.00; lt noi. don \.
Gin exprcnoffiee. W rite toda1. W,1[.,
8terllD.~, 837 Ob.lo An., Sidm.e7~ OMo.

ll!MU£STING
FOR 111ft.OflT
..FREE
llnl w
r

FOR SIX MONTHS. It ls worth 11oacopy~qan7man
intending to invest eny mone:r. however small. who has

~~~~~~t~ob~{~v11?C:~.::,i'i~~ot'::a8:t~et'rn°i~fnre

tor pro:dt. !t demonatratos the ~al earnin&' power o~
money thek:Dowledgetlnanc1ersand bankers hide trom
the mS.~sez, n revea1e the enormous profits bankers
ma.keandshowsbowtomaketbesame profits. Itexplains

I

t?O:O~xJ':~i~ag~nT"oi~":i!,";;,~~1!~~~·;_~;:;
me now. I'll send it etx months, o.b8otute11 FREE.
B. L.BARBER, Pab., 522 ZGW Jochoa B•d., Chicaio,111.

GRl:E'
-'BAGKSI Big
Wad, lOc.: ' · 26c. J.Downey,
L l1
'J.~ .. 35a,7 'Union Ave., Chtca."o.
1

TRICK PUZZLP.l
PURSE. - The first attempt usually made to
open it, is to press down
the little knob In the
centre o! purse, when a.
small needle runa out
and stabs them In the
finge r, but does not open
It. You can open It before their eyes a.nd still
they will be unable to open It. Price b¥ mall,
postpa.ld, 25c. each.
WOLF];' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

RINO.
A Brand-New Trick.
Just
Out.-PuzzUng,
Mystifying and Perplexing. A metal ring
is handed a.round fo r
examination, and ls found to be soltd, unbroken
japanned iron. .A cane, a pencil or a 3tring
is held tightly a.t each end by a spectator.
The performer lightly
taps the cane wit h the
ring, and the ring' 5uddenly is see n t o be encircling the cane. How did the ring pass the
spectator's two hands and get on the cane?
The most mystify ing trkk ever invented.
APPEARING BILLIARD BALL.-A aolld
Others charge 75 cents for thi s trick; but our billiar
d ball, beautifully made, can be mad•
price, including instruction, Jr~ 1.2c .. 1f)stpald. l to
appear in the bare hands with the aleevea
C. BF~HR, 150 W. 62d St., New York Clt7. roll ed back to elbows. Very fine and easy
to do.
Price, 350.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W. 26th St., N. 'f.
AUTOMATIC COPTING PENCIL.
The lmportauce of
BUBBLER.
I
f1~b'1~1 ":en~ll 'fi0e~~ ~~t
T h e
1:reateat
be dwelt u pon bere.
Invention of the
age. The box
+'
It I• an absolute necontains a blGw·
cesslty with us all.
p I p e of neatly
The holder or this pencil Is beautifully
enameled meta.I,
:ilckeled with grooved box-wood h"'1dle, glv•
and five tablets;
Ing a flrm grip In writing; the pencil auto•
also printed dl·
matlcally supplies the lead as needed whll•
rectlons for playa box of these long leads are given with eaoh
ing n u m e r o u •
pencil. The writing of this pencil Is Indelible
•oap-bubb le . games, •uch a. Floating Bubble•,
the 1a.1ne as inlt., and thus can be used in
Surprise Bubbles, Double Bubble•,
writing lettere, addressing envelopes, eto. Repeaters,
'J:'h~ Boxers, Lung Tester, Supported Bubbles.
Bill• of account or Invoices made out with
Bubbles, Smoke Bubbles, Bouncln&"
I thla ploncll can be copied the •ame as If .copy- Rolling
1 Ing- Ink was uaed.
It ls the handiest pencil Bubbles, and many others. Ordinary bubbleblowing, with a pipe and soap water, are not
1 on the market; you do not require a knife ln
It with th!• scientific toy.
It produce•
to keep It •harp; It Is ever ready, ever sate, larger.
more beautiful and stronger bubble•
and just the thing to carry.
.
than you can 1:et by the ordinary method.
Prloe ot pencil, wl<h box of lelldl complete, only The
games are Intensely Interesting, too.
lOo.; 8 tor 2&c. : dne dozen 90c. postpaid.
Price, 12c. by mall.
WOLFF NOVJEJ,TX CO., U W- ~at.. N. Y. H. F. LA.NG. llWi Cent- lilt.. B'L:lnL. J.r -..c.
...
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DEVILINE'S WJJJBTLE.

LAUGHING

ing

sound;

ple loo k thin, and vice
versa.
Price, 25c. postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

large

11lustrat!o1'.
Price,
actua.l alze.
12c. by mall.
.
WOI.FF NOVELTY CO., %11 W. 26th St .• N. f.
seller;

-

.

111

guessing;

easy

to

PIN MOUSE.

haa the exact color, shape and

The most remarkable trlck-clcar In the
world. It smokes without tobacco, and never
gets smallerr Anyone can have a world of
tun with it, especially tr you smoke it in the
presence ot a person who dislikes the odor
of tobacco. It looks exactly like a ft.ne per ...
fecto, and the smoke is so real that it 1•
bound to deceive the closest observer.
Price, 12c. ea.ch, po1tpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York Clt;r.

e

.
&

TRICK COIN <HOLDER.
The coin holder Is attached
to a ring made so ..... to 11t
The holder
• anyone's ftnger.
:
clasps tightly a 26-cent piece.
• ·
When the ring Is placed on the
.
tlnger with the coin showing
on the palm of the hand and otrered In change
It cannot be picked up. A nice way to Up
Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid,
p eople.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

IMITATION CIGAJt BUTT.
It Is made or & compoaltlon.
_
llchted
exo.ctly reaembllng a
cigar. The white ashe1 at the

b~~co~f!.~r tt:1n1:' ~~~fe'!:t. ot ;g~
1

can carelessly place it on top of
the tablecloth or any other ex·
pensive piece of furniture, and
1
I await the result. After they 1ee
the joke everybody will have a
i;ood laugh. Price, lOc. each b;r
mall, postpaid ; S tor ll!!c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE HELLO PUZZLE
Can you get the ring o tr?
Thi• puzzle is the latest creation ot Ya.nkee inS"enuity.
Apparently It ts the eas!e1t
thing tn the world to remove
the ring trom the block, but
It takes hours ot study to
d.1acover the trick, unless you know how tt 11
•one. Price by ma.II, postpaid, IOc.: S tor 25c,
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
r·

~

folks

take them apart when you
Dire ctions
hQw.
kn ow
with every one.
Price, 6 e., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St .. ~. :t:.

It Is made or cast metal and

Made or nicely col·
~red wood 61,i Inches
~
II [ ]i-a
The power '!
long.
·
""" ·-· - - furnished by rubbe r
Ten discs ot
bands.
cardboard with each
pistol. Price, 6c. each,
postpaid.
H.F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

A lady'1 tan made
of colored sllk cloth.
The ta.n may be u1ed
and then 1thut, a.nd
when it opens acatn,
.
..
f.t falls tn piece•; shut
and open again and It
Is perfect, without a
llgn of a break. A grea t surprise for tho•
not 1D the trick. Price, 35c, by mall, po•tpal4.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

NArL PUZZLE.
Made or 2 metal nail•
Keep•
link ed together.

THE BUCULO CIGAR.

ROUGH RIDER DISC PISTOLS.

•

CAMERA.

Everybody grotesquely
photographed; a tout peo-

Nickel plated and
proIt
polished;
duces a near-pierc-

.

•

r

, TRICK CIOAR.ll:TTE BU.&.
This one la a corker! Gfiit a
box rlcht a.way, It you want to
have a barrel or joy. Here'1 the
secret: It look• like an ordl·
nary red box ot Turkish cir;&·
rettes. But It contains & trlr;·
ger, under which you place a
paper cap. Otter your friend a
smoke and he raloeo the lid or
the box. That explodes the cap,
and It you are wloe you will get
out ot sight with the box before
·
. he gets over thinking he was
Price, l!!c., postpaid.
shot.
WOLFJi' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

eJze or a live mouse. Pinned on
your or somebody else's clothes
will have a startllng effect upo,;
The screaming
the spectators.
~
..
:tun had by this llttle novelty, especially In the
presence ot ladles, ts more than can be Jn1 agined. It a cat happens to be there, there' •
no other fun to be compared with it.
Price, lOc. ea.ch by mall, postpaid; 3 tor l?5o.
l<'RAliK S!IIITH, S83 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
WIZARD'S PACK OF TRICK CARDS.
A tuil pack or 63 cardl.
but by the aid or the In•
11tructiona given, anyone can
perform the most wonde rful
tricks. Many ot the teats ex·
hlblted are truly . marvelous
and a stonish, and amuse &
whole audience. Positively no
sleight-of-hand. The whole trick is In the
cards. Prtc·e , by mail, postpaid, 35c.
H. Ji'. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE DEVIL'S <JARD TRICK.-From three
card• held in the hand anyone ls askeU to
All three cards are
mentally select one.
placed Jn a. hat and the performer removes
ftrst the two that the aud tence did n o t select
and paoslnc the hat to them their ~a.rd has
climax;
great
A
my1terlou1ly vanished.
Price, lOc.
highly recomW1ended.
FRANK SMITH, SSS Lenox Ave .• N. Y.

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

"Moving Picture Stories'' 1
AWeekly Magazine dnoted to Photoplays and Players

Absolutely tbe finest little publlcatlon on the news-stands

.-PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY ,_
HISUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COV£R DESICNS
New portraits of actors and aotreasee every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
F'INll: HALl'·TON£ FRONTISPIECES
Get a oopy of thl• weekly magazine and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with tlne half-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo'plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may 'buy the playa you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to intere11t both young and old.
GET A COPY · NOW from your newsdealer, or send us lS centa bl money or postage stamps, and we will mail
you the latest number issued.

FRANK
168 West 23d Street

TOUSEY, Publisher
New York

C>P
-LATEST ISSUES6 811 The Liberty Boys' Leap tor Life: or, The Light That Led Them
6110 The Liberty Boys· Indian ~'rl.,nd; or, The Redskin Who Fought
tor Independence.
691 The Liberty Boys "Going It Blind"; or. Taking Big Chanrea.
692 The Liberty Boys' Black Band; or, Bumping tbe British Hard
69a The Liberty Boys· "Hurry Call ;" or, A Wild Dash to Save a
.
~'rlend .
694 The Liberty Boys· Guardian Angel; or, The Beautiful Maid of
the Mouulaln .
695 The Liberty Boys' Brave t:itand: or, Set Rack, but Not Defeated.
696 The Liberty Boys· "Treed:" or, Warm Work In the Tall Timber.
,
697 The Liberty Boys Dare; or, Backing the British Down.
698 The Liberty Boys' Best Blows ; or, Beating the British at Ren·
.
nlngton.
699 The Liberty Boys' In New Jersey; or, Boxing the Eara of the
British Lion.
700 The Liberty Boys· Daring; or, Not Afraid of Anything.
701 The Liberty Boys' Long March; or. The Move Thal l'uzzled the
British.
702 The Liberty Boys' Bold Front; or, Rot Times on Harl~m Belgbts.
703 The Liberty Boys In New York; or, Helping to Hold the Great
City.
704 The Liberty Boys' Big Risk. or. Ready to Take a Cbanre.
705 The Liberty Boys' Drag-Net; or. Hauling tbe Redcoats In.
706 The Liberty Boys' Lightning Work; or, Too Fut tor the British.
707 The LI berty Boys· l,ucky Blunder. or. The Mistake l'b1U Helped
Them
708 The I.lherty Roys' Shrewd Trick . or. Springing a Rill ~urprlse
70!l The Liberty Roys· Cunnlnll' : or, Outwitting the Enemy.
710 The Liberty Boys· "Blit Hit" : or, Knocking the Redroats Out.
711 The l 1berty Boys "Wiid I rlsbman" ; or, A Lively Lad from Dublin
712 Tb._. Liberty Boys' Surprise ; or. Not Just What They Were Look·
Ing For.
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713 The Liberty Boys' Treasure; or, A Luck'! Find.
Run of Luck.
714 The Liberty Boys In Trouble; or. A Ra
715 Thd Llb ~ rty Boys· Jubilee : or, A Great lJay tor the Great <.:au11e.
Shall We Turn,..
Way
Which
"
or.
Cornered;
Boys
716 The r. lberty
71 i The Liberty Boys at Valley ~'orge. or, Enduring Terrible Hard·
ships.
718 The Liberty Boys .llllssln~; or, Lost In the i:'.!wamps.
Tl9 The Liberty Boys Wager; and, How They Won It.
720 The Liberty Boys Deceived: or, Tricked. Rut ,..,ot Beaten.
721 The Liberty Boys and the Dwarf ; or, A Dang~rous Enemy.
722 The Liberty Boys· Dead Shots: or. The 0Padly Twelve.
7:.!3 The L iberty Boys· League: or. The Country Boys Who Helped
724 The Liberty Boys' :\eatest Trick. or. Uow the Redcoats Were
l"ooled.
725 The Liberty Boys Slranded; or, Afoot In the Enemy's Country.
7 26 The Liberty Boys In the Saddle; or, Lively Work tor Llberly's
Cause.
727 The Llberly Bo)s' Bonanza ; or, Taking Toll from the Tories.
728 The Llberly Boys a.t Saraloga; or, The Surrender of Burgoyne.
7 2 9 The Liberty Boys and "Old Put" : or, The Escape at Horseneck.
730 The Libe rty Boys' Bugle Cllll; or, Tb(> Plot to Polson Wasblnglon.
731 The Liberty Boys and " Queen Esther"; or. The Wyoming Valley
Massacre.
7:12 Th e Liberty Boys' Horse Guard: or. On the Hlitb Hills nr the Rantee.
7:13 The Liberty Boys and Aaron Burr: or, Battllnf tor Independence.
734 The Liberty Boys and the "Swamp l•'ox" · or, I elpl ng liarlon.
735 'J'hc Liberty Boys nnd Io:than Allen ; or, Old and 'louug Veterans.
i36 'J'be Liberty Boys and the King's Spy: or, Dlumond Cut Diamond.
737 'l'be Liberty Bo~··· Bayon et Charge: or, The Siege of Yorktown.
738 The Libe rty Boys and Paul JonP.s : or, The :'!Jartyrs or the Prison
Ships.
739 'l'be Liberty Boys at Bowlin!!' Green; or, Smashing the King's
Statue.
740 The Liberty Boys and Nathan Hale ; or, The Brave Patriot Spy.
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No. 1.

A:-OD

NAPOJ ••}ON'S ORACUl,tJM

'."o. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of the moot

E'J'IQl.:E'rTE.- lt ls a great life •ecret, and

Instructive booka on cooklns ever published.
It con tains recipes tor cooklnr meats. flah .
game, and oy11tera; also ptea, puddlng1, cake•
and all kin ds or pa1try, and a grand collectlon o f re c ipes.

w!l es of flirtation are fully explained by this
littl e b ook . . Besides t h e Yarlous methods or
handk e r chter. fan. glove, parasol, window and
hat ntrtatl on, It contains a full list of the
language and sentiment of Howers.

one that every young man desires to kn o w all
There' s happiness tn It.
about
"No. 14. H0\\1 TO l\lAKE CAXDY.- A c omplete hanJ-b ook for maktng all kinda or
candy, lce -<'ream, syrups, ess ences. etc .. etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECO~H~ BEA(;'l'lt'UL.
-One or the brightest and most valuable
E\·e ry ltttle books eve r given to the world.
b11dy wish es to know how to become beautlThe sec ret ls
ful, both male nnd fema le.
simple, A.nd almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO •;:>;Tt; RTAl:"I AN t; \'F::-0PARTY.-A comple te compe ndium or
l~ G
games, sports, card diversions, com ic recltati ons. e t <'., suHo.b le fo r parlor o r drawing lt contai ns mo1·e tor
room entertainment.
the money lh an any book published .

this littl e book.

mos! co mplete hunting and fl.shlng guid e ever

backgammon, croq ue t, dominoes, etc.

r oom and at parties, how to dress, and full
dire ctions tor calling off In all popular square
dan ces.

guns, hunting dogs , traps, trapping a ncl fishIng, t ogether with descriptio n of game and
flsh.

-Co ntaining all th e leading conundrums 0 f
th e day, amusing riddles, curious catches an"a
witty saytnva.

DREAM BOOK .- Co ntalnlng the great ora c le
o! human d e stiny ; also the true m ean ing or
a lmost any kind or dreams. t o ge t her with
charms, cerem onies. and c urious garr.es or
carda.

No. 2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.- The grea l

No. 3.

HOW TO Fl. IRT.- The ar t s and

book ot magi c and card tri cks, contain ing fu ll
tnatru ctlon on all the leading c·anl 1ri1 ·i..s ot
•the day , also the moat popular magical lllu• lc. ns aa pe r 1ormed by o ur leading mai<IC"!ans;
e very boy should obta in a copy or this book.

HOW TO DA'."('•; ls the tllle or
rt contains full Instructions
In the art or dancing. etiquette in the ballNo. 4.

No.

5.

HOW TO MAKE LO\'K - A <'om-

HOW TO JH..:COl\IE A SPEAKER.

No. 32.

HOW

'l'O

RIDE

A

BIC\'CLE.-

Co ntaining lnstru<'tlot!a !'or b~gtnners , c hoice
ot a machine, hlnh on tralntnw. et c. A complete book. Full of practica l fllugtra tlons.
No. 35. 110\V 'rO l,LAY OA1't:E S.-A com/plete and useful llttle boo k , cllntaJnJ ng the

rules and regulations o! billiard•. bagatelle,
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS

llOW TO lll' '.'OT AND 1-'I S ll.-The
publ ished. It con lalns rull Instructions about
'.'Oo 21

:-lo. 22.

No. St.

-Containing fourteen ilh.iatrat!on", giving the
different p o alttona requisite to become a good
Al10 conspe aker, read 1?:- and e :ocutlonie t.
tainlng gems ; rom all the popu lar authors of
prose and po"t r J'.

No. 38.

llOW TO DO SECON D SIGHT.-

HOW TO BECOME \'OUR OWN

DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing use-

f-l elle 1·s second sight explained by his f o rmer
Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining h ow th e
secret dialogue& were ca rried on between th e
mo.g1 c lan a n d the boy on the stage; also glvtng all the <:odes and signals.

ful and practical Information Jn the treatment
or o rdinary diseases and ailments comm o n lo
every family. Abounding in usetul and etreclive recipes for general co mplaints.

bells, Indian cl ubs. parallel bars, horizontal
bars and various other methods or developing
a g ood, healthy muscle; containing O\'er sixty

This little book gives the explanation t o all
kinds or dreams, tog-ether with lu cky and
unlu ck y days.

PI GEONS AND RABUJTS.-A 1 s ~~· \il and rn-'
Handsomely IJll!strated.
structfve book .
Xo. 4-0, HO\\' TO l\IA.KE AND SET TRAPS.

Illustrations.

No. 7. 110\V 1'0 K Et;P Blll.DS.-Hands ome ly llh1!1trated and ca'ntalnlng full lnsti-uc-

Gt:XT l . E3'JJ<;1' .- Contalnlng lull directions for
writing to gentlemen on all subjects.

weasels, otter, rats, squirre ls and birds. AlsO
h ow to cure skins. Copiously il lustrated

canary, mockingbird. bobolink. blackbird, parooquet, parrot. et'=.
No. f), 110\V TO BECOME A \ 'ENTRIJ.O-

Containing full lnstr·uctlon1:1 for all kin ds or
gymnastic sports and athletJc exerci s e s . Embra<·lng thirty-five Illustrations. By Professor

:MEN'S JOU.ft.; BOOK .- Contatn lng a great""' varlety of the latest Jokes used by the most
No amateur minstrels la
famous end men.

plete guide to lo\·e. courtship and marriage.
gi ving sensible advice, rules and ~tlquette to
be obse r ved, wtth many curious and InterestIng things not genera lly kn own.
No. 6 . 1-10\V TO BECOME AS A'l' lll . ~TE.

-Giving full lnstrucllon for th e use of dumb-

tlon• rot· the management and lralnlng or the

~:ii!tS~~-;:;'~adtin":rt>;,lsK~~xd:r h1;;,~~t~~Io ~;·~~~
1

assl~tant,

Xo. 23

HOW TO EXPL\l:"I DREAMS.-

No. 24.

HOW TO WRJTE l .t;TTF: RS TO

No. 25. HOW '1'0 BECOME A

w:.,;ra2'ii~"1n~V

'1'0

~OW,

~o.

- Includ ing
No. 41 .

Gl'M~AST.-

master the art. and crea te any amount or run
It Is the greatest
t or himself and friends.
book ever publlsh f"fl .
No. 10. 110\V TO BOX.-The art ot self-

Illustra tions ot guards, bl o ws. and the differEvery boy
ent positions of a good t>0xer.
ah ould obta in one of th e s e useful and lnstructt ve b ooks, as il will teach you ho w to box

Rt.: Cl'l'A'l'IONS.- Co11talnln g the m o st pop11
s election s In use, c<•mprlslng Dutch d ialec t,
F1·eneh dialect, Yankee and lrlsh dl alee t
pieces, together with many stan da r d readi ngs.

140\'E-l.E'J"J'}.: RS.
- A m ost corr1plete little book, conta ining full
directlons fo r writing loYe-letters, and when
to use th em, giving speci m en le tt ers to r

rut ure life wil l b ring forth. whether happln t·s s
You can t ell
or misery, wealth or poverty.
by a glance at this little book . Buy one and

Containing o\·er thirty

wl~ho~u{l ar:_.~'~:.t ~l~ ~t~~;RJ'l'E
1

.
yo~nog
"

:;.d

Jig\v

LADIES.-Glvtn g

TO \VRITE I .ETTERS TO
complete

instru c tions

tor

~n~l~g 0 ~e\1;[r•oJ~c~~~~~sn~:1esa~n~u~~~~1:s;ts~ lso

Xo. 27. HOW 'fO RECITE A..VD 11001{ 01''

E~~Y o~:· lsl-l~:~~r~~~ ~~-E~;ow~·~OgR'l;~~~Shls
be~~~n~~n~g·,v

TO BECOlUE AN

hlnts on

TIH~

how lo

catch

moles

BOYS OF NE\V YORK END

1
co;;.:_;>,let:2."' \~~lt~ tl'ito\'~ong~rru~~ivle y~~~

SAJL A'."D Ul'IJ ,D

A BOA 'l'. - Full~· Ulustratl•d. Full Instructions
an: given In this little book, together with In struC'tlons on swimming and riding, companio n
sports to boat ing-,

d efense made easy.

39. 110\V TO RAISE DOGS. POUi. TRY

JNVE~'TOR.
"

-Every boy should know how Inventi o ns orig-

~~!t~~-lesT~~s e~~~!'r 1 ~1~~~,.,1~;d~~~n1cs~11~:!~ie°t~

STL":MP SPEAKER.- Contalnlng a varied assortment ot stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end m~n ' R .1okes. .Just the thing
tor home amusement And amatE'ur shows.
No. ·IS. llOW TO BECO)IE A MAGIL'IA..V.
--Containing the grand es t asso r tmen t of magkal illusions ever placed before th e publlc.
Als? tri ck s with ca rds. ln<'antatlons, etc.
44. HO\V TO \\' RITE J:\1' AN AL~o.
1

~1\1~bl;Arofr:~~ t~~l:c!~~ 0°dca~ilobnu;me:;::~~
Ing Lines of Love, Aff~ c tlon, Sentiment, Humo,.., R es p ec t, and Co n dolence; also Verse•
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.

XEn'

YORK l\UNOJi'
No. 45 · THE BOYS
AXD JOl{E llOOK.-SomeS'fREL GUIDE
Every boy
and very Instru cti ve.

thing new
~houl<l obtain thJs book, as tt contains tun
~~:!fu;rt~~~:. for organi zing an amateur mtn-

Ism. optics, pneum atic!', mechani cs, etc.
No. 13. HO\V TO DO IT ; OR, BOOK OF
tor 25 cts .. tn money or postage stamps, by
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any add ress on receipt or f'.)<'lee. JO cts. pe~ copy, or 3
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